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ABSTRACT  
Anonby, E. & Asadi, A. 2018. Bakhtiari Studies II: Orthography. Acta Universitatis  
Upsaliensis. Studia Iranica Upsaliensia 34. 305 pp. Uppsala. ISBN 978-91-513-0385-7.  
 
The Bakhtiari language is spoken by members of a traditionally nomadic society, numbering 
over a million people, across several provinces in the Zagros Mountains of Iran. This study 
provides an account of the emergence and development of an orthography for Bakhtiari – the 
migration of the Bakhtiari language into the world of letters. Bakhtiari poetry has been tran-
scribed for many decades, and other genres are now appearing in print, but codification of the 
language is heterogeneous and often difficult for readers to decipher.  

Building on the foundation of the work, Bakhtiari studies: Phonology, text, lexicon (Anonby 
& Asadi 2014), the present volume responds to the pressing need to elaborate a systematic 
orthography that faithfully reflects the language’s phonological structure and serves speakers 
from various contexts across the language area. It examines the social and linguistic background 
for such an orthography and, despite major functional drawbacks, concedes that a writing sys-
tem based on Arabo-Persian script is the only realistic option for the Bakhtiari language com-
munity. Following on a presentation of the orthography’s elements, issues associated with the 
Persian model are addressed: word recognition, underrepresentation of vowels, overrepresenta-
tion of consonants, and graphic possibilities for compounding and affixation are discussed in 
depth; mitigating strategies as well as improvements are proposed. Several innovative but intui-
tive conventions that respond to distinctive features of Bakhtiari pronunciation are also intro-
duced. Orthographic choices, which have been tested with a wide cross-section of Bakhtiari 
speakers, are illustrated and applied to the transcription of a traditional text as well as a 1500-
word lexicon.  

The results of this study are relevant for Bakhtiari writers, for scholars working in develop-
ment of Arabic-based orthographies for other languages which have not been standardized, and 
for strengthening conventions in standardized languages, such as Persian, that use a related 
script.  
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1 Introduction 

Over many centuries, the pastures in the heights of the Zagros Mountains of 
west Iran have echoed with the poetry of Bakhtiari shepherds. The haunting 
melodies of this poetry take their shape from the passes, peaks and valleys 
that the shepherds and flocks traverse on their never-ending sojourn from 
summer pastures, to winter pastures, and back to the summer pastures. 

Each year, as permanent houses are built, and new fields are planted; as 
children leave the nomadic camps for schooling in the towns and grown 
children are drawn away from the towns to the cities in search of paid la-
bour; as the voices of the radio, and now the television, intensify and perme-
ate the air; and as texting takes the place of talking: the resounding words 
from the past are less often heard. 

Yet the songs of the nomad are not easily extinguished, and in their exile 
from gushing rivulets, oak-clad hillsides and the bleating of sheep, the 
Bakhtiari people carry with them a longing for the tales of days gone by. In 
place of the flute, cassette tapes and digital files put music to the lyrics of the 

poetry; pages chronicling Bakhtiari stanzas of undying love and 
the delights of youth are hesitantly, boldly put into writing and passed from 
lover to beloved; and where the grandmother once reigned with her clan 
gathered around here as the oracle of legends, Bakhtiari stories are being 
gathered into books. And so, the words of the past live on, in a new way. 

1.1 Purpose of this study 
The Bakhtiari language, with over a million speakers distributed across se-
veral provinces in the Zagros Mountains of Iran (2.1), is a unique, important 
and dynamic element in the linguistic and cultural landscape of the region. 
The present study provides an account of the emergence and development of 
an orthography for Bakhtiari  the migration of the Bakhtiari language into 
the world of letters. 

Bakhtiari poetry has been transcribed for many decades, and other genres 
are now being written in the language, but the writing system is not uniform. 
Since there is a growing interest in the development of the language by the 
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speakers of the language themselves, this study responds to the pressing 

nological system and serves speakers from various contexts across the lan-
guage area. 

This book is a companion volume to the work, Bakhtiari studies: Pho-
nology, text, lexicon (Anonby & Asadi 2014). The first volume provided an 
overview of the Bakhtiari people in their geographic, historical and cultural 
context, and examined key aspects of the Bakhtiari language necessary for 
the preparation of a scientifically grounded orthography: an in-depth analysis 
of the Bakhtiari phonological system, including morphophonology; an inter-
linearized folktale; a discussion of the verb system; and a 1500-word lexi-
con. 

Building on this foundation, the present book offers a proposal for the or-
thography of Bakhtiari. It includes background on the social and linguistic 
context of such an orthography, a presentation of its elements, a summary of 
orthographic choices along with the reasons for these choices, and texts writ-
ten in the orthography. 

This book is intended for scholars who are interested in development of 
orthographies for other languages which have not been standardized, and 
standardized languages, such as Persian, where existing conventions are 
applied erratically (Hashabeiky 2005). It provides an account of the issues 
encountered and the methodology proposed for one language, Bakhtiari, and 
is put forward as a model for development and refinement of orthographies 
for other languages that are based on Arabo-Persian script.  

Finally, and centrally, the book is destined to readers and writers who are 
already active users of Bakhtiari as a written language, and for any Bakhtiari 
speakers who themselves wish to reflect on how to write their heritage lan-
guage in a clear and consistent way.  

As is the case for all languages, the development and evolution of the 
writing system is a work in progress. Many of the ideas presented here have 
been suggested and inspired by other Bakhtiari writers, especially Madadi 
(2014). While several years of work and the contributions of many people 
have gone into the elaboration of the Bakhtiari orthography proposed in the 
present study, there are certainly additions, modifications and improvements 
that can be made to it. The authors welcome ongoing input from all speakers 
of the Bakhtiari language and all users of the orthography. 

1.2 Guiding principles 
Three central and interrelated principles have guided the methodology and 
decisions we propose for Bakhtiari orthography. The orthography must, to 
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the greatest degree possible, be 1) phonologically accurate, 2) socially ap-
propriate and 3) optimal for both readers and writers.1  

Often, it is possible to accommodate all three of these principles for a 
given issue. However, these principles are to some degree independent of 
one another, and there are some situations in which it is not possible to ad-
dress all of them simultaneously. In these cases, we have weighed them 
against one another, and in cases where there is more than one suitable pos-
sibility, we have tested various options with speakers of the language (3.4; 
Appendix 2). 

1.2.1 Phonologically accurate 
Faithfully representing the phonological content of Bakhtiari words makes 
their spelling and pronunciation predictable. The phonological description of 
Bakhtiari provided in Anonby & Asadi (2014), and summarized in Chap-
ter 4, highlights key elements of the linguistic foundation against which all 
orthographic decisions have been weighed. We make reference to this work 
throughout the present study. 

1.2.2 Contextually appropriate 
Since the Bakhtiari language is ultimately the heritage of its speakers, we 
have considered the Bakhtiari language in its social and dialectal situation, 
along with the context, history and existing uses of its orthography, as a 
framework for orthographic decisions (see especially Chapter 2). The ongo-
ing application of orthographic choices that speakers will make are also a 
central element of this principle. 

1.2.3 Optimal for readers and writers 
The Bakhtiari orthography must optimally address the needs of readers as 
well as writers  two sides of the same coin. This principle is related to the 
first two, since a phonologically accurate and contextually appropriate or-
thography will help readers and writers. Often, there is more than one ortho-
graphic choice that addresses both principles, but a certain choice is better 
for readers and/or writers; and occasionally, a given choice is better for read-
ers and writers, even though it is not phonologically accurate or perfectly 

                               
1 These principles have been developed independently but, as pointed out by an anonymous 
referee, they generally line up with those of Smalley (1971): 1) maximum motivation for 
learners, and acceptance by their society and authorities such as the government; 2) optimum 
representation of language; 3) maximum ease of learning; 4) optimum transfer to a (typically) 
majority language; 5) maximum ease of reproduction. 
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suited to the social context. Such factors will be weighed alongside one an-
other in reference to particular issues throughout this study. 

1.3 The structure of this book 
This book is organized in three main parts.  

Part I (Chapters 1 4) provides a survey of key considerations and activi-
ties that underpin the development of an orthography for the Bakhtiari lan-
guage. In this first chapter, we give an overview of the book as a whole, and 
present the principles that have guided our proposal for this orthography. 
The second chapter introduces the Bakhtiari language and its community of 
speakers, describes the emergence and current state of Bakhtiari as a written 
language, and identifies important factors in the social context of the orthog-
raphy. Chapter 3 traces choices and activities in the research process that has 
resulted in  orthography, and looks at prospects for its 
use in the future. Chapter 4 gives a synopsis of the linguistic basis of the 
proposal, focusing on elements of Bakhtiari phonology that are foundational 
in the preparation of an orthography. 

In Part II (Chapters 5 7), our focus moves from the social and linguistic 
context of the orthography to a systematic and detailed proposal for the or-
thography itself. Chapter 5 presents the symbols in the orthography: full 
letters, diacritics, and punctuation. Each symbol is illustrated with example 
words according to its possible functions. Spelling rules are catalogued in 
Chapter 6, with justifications and examples provided for each convention. 
Key topics include the representation of certain allophonic distinctions; con-
ventions for short vowels and orthographically problematic sequences; and 
conventions for the spelling of words that are either borrowed from Persian, 
or cognate with Persian words. Chapter 7 treats the representation of mor-
phologically complex words, covering compounding as well as affixation. 

While the preceding section of the book offers a systematic account of 
the orthography and provides specific examples for each convention, Part III 
(Chapters 8 9) exemplifies the application of the orthography to the lan-
guage as a whole. Chapter 8 consists of a 1500-item lexicon of Bakhtiari 
words in the proposed orthography, and in Chapter 9, the Bakhtiari folktale 

  is presented in phonemic 
transcription and in the proposed orthography. 

The main body of the text is accompanied by a list of references and two 
Appendices. Appendix 1, which is intended as a supplementary resource for 
linguists who are unfamiliar with the functioning of Arabo-Persian script, 
gives an inventory of possible orthographic representations for each pho-
neme, thus bringing together the phonological description (Chapter 4) and 
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the presentation of the orthography on its own terms (Chapter 5). Appendix 
2 consists of the Bakhtiari orthography test which was developed and carried 
out by the authors in order to bring together opinions and ideas for the reso-
lution of uncertain or problematic issues in the proposed orthography. 
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2 Toward an orthography of Bakhtiari 

All orthographies are an artefact of the societies that produce and use them. 
They emerge from a given social context to address particular social needs, 
and at the same time they are inextricably bound to the oral codes of these 
societies. For this reason, it is important to situate the process of orthography 
development firmly within its social and linguistic context. 

In this chapter, we offer a concise overview of the Bakhtiari people and 
their language, summarized from Anonby & Asadi (2014), and point the 
reader to other resources for a fuller account (2.1). We then look at the 
emergence of writing in Bakhtiari (2.2) and the current status of writing in 
the language community (2.3). Following on this, we evaluate the idea of a 
Bakhtiari orthography in the wider regional and global context, and consider 
the place of dialect variation in a standardized writing system (2.4). 

2.1 The Bakhtiari people and their language 
The Bakhtiari people inhabit 
and the adjacent edges of the Mesopotamian plain to the southwest. This 
ethnic group, which numbers over a million people (Anonby 2012), is histor-
ically renowned for their nomadic lifestyle, a hierarchical and highly orga-
nized society (Digard 1988), and traditional handicrafts such as carpets and 
woven garments (Digard 1992, Ittig 1988). 

The language of these people is also referred to as Bakhtiari (autonym: 
), and language is an important defining feature for the ethnic 

group. The language community is found in a contiguous area which has 
been split up among eastern Khuzestan, western Chahar Mahal va Bakhtiari, 
eastern Lorestan Province, and small sections of western Esfahan Province 
and southern Markazi Province. The largest cities with significant Bakhtiari-
speaking populations are Masjed Soleyman, Izeh, Shahr-e Kord, Dorud and 
Aligudarz (Anonby & Taheri-Ardali 2018) (Figure 1).  
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The Bakhtiari language, which is in the middle of the Lori language continu-
um (Anonby 2003), has been classified as a member of the Southwestern 
branch of West Iranic (Windfuhr 1988), itself ultimately part of the Indo-
European phylum. Several linguistic descriptions date from the early 20th 
century (Mann 1910, Lorimer 1922, Zhukovsky 1923 (with the latter trans-
lated and re-edited by Shafaqi & s in 2017)) and, after a long period of 
scholarly inactivity, a number of additional fieldwork-based studies on the 
language have been conducted recently (e.g., Khosravi 1375/1996, Madadi 
1375/1996, Forutan 1387/2009, Taheri 1389/2010, Anonby & Asadi 2014, 
R -Babadi 1392/2014, Zolfaghari 2017, Taheri-Ardali et al. 
2017, Anonby & Taheri-Ardali 2018). 

While many elements of Bakhtiari culture have given way to the habits of 
national and international societies, as highlighted in the introduction to this 
book, the Bakhtiari language lives on as one of the great cultural treasures of 
its speakers. Yet movement toward Persian is a longstanding reality. Already 
in 1922, Lorimer wrote: 

Our general conclusion may be that  
incorporating extra-tribal elements, and the range of vision of the tribesmen 
is becoming extended beyond the geographical limits of their habitat, and that 

Figure 1: The Bakhtiari language area. Language distribution and dialect centres 
(Anonby & Asadi 2014:17, Anonby & Taheri-Ardali 2018) 
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this process is likely to continue until the dialect gradually approximates, 
both in vocabulary and grammatical forms, more and more closely to a uni-
versal form of Persian. (Lorimer 1922:7) 

 
Today, Persian is entering most domains of life through schooling and the 
media, and the language of the current generation of Bakhtiari speakers is 
indeed hybridizing with Persian, as Lorimer predicted. In certain formal 
domains, Persian  which is perceived as having higher prestige  has re-
placed Bakhtiari and, especially among Bakhtiari migrants from rural areas 
to cities, parents are increasingly teaching their children Persian as a first 
language in the home (Anonby 2012, Taheri-Ardali 2017, ni-
pers. comm. 2018). 

At the same time, paradoxically, there is a growing awareness of the val-
ue, distinctiveness and irreplaceable nature of the language by many mem-
bers of the community, and this is reflected in the emergence of Bakhtiari 
cultural associations both within Iran and among the expatriate community. 
Audio and video recordings of Bakhtiari poetry, often accompanied by mu-
sic and dance, were the first electronic media to appear and remain the most 
popular. Other types of oral literature include recorded folktales, comedy 
sketches, Bakhtiari-language radio and films dubbed into the language 
(Anonby & Asadi 2014:15). Written texts have also been produced through 
local initiatives and, as of recently, Bakhtiari writers are reflecting on possi-
bilities for standardization of the language. These latter developments are 
discussed further in the next section. 

2.2 Emergence of Bakhtiari as a written language 
The Bakhtiari language and its literature have thrived in oral form for many 
centuries, from the earliest memories of the past, but until recent times writ-
ten records were limited to Persian translations of the original Bakhtiari oral 
texts (Forutan 1387/2009).2 

Over the past century, however, written Bakhtiari texts have emerged, 
and have been uniformly produced using an Arabo-Persian script (2.3). 
Many are hand-written, but published texts have also appeared with increas-
ing frequency since the first half of the 20th century. From the beginning 
until today, the most common works are oral literature, especially song lyrics 
and recited poetry; books of proverbs are also popular. 

In his book on Bakhtiari culture and literature, Khosravi (1375/1997:273) 

                               
2 - -Ardali for their 
substantial contributions to this section (2.2), and in particular their background research into 
early attestations of Bakhtiari as a written language. 
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ems in the Bakhtiari language. However, there is no known surviving written 
collection of these poems.  

Other poets who produced early, time-honoured written works were Zolf-
ri 

. 
been edited and reprinted by Mohammadi in 1379/2001. Several other well-
known works by these authors are as follows: 3  

Afsar ri, . sh -e sh er-e 
  [A selection from the poems of the  

eminent poet ri], ed. Abd-ol-
 

Afsar - - [Divan of 
the eminent poet]. Tehran: Anzan. 

Zarb-ol- -  [A collection 
of Bakhtiari proverbs]. Tehran: Tahuri. 

The following are important examples of more recent collections of 
Bakhtiari oral literature: 

 Ali. 1380/2001. - wm-  [Histo-
 

(folktales) 
Forutan, Fariborz. 1375/1996. Ganjine- -ye Bakhti  [A trea-

-
erbs)  

Forutan, Fariborz. 1394/2015. -ye Bakhti . [Bakhtiari lullabies]. 
Ahvaz: Ahvaz Islamic Azad University. (lullabies) 

K ni Haft Lang, K nush. 1378/2000. Zarb-ol-masal -ye Bakhti  
-

(proverbs) 
a. - -  

[Bakhtiari popular literature]. Shahr-e Kord: Niushah. (various genres: 
poetry, songs, proverbs, riddles, folktales) 

1391/2012b. Folklor-e mardom-  [Folk-
lore of Bakhtiari people]. Shahr-e Kord: Niushah. (various genres: 
ceremonial poetry and songs, religious poetry and songs, prayers, in-
cantations, medical literature) 

                               
3 For a fuller listing and description of major Bakhtiari poets, see Qanbari Odivi 1391/2012a: 
223 236. 
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R -ye Bakhti  [Bakhtiari couplets]. 
Shahr- -e Il. (poetry) 

-e Bakhti [Cry of the Bakhtiari] 
(3rd edition). Shahr- -e Il. (poetry) 

 [One tribe, one voice]. 
-e Nur. (lyrics) 

A glossary of Bakhtiari words, written in Arabo-Persian script, first appeared 
in ri (1361/1982), and extensive Bakhtiari language data 
in Arabo-Persian script is found in some of the linguistic resources cata-
logued in 2.1, for example, Khosravi (1375/1996) and Madadi (1375/1996). 

Recently, a publication on Bakhtiari language and culture, an adaptation 
of the Shahnameh in Bakhtiari and a Bakhtiari-language tribal history have 
extended the list of domains in which Bakhtiari is used as a written lan-
guage. 

 [Encampmen
(collection of short works on language and culture) 

Khosravin  [Bakhtiari 
 

Khosravin Gawgari [Brotherhood]. Shahr-e Kord: 
Niyosheh. 

The following website has a more complete list of books about Bakhtiari 
culture and language, some of which are written in Bakhtiari: 

http://sarzamina.ir (see especially: http://sarzamina.blogfa.com/post/18) 
In addition, there are many personal blogs available online where contribu-
tors use both Bakhtiari and Persian; the Bakhtiari text in these sites, as for 
books, is mostly poetry. Here is a short list of such sites: 

http://ghasem64.blogfa.com/ 
http://aryan114.blogfa.com/ 
http://bahman-alaeddin.blogfa.com/cat-31.aspx 
http://dindamal.blogfa.com/post-127.aspx 

Finally, text messages and a quickly-changing assortment of associated ap-
plications (e.g., Telegram, commonly used at the time of the writing of this 
book) have become a major avenue of communication in Iran, and speakers 
of Bakhtiari often use their own language in this new written medium as 
well. 
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2.3 Current practices and proposals 
In all of these publications and other written media (2.2), Bakhtiari has been 
written using Arabo-Persian script, following Persian orthographic conven-
tions specifically.  

However, as pointed out by Madadi (2014), distinctive Bakhtiari words, 
phonological forms and other structures are treated in an ad hoc manner and 
there is a lack of internal consistency as well as consistency between authors. 
A dictionary (Madadi 1375/1996) and a published grammatical work 
(Khosravi 1375/1996) have been more intentional about the Bakhtiari or-
thographies they use, but many issues remain. To cite a few examples: 

Regarding the marking of short vowels, some sources make generous use 
of diacritics to help readers decode distinctive Bakhtiari words, and a few 
writers advocate use of full letters, as in Kurdish (6.3). In practice, however, 
most writers depend on context to lead readers to the identity, and from there 
to the pronunciation, of an unfamiliar written form. In a more elaborate pro-
cess, others give (sometimes copious) footnotes with Persian glosses so that 
the meaning, and in turn the identity and pronunciation, of Bakhtiari words 
will be accessible to readers.  

Regarding phonemic representations, certain sources lean toward a more 
strictly phonemic orthography, and others replicate the redundant Arabic 
letters (6.8.1) and other idiosyncratic spelling conventions (6.8.2 and follow-
ing sections) characteristic of Persian orthography.  

Or further, a few writers insist on the marking of distinctively Bakhtiari 
allophonic forms (2.3, 6.1) in cases where a word image identical to that of a 
Persian cognate would lead a Bakhtiari speaker to use the (sometimes very 
dissimilar) Persian pronunciation. We have found that while this is appreci-
ated by readers, most writers do not signal these distinctions. 

With the maturing of Bakhtiari as a written language and increased 
awareness of inconsistencies in existing practises, there is a growing desire 
for the standardization of Bakhtiari as a written language. Recently, scholars 
and writers have put forward a number of partial proposals for the standardi-
zation of Bakhtiari orthography, but none has yet gained widespread ac-
ceptance. These proposals are summarized in Madadi (2014). We have re-
viewed these writings, with special attention to  own work, and we 
refer to these sources throughout this study.  

2.4 Social context for a Bakhtiari orthography 
The most obvious and important aspects of the social context of a Bakhtiari 
orthography have been introduced in the preceding discussion: namely, that 
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the Bakhtiari language community is situated in a country where Persian is a 
dominant and prestigious language, and the primary language of literacy 
among Bakhtiari speakers. These realities impact every decision made in the 
development of an orthography. Perhaps even more importantly, we have 
also seen that there is a growing body of mother-tongue literary activity 
coming from within the language community, and a desire for the standardi-
zation and flourishing of Bakhtiari as a written language (2.3). These factors 
highlight the experience and motivation of the language community, both of 
which are vital to the initiative of orthography development. 

Alongside these fundamental considerations, we now look at further is-
sues relating to Bakhtiari orthography in its wider social context (2.4.1). We 
then consider the dialect situation, which is a key sociolinguistic issue from 
within the language community, and one which also has implications for the 
orthography (2.4.2). 

2.4.1 The wider social context 
The Bakhtiari people make an important contribution to the cultural fabric of 
the Iranian nation where they live. Conversely, all aspects of their lives are 
impacted by the structure and functioning of this nation. 

The development and success of an orthography is therefore dependent on 
support, or at least acceptance, by national, regional and local administrative 
authorities. The government of the Islamic Republic of Iran officially recog-
nizes the value of linguistic diversity and, under Article 15 of the Constitu-
tion, allows for education in regional and  languages of the country 
(Assembly of Experts 1979/1989). In practice, though, support for education, 
or even basic literacy, is reserved for Standard Persian and Literary Arabic. 
However, the writing of Bakhtiari poetry and other oral literature has always 
been accepted, and this is now also the case for the use of Bakhtiari in new 
digital contexts such as websites and text messages. 

Expanding our consideration of the social context of the Bakhtiari lan-
guage community even further, it is also important to acknowledge the 
growing number of Bakhtiari speakers among the Iranian diaspora of Europe 
and North America. In the countries where these people live, they bring with 
them and encounter a distinct array of social factors. In contrast to children 
in Iran, the new generations of Bakhtiari children in the diaspora are often 
first learning to read and write in the languages of their host countries, but 
they are not uniformly literate in Persian. Still, we have observed that 
Bakhtiari people who are interested in speaking and writing their own lan-
guage generally have a higher level of interest and competency in spoken 
and written Persian as well. 
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2.4.2 Dialect variation 
While factors in the wider context of the Bakhtiari community are certainly 
relevant for the development of an orthography for their language, dialect 
variation  a characteristic of the language community itself  is also a key 
consideration that impacts the linguistic forms as well as the writing conven-
tions that are chosen.  

Speakers of Bakhtiari generally refer to the varieties they speak, accord-
ing to ethnic lineage moieties ( ), and then 
by further hierarchical ethnic sub-divisions (t , kor-o- ) 
(Anonby & Asadi 2014:17, Taheri-Ardali, pers. comm. 2018). In addition, 
they also recognize geographic differences centred on specific localities, and 
in particular the cities and larger towns of each region (Anonby & Asadi 
2014). 

Still, a comprehensive, empirical study of Bakhtiari dialectology has yet 
to be conducted. Considering the significant population and geographic ex-
tent of the Bakhtiari language community, the dialects of the language ap-
pear to be relatively linguistically homogeneous. However, preliminary in-
vestigations indicate that geographically peripheral dialects tend to show 
characteristics of contact languages: thus, the Bakhtiari dialects of Masjed 
Soleyman and Shahr-e Kord show significant hybridization with Persian; 
Bakhtiari of Lorestan Province is closer to Northern Lori, and varieties near 
to the Province of Boyerahmad va Kohgiluyeh are linguistically closer to 
Southern Lori. Dialects in areas further from major Persian urban centres 
(e.g., Izeh, Chelgerd ; see Figure 1 above) are more distinctively 
Bakhtiari, but are also more variable in general (Anonby 2003; Anonby & 
Taheri-Ardali 2017, 2018 - ). 

For the practical purposes of this study, we have used as a starting point 
the dialect of Asadi, who speaks a Haft Lang dialect from the area surround-
ing Masjed Soleyman in Khuzestan Province. It is the same dialect as that 
which Lorimer (1922) investigated in his study of the phonology of the lan-
guage, and which was described in the study of Bakhtiari (Anonby & Asadi 
2014) carried out in preparation for the present volume. However, in our 
orthographic proposals we have sought to account for dialect variation to the 
greatest degree possible (3.3). 
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3 The process of orthography development 

The previous chapter brings together foundational elements that have in-
formed and framed our preparation of a comprehensive proposal for the or-
thography of Bakhtiari. In this chapter, we give a unified overview of the 
orthography development research process and discuss key issues that we 
worked through in the elaboration of this proposal.  

It was on the initiative of Asadi, co-author of the present volume, that the 
present study took shape. As a reader and writer of Bakhtiari, Asadi faced 
the same issues encountered by all Bakhtiari writers: how can one write the 
Bakhtiari language in a clear and consistent way? 

Over a period of several years, Asadi reviewed a cross-section of 
Bakhtiari literature to see what conventions writers followed (2.2), and read 
whatever was available on the topic of Bakhtiari orthography (2.3). Since a 
firm understanding of a language , and especially its 
phonological system, is a pre-requisite to a scientifically-grounded orthogra-
phy, Anonby joined Asadi in the preparation of the first Bakhtiari Studies 
volume (2014). A brief summary of selected findings from that study is re-
produced in Chapter 4 of the present book. 

Together, the authors have continued to work through each stage of the 
orthography development process: gaining a deeper understanding of the 
language community as a whole; considering the basic principles that need 
to be satisfied in the development of an orthography; identifying problematic 
issues in current writing practises and seeking input from speakers about 
how to resolve these issues. 

The current chapter outlines some of the key steps in the orthography de-
velopment process, and describes how we have dealt with them. Three ques-
tions of fundamental relevance for the orthography, which needed to be set-
tled before more specific topics could be addressed, are the choice of script 
(3.1), the degree to which idiosyncratic Persian conventions should be repli-
cated (3.2), and the handling of dialect variation (3.3). In all of our decisions, 
we have been guided by existing usage and we have sought to retain writers  
conventions whenever consensus exists and the existing conventions satisfy 
the guiding principles for orthography developments set out in 1.2. We then 
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look at the structure and results of a questionnaire that was developed to 
gather feedback from speakers on specific problematic issues that needed 
resolution in the draft orthography (3.4). Finally, we consider prospects for 
the way that the orthography may be used in the future (3.5). 

3.1 Choice of script 
Two types of script could reasonably be used for Bakhtiari: an Arabic-based 
script similar to that which is used for Persian, and a roman script based on 
phonological transcription. Hashabeiky (for Persian; 2005:142) and Madadi 
(for Bakhtiari; 2014) also consider proposals using one of the ancient writing 
systems such as Avestan, but as these systems are unknown to Bakhtiari 
speakers, and are accompanied by their own set of orthographic complica-
tions, we do not discuss them further here. 

In this study, in line with Madadi (2014), we propose a modified Arabo-
Persian script for general use; a roman script can be used for linguistic de-
scriptions. While details and contextual considerations are given in the sec-
tions below, here are some of the more general considerations related to an 
Arabo-Persian script: 

 The Bakhtiari language community identifies with the larger Iranian 
cultural context, including the use of Persian language and Arabo-Persian 
script. 

 Bakhtiari speakers who are literate are already familiar with Arabo-
Persian script. An Arabo-Persian script would therefore facilitate a transi-
tion to Bakhtiari writing by speakers who are literate in Persian and, con-
versely, the transition to Persian writing by any Bakhtiari speakers who 
may first become literate in their own language. This transferability is 
relevant not only for the script and its general conventions, but also for 
the shape and spelling of specific words, since the two languages have 
many words and grammatical structures in common (6.8). 

 B -
ences have all been in Arabo-Persian script. 

 Ongoing efforts to write Persian in roman script (Hashabeiky 
2005:125 129, 199 209) have not been successful, and we perceive that 
the national government is more open to the use of Arabo-Persian script 
for minority languages than it is to other scripts. 

 A significant amount of phonological content is not represented, or is 
problematically represented, in Arabic-based scripts such as that of Per-
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sian (Hashabeiky 2005:66 67, Madadi 2014). Because of this, it is diffi-
cult for users to learn and to read. 

 Additional conventions associated with the basic functioning of Arabo-
Persian script, such as changes in the shapes of letters depending on their 
word position (see Appendix 1), present numerous further difficulties for 
new readers. 

General considerations related to a roman script include the following: 

 All of the phonemic content of the spoken language is made explicit. 

 Bakhtiari speakers are in general unfamiliar with roman script. 

/  One Iranian language, Kurdish, has been standardized using roman 
script (in Turkey) as well as Arabo-Persian script (in the Kurdistan au-
tonomous region); within Iran, however, the roman script is rarely used. 

Based on these important considerations, the most important of which are 
social in nature, it seems clear to us that an Arabo-Persian script needs to be 
used for Bakhtiari orthography. Still, there is a high price to pay for readers 
and writers; Persian itself is inconsistently written despite years of discus-
sion and reforms (Hashabeiky 2005), and it has taken over one hundred  
pages (!) in the present study just to present and illustrate all of the issues 
that need to be addressed if  in contrast to Persian usage  the Bakhtiari 
language is to be written consistently in Arabo-Persian script.  

A roman orthography, for its part, is still well-suited to linguistic descrip-
tions of the language, including for Bakhtiari- and Persian-language audi-
ences. 

3.2 Re-evaluation and modification of Persian 
conventions 

Despite the major drawbacks associated with an Arabo-Persian script (3.1; 
Hashabeiky 2005), existing knowledge of Persian orthography is a funda-
mental feature of reading and writing in the Iranian context. Consequently, 
in keeping with the practises of Bakhtiari writers, we have accepted the re-
tention of a Persian-based script for Bakhtiari (3.1). 

The choice of a given script for a new orthography does not, however, 
necessitate the wholesale transfer of conventions (or lack of standardization 
for some conventions) from other languages that use this script. Rather, the 
development of a new orthography using an existing script is an ideal time to 
rethink its strengths and limitations, and to propose improvements to its use. 
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The Bakhtiari orthography we are putting forward here does, therefore, 
attempt to depart, as much as possible, from script-related shortcomings 
associated with its Arabo-Persian basis. For example, the radical non-
representation of short vowels characteristic of Persian is moderated here for 
Bakhtiari by the partial, but systematic, marking of short vowels (6.3). In 
addition, the phonological form of Bakhtiari words is respected whenever 
possible, even when this necessitates spellings which differ from those of 
their Persian counterparts (6.8.5). Such conventions facilitate the recognition 
and accurate pronunciation of distinctive Bakhtiari forms. Still, they are only 
put forward where the benefit is clear: for example, in order not to overload 
Bakhtiari readers with visual information, the use of diacritics has been pro-
posed intentionally and sparingly.  

Conversely, in the case of idiosyncratic conventions such as the use of 
redundant letters in words of Arabic origin (6.8.1), and other examples of 
orthographic overdifferentiation (e.g., 6.8.2; see also Appendix 1), we have 
as a rule chosen to retain any Persian spellings that do not communicate 
incorrect phonemic values, so as to facilitate word recognition and because 
this reflects the current usage of most Bakhtiari writers. 

In order to accommodate readers, we are also careful to maintain a stable 

-width non-
words with affixes.4 While this latter convention has been proposed at vari-
ous times for Persian and is officially promoted by many Persian orthogra-
phy guides and publishers, in practice it is not consistently applied in many 
publications (Hashabeiky 2005:70, 186 187). 

The use of Persian script as a starting point has obvious relevance for 
writers as well, since knowledge of Persian spelling will help Bakhtiari writ-
ers predict the spelling of words common to both languages (6.8). While  in 
contrast to Persian  some short vowels are represented in Bakhtiari to help 
readers (6.3), the fact that their representation is partial (as well as con-
sistent) in Bakhtiari makes writing less onerous than it would be if the text 
were fully vowelled. For Bakhtiari-specific vocabulary and for morphology-
related alternations ( ), phonological consistency is emphasized, 
since this allows writers to accurately render the spelling of Bakhtiari words 
which they have never seen written. Exceptions (for example, 6.8.7) are only 
permitted when there are mitigating factors, and these are explicitly stated. 

As part of ensuring that the orthography is fully compatible with infor-
mation technology, all conventions we have proposed are limited to symbols 

                               
4 
called bi- -nevisi -space-  
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found in Unicode. In addition, for ease of typing, we have limited ortho-
graphic symbols to those of the basic Persian keyboard unless there are  
other, explicitly-stated, overriding factors. A list of these additional symbols, 
along with references to relevant sections in this study, is as follows: 

 
 (Unicode 075A) (6.1.1) 
 (Unicode 06E8) (6.1.2) 
 (used with: ),  (Unicode 065B, 06FF)5 (6.1.3) 

 (Unicode 06C6, 06CE) (6.5) 
- -width non-joiner) (Unicode 200C) (7.2, 7.4) 

 
Rationale for using each of these symbols, which are consistently tied to the 
needs of readers, is provided in the related sections. While publishers should 
follow all conventions methodically, we recognize that Bakhtiari writers 
who do not have access to an extended keyboard will not be able to type the 
additional symbols; nor are all fonts and computer applications compatible 
with the special symbols. Therefore, as is the case for special symbols in 
German orthography (StAGN 2010:10), we provide an alternative transcrip-

for additional symbols, when-
ever they are presented in this study. 

3.3 Approach to dialect variation 
A language is the heritage the people who speak it, and an orthography is 
likewise the collective possession of the language community. So, at the 
same time as an orthography needs to provide a unified set of conventions 
that enable written communication between speakers, it needs to account for 
variation in the linguistic forms that people use. 

Many orthographies demand adherence to a narrow, rigid set of conven-
tions that is based on an idealized form of the language, whether a historical 
variety, religious or poetic acrolect, or a dialect from a particular locality or 
social group. In cases of extreme linguistic variation, and limited intelligibil-
ity among varieties that consider themselves to be a single language commu-
nity, this may be helpful. 

Our general approach for Bakhtiari, however, is to encourage the reten-
tion of geolinguistic variation in the spoken language, insofar as it does not 
hinder communication. As discussed in 2.4.2 above, the Bakhtiari language 
is relatively homogeneous, despite the large population and geographic ex-

                               
5 Unfortunately, the diacritics used to mark short vowels (6.3) cannot be stacked on top of the 
wedge diacritic in current Unicode functionality. 
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tent of the language community. Adaptation of speech for a given audience, 
to the appropriate degree, is already a natural part of the spoken language, 
and speakers can emulate this behaviour in the written language. In some 
types of text, for example poetry, or quotations and dialogue, aesthetic im-
pact and authenticity is more important than propositional content. But often, 
it is possible to accommodate all of these considerations: for example, if a 
dialectally specific structure is used in the body of a given text, writers can 
provide a footnote with a better-known equivalent; or again, if there are two 
common equivalents for a given word, or two grammatical structures or pa-
radigms in different parts of the language area, these can both be presented 
in language teaching materials such as dictionaries and literacy primers. The 
conventions presented in this study have been designed to accommodate 
dialect variation, and the principles and rules outlined throughout the book 
should be applicable to any dialect. 

A specific instance where the orthography proposed in this study accom-
modates dialect variation is in the representation of e in word-final position 
and in the infinitive suffix. In the reference dialect, the vowel e is found fre-
quently, as a kind of schwa, in word-final position; in some other dialects of 
Bakhtiari, however, this schwa is found as a. Similarly, the Bakhtiari infini-
tive suffix is -en in the reference dialect, but -an in some other dialects. Al-
though the short vowel e will be otherwise written with a diacritic in the 
fuller vowel marking convention (6.3.2.2), it will never be made orthograph-
ically explicit in these two contexts (6.3.2, 6.3.2.2, 6.3.3.1, 7.9.4.2). Rather, 
the presence of a schwa vowel (whatever its value: e or a) will be signalled 
only by the word-final consonantal symbols  {h} and  {n} respectively.  

Other cases where dialect variation is accommodated by the orthography 
are: the representation of the systematically varying segments ey/ /ie and 

/ /uo (6.5); the representation of the consonants q and , which pattern 
erratically in Persian loanwords and cognates (6.8.7); and the use of diacrit-
ics for variable be-/bo- imperative/subjunctive prefixes (7.8.1.1) and the 
variable verbal preform - ~ - (7.8.2). 

We are open to further additions of conventions that accommodate varia-
tion, but the dialect situation for a given issue should be considered for the 
language as a whole before alternative conventions of this type are proposed. 

Alongside our support for authenticity and retention of dialect variation in 
the written language whenever possible (and in some cases at odds with the 
idea of maximal authenticity advanced above), we encourage the generalized 
use of distinctively Bakhtiari forms in cases where a form borrowed from 
Persian is also commonly used. For example, the widespread Bakhtiari third 
person pronominal clitic -es (e.g., dast-es  didomes 
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 can be used rather than the form -  (e.g., dast-  
*, *), which although used by some urban speakers as 

well as in some dialect areas in the east, reflects Persian influence. This prin-
ciple can be extended to the selection of distinctively Bakhtiari vocabulary: 
to give an example of this as well, the Bakhtiari term 

 can be used rather than the Persian term  
* (itself borrowed into Persian from Arabic), which is commonly used 

among urban speakers of Bakhtiari. 
Both practises  retention of dialect variation, and preference for distinc-

tively Bakhtiari forms over borrowings from Persian  have as their goal the 
recognition and perpetuation of as much of the richness and uniqueness of 
the Bakhtiari language as is possible, in its future as a written language. 

As mentioned in 2.4.2, for the practical purposes of this study, we have 
drawn on the dialect of Asadi, who speaks a Haft Lang variety from the area 
surrounding Masjed Soleyman in Khuzestan Province, as a basis for our 
work. The Bakhtiari spoken there has come to be used as an informal stand-
ard in media and in communication between speakers of other Bakhtiari 
dialects; the idea that the varieties in this area function as a standard for the 
language as a whole was already noted by Lorimer in 1922 (p. 9, footnote). 
Because of this, materials that are destined for a wide audience across the 
Bakhtiari language area might consider the dialect of Masjed Soleyman, for 
practical purposes, as a kind of reference dialect. This would be relevant in 
forums such as Wikipedia, which is a collective work that lends itself to a 
fairly uniform type of writing. Still, Masjed Soleyman is only one of many 
dialect areas, and throughout this study we have sought to understand, ac-
count for, and encourage the use of linguistic forms from all dialect areas, as 
much as possible. 

3.4 Orthography testing 
The previous sections outline our treatment of major issues that define the 
orthography as a whole: selection of a script (3.1), evaluation of the place of 
idiosyncratic Persian conventions in Bakhtiari writing (3.2), and our ap-
proach to dialect variation (3.3). 

For specifics of the conventions outlined in this orthography proposal, we 
have followed existing usage in cases where there is agreement among 
Bakhtiari writers and these practises are in keeping with the principles of 
phonological accuracy, contextual appropriateness, and optimal usability for 
readers and writers (1.2). Such existing usages constitute the basis for much 
of the present proposal. 
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At the same time, there are a large number of specific issues where 
Bakhtiari writers display inconsistency and readers express difficulty (2.3). 
In order to identify and begin addressing these issues, Asadi informally col-
lected concerns and suggestions about the writing of Bakhtiari in existing 
publications. Based on this feedback, the authors together designed and 
made use of an orthography test. Both authors, but especially Asadi, admin-
istered the test in a number of formats and media with more than a hundred 
speakers over a five-year period. The full version of the test, which is pro-
vided in Appendix 2, treats 26 separate topics and includes multiple-choice 
selections as well as open-ended questions.  

We are treating the results of testing as qualitative rather than quantitative 
data, for a number of reasons. First, the test was administered in both written 
and hybrid oral/written (interview) format, and in various formats and me-
dia: on paper, but also as filled-out computer files and, for example, as re-
sponses to blog entries. Interviews were conducted in person and by tele-
phone as well as teleconference using Skype and similar applications.  
Second, the test was developed and administered in both Persian and Eng-
lish. In order to minimize interference from Persian and to encourage speak-
ers to see Bakhtiari orthography as a writing system on its own terms, we 
used the English written version whenever possible; however, most of the 
people who completed the written test requested a Persian version. Inter-
views were conducted in one main language  predominantly Persian or 
English  but other languages (including Bakhtiari) were used by the inter-
viewers, as well as respondents, to provide additional clarification. Third, the 
content of the test was modified over time, principally by adding appropriate 
options suggested by previous respondents and, on later tests, removing 
questions to which speakers responded with consistent answers. Finally, for 
reasons of privacy, we were not able (nor did we try) to collect detailed per-
sonal information from all of the participating speakers. The variable admin-
istration of the testing procedure enabled access to a much larger and more 
diverse cross-section of respondents, and provided a wealth of important 
insights for development of the orthography, but for the same reasons the 
results are not well-suited to statistical analysis. 

The informal feedback collected in preparing for the orthography devel-
opment process, the design of an orthography test the guided by this feed-
back, and the results of this test, have all been foundational in the definition 
and refinement of our proposal for Bakhtiari orthography. 
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3.5 Prospects for the use of this Bakhtiari orthography  
The Bakhtiari orthography proposed here can be applied to all existing do-
mains in which Bakhtiari is written, the most prominent of which is 
Bakhtiari literature (3.5.1). Its use could also facilitate the increased produc-
tion and effectiveness of teaching materials (3.5.2); and ultimately, this or-
thography is intended for use in everyday contexts (3.5.3). 

3.5.1 Bakhtiari literature 
The written publication of literature  both the oral literature for which the 
Bakhtiari language is renowned, and other types of literature that are emerg-
ing (2.2)  is the foremost forum in which this Bakhtiari orthography could 
be applied. It is our hope that the conventions proposed in this study will be 
considered by Bakhtiari writers and adopted in a systematic way whenever 
the conventions are recognized as beneficial for the production of texts 
which are clear, attractive, and faithful to the distinctive character of the 
Bakhtiari language. 

3.5.2 Teaching materials 
Few language teaching materials have been produced, either for children or 
for adults, in Bakhtiari. However, since the orthography is presented here in 
a systematic and detailed way, it is ideally suited for adaptation to teaching 
materials as well. 

We suggest that the following language materials (in paper and/or elec-
tronic formats) would be useful in the ongoing development of Bakhtiari 
orthography: 

 
of Bakhtiari. 

 Adaptations of the present orthography statement into Persian and, even-
tually, Bakhtiari. 

 An updated Bakhtiari-Persian and Persian-Bakhtiari dictionary which 
takes into account the phonological structure of the language and the or-
thography recommendations given in this study. 

 Initial literacy primers for teaching Bakhtiari children to read in 
Bakhtiari. If official permission is obtained, these could be provided 
alongside or as part of government-sponsored child education. 

 Transition literacy primers for teaching Bakhtiari speakers already literate 
in Persian to read and write in their own language. If official permission 
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is obtained, these could be provided alongside or as part of government-
sponsored adult education classes (nehzat- - ). 

 Materials for new readers of Bakhtiari. These can be based on interesting 
cultural content, and are therefore of interest to adults as well as children. 
In addition, they can serve indirectly as initial or transition primers. An 
example from Southern Lori, and something which could be adapted to 
Bakhtiari, is Anonby  

 Additional publications of any genre which follow the principles of or-
thography set out here.  

We suggest that fuller marking of short vowels, as specified in this study 
(6.3.2.2), be used in the teaching materials. 

3.5.3 Everyday use by speakers of the language 

in everyday contexts by speakers of the language. Possible everyday uses of 
the Bakhtiari orthography are numerous: books, magazines, newspapers, 
internet, signs, handwritten letters and messages, and mobile phone texting.  

Bakhtiari is best known as a spoken language, but with the expansion of 
digital media into many daily activities, and some use of Bakhtiari in this 
area already, there is an opportunity for significant expansion. If users re-
cognize the value and potential of Bakhtiari as a language of digital commu-
nication, and have become familiar with the principles of this orthography 
through Bakhtiari literature (3.5.1) and teaching materials (3.5.2), it will be 
easy to adopt and replicate. 

For special conventions that require keyboard/keypad strokes which are 
not part of the basic Persian keyboard (see 3.2), a Keyman (or similar) key-
board map, for computers and for mobile phones, should be made freely 
available to users of the orthography. 

Once the orthography comes into general use by the Bakhtiari communi-
ty, we realize that it is likely  perhaps inevitable  that (as in Persian) 
speakers will neglect to use short vowel diacritics in informal contexts. For 
those who do not have access to a Bakhtiari keyboard map, or who are using 
the orthography in informal, everyday contexts, alternative conventions are 
therefore specified in the relevant sections (and marked by text boxes) 
throughout this study. 
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4 Overview of Bakhtiari phonology 

The following overview of the segmental inventory of Bakhtiari is based on 
Anonby & Asadi (2014). 

Tables detailing the orthographic representations of these phonemes are pro-
vided in Appendix 1. 

4.1 Consonants 
The following table shows the phonemic consonants of Bakhtiari. 

Table 1: Consonants of Bakhtiari 

       PLACE 

     MANNER 

la
bi

al
 

al
ve

ol
ar

 

pa
la

to
-a

lv
eo

la
r /

 
pa

la
ta

l 

ve
la

r 

uv
ul

ar
 

gl
ot

ta
l 

voiceless stops/affricates p t  k q 

voiced stops/affricates b d j g  

voiceless fricatives f s  x 

voiced fricatives z  

nasals m n 

rhotics r 

laterals l 

glides  y h 

There are a number of important features of the Bakhtiari consonant invento-
ry that deserve special mention: 
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 The voiced alveolar stop d
 

 In contrast to standard spoken Persian, where and q are allophones of a 
single phoneme, these two sounds are separate phonemes in many 
Bakhtiari varieties (Anonby & Taheri-Ardali 2018).  

 The phoneme is classified as a stop (not a fricative), since it is pro-
 

 .  

 The three phonemes  y and h pattern similarly in Bakhtiari and have 
 

 Unlike standard literary ( ) Persian, there is no phonemic glottal stop 
in Bakhtiari.  

4.2 Vowels 
The following table shows the phonemic vowels of Bakhtiari. 

Table 2: Vowels of Bakhtiari 
 

 

 
Phonetic realizations of the vowels are detailed in Anonby & Asadi (2014). 
Several important facts pertaining to Bakhtiari vowels, and relevant to the 
orthography, are repeated here: 

 The macron (line) over the vowel  represents a distinction of vowel 
quality rather than length. 

 There are numerous combinations of vowel plus glide (  y and h) which 
sound like vowel diphthongs or long vowels in some positions, but which 
behave phonologically like vowel-consonant sequences:  

               BACKNESS     

 
  HEIGHT 

fr
on

t 

ba
ck

 

high i u 

mid e o 

low a  
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a  [au]   
o  [ou] xo   
ey [ei] tey  
ay [ai] say  
oy [oi] hoym  
eh  peh  
ah  kah  
oh  koh  

 u] is actually the realization of phoneme 
sequence . 

 [ u]  
zo u]  
po u   
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5 Symbols in the orthography 

This chapter presents the symbols of the Bakhtiari orthography. These sym-
bols can be divided into full letters (5.1) and diacritics (5.2). 

An inventory of orthographic symbols which uses the phonology as a 
frame of reference is provided separately in Appendix 1. 

5.1 Full letters 
Full letters in Bakhtiari orthography are the same as those of Persian ortho-
graphy. However, the phonological value of a few of these letters differs 
between the two languages. 

Full letters are presented in Table 3 below, along with illustrations of the 
use of each letter.  

The letters are listed according to their order in the Persian writing sys-
tem, and their shapes vary according to word position as defined by the con-
ventions of this same system (see Hashabeiky 2005). For a full inventory of 
possible orthographic forms according to word position, see the phoneme-to-
orthography charts in Appendix 1. 
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Table 3: Full letters in Bakhtiari orthography 

letter  phonological value 
example words  

(orthography / phono-
logical transcription) 

gloss 

 
 
 

 word-initial: onset of 
vowel-initial word (see 
Appendix 1) 

 antar   

 non word-initial:   -   

 word-initial:        

 word-medial: hiatus 
between vowels 
(see 6.4) 

 rai  

 b bard  

 p  par  

 t  tey  

 s  samar  

 j   
 

     

 h    

 x  xosi -in-  

 d    
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 z  zorat  

 r  jar  

 z  zuni  

     

 s  seyr  

     

 s    

 z  zahf  

 t    

 z    

 

word-initial: onset of 
vowel-initial word    

syllable coda: h  tahreyf  

other word-medial: 
hiatus between vowels   

 
; also q in some 

words borrowed from 
Persian (6.8.7)  

 

qaz  

 

 

 f   
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q; also  in some 
words borrowed from 
Persian (6.8.7)  

qasom 

 

 

 

 k  kar  

 g  gap  

 l  ler  

 m  meyre  

 n  nayn  

 

syllable onset or coda: 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

syllable nucleus: u  
  

dadu 

 

 

other word-final value: 
o (6.3.3.3) doro  

 

h 
 

 
 

koh 

 

 

other word-final val-
ues: e and a 
(6.3.3.1, 6.3.3.2) 

 nofte  

(~ nofta) 

na 

 

 

 

 
syllable onset or coda: 
y 

 yatim 

say 

 

 

syllable nucleus: i  tir   
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5.2 Diacritics 
Diacritics are used in Bakhtiari orthography, as in other Arabo-Persian 
scripts, to represent short vowels, the absence of a vowel, or the gemination 
of a consonant. 

In Bakhtiari, three further functions are served by combining diacritics 
with full letters: representation of additional phonemic distinctions; repre-
sentation of phonetically distinctive allophonic processes; and hiatus (lack of 
a consonant) alternating with a consonant between two vowels. 

The diacritics in Bakhtiari orthography are presented in Table 4 below, 
along with illustrations of the use of each diacritic. 

Table 4: Diacritics in Bakhtiari orthography 

dia-
critic  

phonological value 
example words (or-
thography / phono-

logical transcription) 
gloss 

 e  ler  

 a  par  

 o  koh  

 
marks the absence of a 
vowel between two 
full letters 

 

 

 

(cf. soru) 

sayl 

(cf. sayal) 

 

(cf. ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

marks the gemination 
(doubling) of any con-
sonant (6.2) 
 
(excluding the hard 
pronunciation of d [d] 

 
 
 
 
 

karre 

takabbor 

 

qodde 

jadd 
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after vowels, which we 
treat as dd phonologi-
cally; see 6.1.1, 6.2) 

 
 

  

 

  

used to distinguish the 
segments ey (  or ie in 
some dialects) and  
(  or uo in some dia-
lects) (6.5) 

 
 
 

meyre 

 

 

 

 

 

 
marks the realization 
of n as nasalization 
(6.1.2) 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 nunciation of d (after 
vowels and glides; 
see 6.1.1) 

 
 
  

 

kad 

zayd 

 

 

 

  
 

nunciation of h in co-
das (6.1.3) 

 

marks hiatus alternat-
ing with h (6.4) 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

sahm 

sohr 

 

(h)i 

ba(h)ig 

(h)at 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Punctuation 
All symbols for punctuation in the Bakhtiari orthography can follow existing 
conventions and usages in Persian orthography (see, for example, Ahmadi 
Givi et al., 1378/1999:36 48). 
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6 Spelling conventions 

In this chapter, we present spelling conventions that are specific to Bakhtiari. 
This includes the representation of the following phenomena: 

allophonic distinctions (6.1);
geminates (6.2);
short vowels (6.3);
vowel sequences (6.4);
the vowel-glide sequences ey and  (6.5);
the ambiguous articulations i/iy and u/  before vowels (6.6); and
sp/sb sequences (6.7).

We have also prepared an in-depth section dealing specifically with spelling 
conventions for loanwords and cognates (6.8). 

6.1 Representation of allophonic distinctions 
As in most orthographies, allophonic distinctions (4.1) are not generally 
represented in Bakhtiari orthography.  

There are, however, three allophonic distinctions that should be addressed 
in relation to orthography, because they are distinct from Persian, phoneti-
cally salient, have been treated by some linguists as distinct phonemes (Lor-
imer 1922, Zolfaghari 2017) and  in the first two cases below  have been 

d (6.1.1), nasalized vowel 
articulations (6.1.2 h in codas (6.1.3). 

6.1.1  
In most Bakhtiari publications, soft d (4.1) is represented, along with the 
other major allophone of d  (e.g., Forutan 1996, 
K
2007).  

However, in a collection of short works on Bakhtiari language and cul-
ture entitled   , and 
Madadi (2014) suggests using  
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otherwise excluded from his spelling system). In our informal interactions 
with Bakhtiari speakers and in responses to the orthography tests, there has 
been an overwhelming desire to mark this sound, since speakers view it as a 
defining feature of how the language is pronounced. 

Because of this, we have chosen to mark soft d in the orthography with a 
symbol simila  However, in order to avoid 
graphic confusion with the existing letter  , which we have retained in with 
the value of z in words of Persian origin (6.8.1), we represent soft d as   
with the wedge diacritic below rather than above the main letter. Examples 
of words with both allophones of d are written as follows in Bakhtiari or-
thography:  
 

 [d]      

[d]     ka      
[d]ar[d]    bah      
[d]en[d]e    om    
gar[d]en    ba gel     

 

 
d ([d]) 

is exceptionally found after a vowel or a glide. Bakhtiari hard [d] in this 
position corresponds to the Persian geminate dd, and it could be interpreted 
phonologically, within the Bakhtiari system as a whole, as a geminate (or 

dd in Bakhtiari phono-
logical transcription (Anonby & Asadi 2014:41 42). However, it is pro-
nounced as a regular hard [d], not as a distinctive geminate in Bakhtiari. This 
segment can therefore be written the same as a regular hard d [d], with no 
diacritic:  . 
  

qodde   
   

jadd   
 

Bakhtiari hard [d] is usually also found after a vowel or a glide across a 
morpheme boundary within a word. However, in some words d is softened 

Simplified spelling alternative: in informal communications, and for 
writers who do not have access to a Bakhtiari keyboard, soft d may be 
represented without a diacritic, in the same way as hard d: simply as  . 
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in this context, and it is not possible to provide simple generalizations about 
where this occurs: it appears to depend on the type of morpheme boundary, 
and in some cases it is lexically determined, since analogous word structures 
can behave differently. Consequently, the orthography is indispensable in 
specifying the pronunciation of d in the position following a morpheme 
boundary. Examples of word sets where d patterns inconsistently in analo-
gous contexts are as follows: 

 
na-[d]erd   
na-  
na- -e   

be-[d] -om   
be-[d] -e   
be- -om   

-[d]   
kolah-[d]   
kah-   

6.1.2 Nasalized vowel articulations in codas 
The nasal consonant n is pronounced as nasalization on preceding 

u] when an entire  sequence is found within a coda (4.1; 
Anonby & Asadi 2014:48); and a similar change also takes place with ayn 
sequences in several words (all of which appear to be built on the stem panj 

payn-dari i payn- i

payn- i , and - i

 
The  sequence in this position is represented in various ways in 

Bakhtiari publications, but the most common representation is a plain pho-
nemic orthography  (e.g., Forutan 1996, Shirin Bayan 2007 and some-
ti  

However, a number of other conventions for representing the  se-
quence in this position have been used in Bakhtiari writing, although they 
are often applied inconsistently:  
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 (Madadi 1996:143) 
 (Madadi 1996:143) 

 2000:35) 
  

  

In contrast, we have not observed any dedicated representations of the ayn 
sequence in Bakhtiari orthography. Instead, writers replace it with a Persian 
orthographic equivalent (e.g.,  r B. -  
panj- ). 

In our informal interactions with Bakhtiari speakers and in responses to 
the orthography tests, there has been an overwhelming desire to mark nasali-
ty, since  d  speakers view it as a defining feature of how 
the language is pronounced. 

After reviewing each of the options that have been used by Bakhtiari 
writers, and reviewing responses to additional proposals by means of orthog-
raphy testing (3.4; Appendix 2), we have chosen to mark this phonetic nasal-
ization, which represents a phonological n, with a raised letter  (superscript 

 {n}) over the vowel which is phonetically nasalized. Orthographic exam-
ples of Bakhtiari words with n pronounced as nasalization are as follows:  

 
z u]   
nex u]   
p u]zdah   
p i]    
p i]dari   

 
(Note that the wedge on the  symbol in the first three examples represents 
the sequence  6.5.)  

 
Since nasalization alternates with plain n when a suffix is added to words 
ending in an  sequence (Anonby & Asadi 2014:48), this phonetic change 
also needs to be represented in the orthography: 

 

Simplified spelling alternative: in informal communications, and for 
writers who do not have access to a Bakhtiari keyboard, n realized as 
nasalization may be represented in the same way as plain n: simply as 
 . 
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 u]    un]  (with suffixes) 

z u]   z un]    
   z un]e   
   ya z un]ey   
   u z un]o   

6.1.3  
The Bakhtiari phoneme h is pronounced in onset position as a voiceless glot-
tal fricative [h]. But as stated above (4.1, 4.2) and explained in Anonby & 
Asadi (2014:59 60), the presence of h in syllable codas in Bakhtiari is sig-
nalled phonetically only by the lengthening of the previous vowel. 

This coda pronunciation is found not only in distinctive Bakhtiari words 
(e.g., B. bahde h, 
(e.g., B./P.  kohne  since Bakhtiari has 
no glottal stop  for words where Bakhtiari h corresponds to glottal stop  in 
literary Persian (B. bahd / P.   / P.  

 
Because of this, Bakhtiari readers and writers have struggled with how to 

symbolize h in coda position. Although no special conventions have been 
proposed in Bakhtiari publications up to this point, Bakhtiari speakers we 
have spoken to and those who have completed the orthography test have 
repeatedly expressed a desire to mark this sound with a symbol different 
from the plain orthographic h ( ).  

Based on this input from Bakhtiari speakers, and their choices in the or-
thography test, we have decided to mark h in codas with   an inverted 
wedge (or circumflex) above the character that otherwise marks the pho-
neme h. Orthographic examples of Bakhtiari words with both allophones of 
h are as follows:  

 
 [h]       

[h]ast   r    
[h]alken   pa li     
[h]arey   ko ne    
[h]   me    

 
This convention applies to h at the end of words, which, since it is also in a 
coda, has the same phonetic realization: lengthening of the vowel it follows.  
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ko     
pe     
kola     
sala     

(Note: the phonological h at the end of words is difficult even for speakers to 
ascertain, but its presence can be verified by adding a vowel-initial suffix, in 

h reappears and is written as such, without a diacritic: 
 ko[h]-e  ya ko[h]-ey these 

words with final h contrast with true vowel-final words such as  
 ya ho ne-ey   see the following paragraph.) 

This convention does not apply to orthographic  word-finally, 
which is used as a visual place-holder for the vowel e in this position 
(6.3.3.1) rather than signalling vowel length or [h]. 

The use of an inverted wedge ( ) to show the soft h 
however, extend to two other letters that, because of the retention of Persian 
spellings in some loanwords (see 6.8.1), mark h in codas in Bakhtiari:  and 

 . 

      

ra m   ba d    
so    da    
sa   ta reyf  

6.2 Geminate consonants 
Geminate (double) consonants are uncommon in Bakhtiari. In most cases, 
Bakhtiari uses a simple consonant (or, sometimes, an hC sequence) where 
Arabic and Persian counterparts contain a geminate (Anonby & Asadi 
2014:41 42): e.g., B. , P.  sahm, P. samm 

 

Simplified spelling alternative: in informal communications, and for 
writers who do not have access to a Bakhtiari keyboard, soft h may be 
represented without a diacritic over the character that otherwise marks h 
in coda position; in other words,  can be replaced with  . 
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However, geminates are phonologically contrastive in Bakhtiari, i.e., they 
can be used to distinguish between words: garr gar 

karre kare  
Because of this, geminates should always be marked in Bakhtiari orthog-

raphy; as shown in 5.2, and as in Persian, it is the tashdid ( ) that is used for 
this purpose. And since they are uncommon, it is not excessive to mark them 
everywhere they occur. Here are some examples: 

garr   
karre   

  
takabbor   

dd, is pronounced the same as a normal hard d, and is therefore not written 
in the orthography with tashdid ( ) (see 6.1.1). 

6.3 Short vowels 
This section provides a general discussion of orthography of short vowels in 
Arabic-based scripts (6.3.1), and establishes conventions for writing short 
vowels in Bakhtiari. Since the conditions are different for the orthography of 
word-internal (6.3.2) and word-final (6.3.3) short vowels, these positions are 
treated separately. 

6.3.1 General discussion of orthography for short vowels 
In Arabic and Arabic-
vowels (= Persian e), (P. a) and (P. o) can be represented with diacrit-
ics. 

other classical Arabic literature. In both Arabic and Persian, it is also used to 
teach reading in literacy materials and, in other written materials, to disam-
biguate between minimal pairs which differ in their short vowels. 

In Urdu learning materials, the situation is different: among the three 
short vowels,  (/e) and  (/o) are always represented, and the more common 
short vowel  is left unspecified. Although this added convention is still 
subject to ambiguity (the non-specified vowel  between two consonants is 
still orthographically identical to a consonant sequence), it is a great im-
provement for readers. For writers, this convention is only practical when all 
but one of the short vowels are relatively uncommon.  
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Arabo-Persian-based Kurdish orthography departs from Arabic, Persian 
and most other Arabic-based scripts by marking the short vowel  with 
existing full letter  - -width non-joiner). The 
short vowel  is also marked with a full existing letter,  . Since  is already 

 is then used in Kurdish for 
the vowel  to distinguish it from . 

Among other considerations, the relative frequency of short vowels in the 
Bakhtiari lexicon must be considered in order to make an informed decision 
on what type of convention is appropriate for the orthography. In a list of 
1700 Bakhtiari items (Asadi & Anonby, ms.; reduced to 1500 items in 
Anonby & Asadi 2014), frequencies are as follows: 

 a total of 1088 occurrences of a, of which the diphthong-like sequence  
occurs 128 times and ay occurs 97 times; this leaves 863 ordinary occur-
rences of a. 

 a total of 1646 occurrences of e, of which the diphthong-like sequence ey 
occurs 113 times; of the remaining occurrences, 587 are the found in the 
infinitive suffix -en, (this is a consequence of all verbs being written as 
infinitives in the word list), and the word-final e 
times; this leaves 568 ordinary occurrences of e.  

 a total of 591 occurrences of o, of which the diphthong-like sequence  
occurs 122 times; this leaves 469 ordinary occurrences of o.  

In a natural text, the exact frequencies would vary, but the word list analysis 
provided here gives an idea of relative frequency for short vowels in the 
lexicon. In sum, e is the most common of the short vowels, but when diph-
thong-like sequences and two common word-final structures (all of which 
should be marked differently in the orthography) are accounted for, a is the 
most common. Still, all three short vowels are well-represented. 

Some options for representation 
For typical texts, we can see six general options for the representation of 
short vowels: 

1) As in Persian, short vowels could be by default unmarked in Bakhtiari; 
they would be marked rarely, and in an ad hoc manner, only when an author 
thinks of marking them. 

2) Short vowels could be generally unmarked in Bakhtiari, but some or all of 
the following conventions would apply: 

 Short vowels which distinguish members of minimal pairs would be 
marked systematically.  
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 Short vowels in Bakhtiari words that differ from the short vowels of their 
Persian counterparts would be marked systematically. 

 Short vowels would be marked in uncommon Bakhtiari words that read-
ers may not immediately recognize or know how to pronounce. 

3) In an intermediate system, short vowels would be generally unmarked, but 
they would be marked in polyvalent (and therefore highly ambiguous) se-
quences. In addition to the three conventions listed in point 2, the following 
parallel conventions would apply: 

 Common segments which can be represented with the multi-function or-
thographic symbol  (i, and ay and ey within a syllable) would be distin-
guished. 

 Similarly, common segments which can be represented with the multi-
function orthographic symbol  (u, and  and  within a syllable) 
would be distinguished. 

4) In a system closer to that of Urdu learning materials, the short vowel a 
would be unmarked in Bakhtiari, but the vowels e and o would always be 
marked. In addition, the following conventions would apply: 

 In keeping with the principle set out in point 2 above, the vowel a would 
also be marked whenever it differs from its value in corresponding Per-
sian words.  

 In keeping with the principle set out in point 3 above, the vowel a would 
also be marked whenever it is part of ay or  within a syllable.  

 For the dialect-related reasons outlined in 3.3, the vowel e would not be 
marked with a diacritic when it occurs word-finally, or in the infinitive 
suffix -en.  

5) As in Arabic religious texts, all short vowels (including a) could be 
marked with diacritics in all words; lack of a vowel after a consonant would 
also be marked everywhere with sokun ( ). 

6) As in Kurdish, short vowels could be marked with full letters. As stated at 
the beginning of this section, Kurdish marks two short vowels with existing 
full letters:  with  - -width non-joiner), 
and  with  . Since  

 is then used in Kurdish for the vowel (equivalent to Persian and 
Bakhtiari u) to distinguish it from . The following examples illustrate this 
convention with some Bakhtiari words (the symbol * indicates that these 
spellings are hypothetical and not part of the conventions we are proposing): 
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kar *  
kor *  
kur *  

This convention for u can lead to some difficult orthographic sequences in 
Bakhtiari, as illustrated by the word  *  
spelling for the same word with a suffix:  *   

Similar conventions have been proposed for Persian by Hashabeiky 
e 

is marked with  , a with  (and consequently word-internal  with  ), and o 
with  . This proposal applied to Bakhtiari would result in the following 
forms: 

kar *  
 *  

ker *  
kor *  

word-internal e  followed by a floating 
circumflex ( ); word-internal a  ( ); and o 
is marked with  everywhere. This proposal applied to Bakhtiari would re-
sult in the following forms: 

kar *  
ker *  
kor *  

Bakhtiari speaker opinions 
In our own interactions with speakers of Bakhtiari, and in the orthography 
test (Appendix 2
mixed.  

Because of the importance of short vowels in distinguishing words, 
speakers have consistently rejected the first option: no marking, or only ad 
hoc marking of short vowels. 

Speakers have also rejected the last two options (5 and 6): marking of all 
short vowels everywhere. Regarding Option 5, the marking of short vowel 
with diacritics: because of the prevalence of short vowels in the lexicon, 
speakers find that this clutters the text and that it is cumbersome to write 
them everywhere; and given current writing practices in Persian and other 
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languages like Arabic and Urdu, it seems that it is not practical to mark all of 
the short vowels with diacritics everywhere they occur. Regarding Option 6, 
the marking of short vowels with orthographic characters (illustrated in the 
discussion above
2005:64) in the middle of words, word and morpheme divisions are less 
clear to readers. In addition, and perhaps even more fundamental, speakers 
find that this option is too major a break from Persian orthography; words no 
longer resemble their Persian counterparts even when they are pronounced 
the same. As illustrated under Option 6 above, there are some problematic 
spellings that arise from this system. And importantly for the conventions in 
this study, zero-space can no longer be used to show morpheme divisions 
(7.3, 7.5) if it is used to mark specific phonological values. 

Still, all the speakers we spoke to and all of the questionnaire respondents 
indicated support for at least some short vowels to be made explicit, and in a 
systematic way. Respondents were divided in their choice of options 2, 3 and 
4 above.  

In light of all of these factors, it is clear to us that some, but not all, short 
vowels should be marked in Bakhtiari texts.  

In the following sections, we first present conventions for short vowels 
within words (6.3.2); then, because a different set of constraints apply to 
word-final short vowels, we examine them separately (6.3.3). 

6.3.2 Conventions for short vowels within words 

related to word-internal short vowels, we divide conventions into two cate-
gories: basic, obligatory short vowel marking (6.3.2.1), and optional fuller 
short vowel marking for writers, editors and educators (6.3.2.2). An alterna-
tive convention is also provided for informal situations, or where speakers 
do not have access to a keyboard with diacritics (6.3.2.3). 

6.3.2.1 Obligatory conventions for short vowels within words 
A set of obligatory conventions for writing word-internal short vowels in 
Bakhtiari has been developed through consultation and testing of the orthog-
raphy with speakers. They represent a compromise between word recogniza-
bility and readability, and practicality for writing. These obligatory conven-
tions, brought together from the discussion above along with words illustrat-
ing each, are as follows: 

a. Short vowels which distinguish members of minimal pairs are always 
marked. 
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dez    
doz    

kar    
ker    
kor    

lar    
ler    
lor    

   
   

sar    
ser    

tak    
tek    
tok    

A complete list of Bakhtiari minimal word pairs with different short vowels 
should be drawn up. It is valuable to indicate these minimal short vowel 
distinctions in dictionary spellings, and the list of relevant minimal pairs can 
be presented separately in dictionaries and teaching materials and  to ensure 
its comprehensiveness  additionally hosted as a collaborative online wiki 
page, as is found for other languages in (for example) Wikipedia.  

b. Short vowels are always marked in Bakhtiari words that differ from the 
vowels of their Persian counterparts. 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

       
dende   dande    

       
       

garden   gardan    
kalom   kalame    
kerd   kard    
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ya   yek    

Bilingual Bakhtiari/Persian speakers, who make up almost all Bakhtiari 
writers, are sensitive to such differences between the two languages, and can 
apply this rule relatively consistently if they are aware of the rule. 

c. Short vowels are always marked in Bakhtiari words, especially uncommon 
ones that readers may not immediately recognize or know how to pronounce. 

   
getene   
golop   
halken   
jomelu   

   
   

   
   

Each writer, keeping their audience in mind, has a responsibility to identify 
potentially unfamiliar words in this way.  

d. Short vowels are marked beside the highly ambiguous orthographic sym-
bols  and  (see 5.1) in several contexts. First, they are always marked 
when they precede  and  within a syllable. 

hoym   
   
   

   
   

zayd   
   

Second, when short vowels precede  and  across a syllable boundary, they 
are also marked. 
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In cases where short vowels come before and after  and  , both short vow-
els are marked. 

doyom   
mayed   

   
seyom   

   
   

The sequences ey and  in syllable codas are already unambiguously repre-
sented with the symbols  and  (see 6.5), so short vowels do not need to be 
additionally written for these sequences. 

bey   
   
   

    

6.3.2.2 Optional fuller short vowel marking 
Even though it may not be practical for all writers, there are many people 
such as editors, poets and educators, among others, who may wish to provide 
fuller vowel marking in published texts, especially those that are meant to be 
read aloud: for example, poetry and teaching materials. 

For optional fuller short vowel marking, as outlined and justified in the 
fourth option above (6.3.1), the most common short vowel  a  is left un-
marked word-internally, whereas the less common short vowels e and o are 
systematically marked (including in words which have Persian counter-
parts). 

It is this optional fuller short vowel marking convention, destined to seri-
ous writers, that we follow throughout this study. Words which illustrate the 
convention are as follows: 
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ers   
golop   
koft   

   
   

pof   
roft   
xers  
zel   

Some of the considerations related to other conventions need to be recon-
ciled with this fuller marking of short vowels. First, in keeping with the prin-
ciples set out in the previous section (6.3.2.1), the vowel a is still marked in 
the following cases word-internally:  

 whenever it is needed to distinguish members of an orthographic minimal 
pair;  

 whenever it differs from its value in corresponding Persian words; 

 whenever it occurs in a word that may not be known or easily recognized; 
and 

 whenever it is found beside the ambiguous letters  and  . 

Second, in keeping with the conventions set out below, even under this fuller 
orthographic representation, the vowel e is not marked with a diacritic when 

-finally (3.3, 6.1.3, 6.3.3, 6.3.3.1), or in the infini-
tive suffix -en (3.3, 6.3.2). 

6.3.2.3 Simplified spelling alternative for word-internal short vowels 
In certain cases, a simplified spelling alternative is appropriate for represen-
tation of short vowels within words. 

Simplified spelling alternative: in informal communications, and for 
writers who do not have access to a Bakhtiari keyboard, short vowels can 
be left unmarked. However, this should be avoided whenever possible, 
because the diacritics signal phonemic distinctions that are critical to the 
recognition and proper pronunciation of many words. 
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6.3.3 Conventions for short vowels word-finally 
In Persian, almost all occurrences of short vowels in word-final position6 are 

-like e, which is represented in Persian orthog-
raphy with the convention  (e.g.,   elled Persian 
orthography: ). The short vowel o appears as a full letter  at the end of a 
very few orthographic words in literary Persian (do  to  
etc.), plus a few more if colloquial variants (ro  
are included; similarly, word-final a is extremely restricted, attested only in 
the word na   

In Bakhtiari, e is also by far the most common short vowel in word-final 
position (Anonby & Asadi 2014:61). As in Persian, this is in large part due 

Soleyman and 
in most other dialects of Bakhtiari is pronounced e. (In some Bakhtiari dia-
lects, however, and in the other languages of the Lori group typ-
ically pronounced a; see Anonby 2003:186 97, Anonby & Asadi 2014:50, 
and Madadi 2014.) 

Bakhtiari differs, however, in that the vowel a appears in the final posi-
tion of several orthographic words (na pa ya 
there are numerous words ending in the vowel o (Anonby & Asadi 2014:52). 
Because of these differences, it is necessary to establish orthographic con-
ventions that represent Bakhtiari word-final short vowels in the clearest way 
possible. 

General options that we have recognized for the word-final representation 
of each short vowel are as follows:  

1) no marking; 
2) marking with a diacritic only; 
3) marking with a full letter; and 
4) marking with a full letter and diacritic. 

The first option is used in (non- Classical Arabic for the marking 
of the short-vowel case endings, but these can usually be predicted from the 
context of the sentence. In Persian and Bakhtiari, in contrast, word-final 

arises if word-final vowels are not marked is unmanageable. We have there-
fore limited discussion of possible conventions to the final three options (2, 
3, 4). 

                               
6 - -
including vowels to which suffixes are added, but not necessarily the suffixes themselves, 
which often follow different conventions; see 7.9. 
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In the following sections, we establish conventions for each of the short 
vowels in word-final position. 

6.3.3.1 Representation of word-final e 
In Persian orthography, word-final e is represented with the consonantal 
character  {h}. It is possible to provide an exact representation of this word-
final short vowel with an additional diacritic ( ) in Persian, but this is rarely 
necessary there, since a is so rare word-finally, and o is represented with  in 
this position. The main problem with using  to mark e in word-final position 
is the ambiguity created with consonantal h, which is found in the same con-
text (e.g., P. ke  deh   

All Bakhtiari writers we have observed follow the Persian convention of 
word-final e marked with  , and since e is by far the most common word-
final vowel in Bakhtiari as well, it is appropriate to write it in the same way, 
without the addition of a diacritic. Here are some examples of Bakhtiari 
words written in this way: 

  
   

gosne  
  

ke   
kefe   
ture   

Since no diacritic is used, this convention avoids specifying the exact phono-
e in the reference dialect, but a in some 

other Bakhtiari dialects (see the third paragraph of 6.3.3 above). Through 
this instance of underrepresentation of dialect variation, the Bakhtiari writing 
system can better serve all dialects. 

The problem of ambiguity with word-final h after a short vowel is re-
h with its own wedge 

diacritic ( ) in coda position, as outlined in 6.1.3 above. 

deh   
peh   
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The representation of inflectional suffixes comprised of or ending in e, 
which sometimes differs from that of word-final (i.e., stem-final) e, is dis-
cussed separately in 7.9.2. 

Exceptionally, the e-final particle ze  (7.7) is written with a diacrit-
ic  ;  and without   , as in (now-archaic) literary Persian texts: e.g., ze 

   

6.3.3.2 Representation of word-final a 
In Persian, word-final a occurs only in a single item: na  
case for word-final e (6.3.3.1), word-final a is represented in Persian with 
the consonantal character  {h}. Likewise, it is possible to provide an exact 
representation of word-final a with an additional diacritic ( ) in Persian; 
but because of its rarity, its phonological value for this single word is simply 
memorized and the diacritic is rarely written. The only confusion resulting 
from this orthographic underrepresentation in Persian is between na  
and noh  
only in didactic materials, and in the rare cases when context is not sufficient 
to make the identity of the word clear. 

Word-final a is also restricted in Bakhtiari, occurring in just three words 
(all of which are particles): na  pa ya 
word-final a, Bakhtiari writers invariably employ the Persian convention 
using  , and we follow this convention here. However, we feel that it is im-
portant to distinguish between the orthography of word-final e and word-
final a, so the diacritic for word-final a will always be added for all three of 
these Bakhtiari words: 

na   
pa   
ya   

Although there are no minimal pairs, the issue of ambiguity with word-final 
h after a h with its 
own wedge diacritic ( ) in coda position, as outlined in 6.1.3 above. 

kah   
mah   
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6.3.3.3 Representation of word-final o 
In the few words where it occurs in Persian, word-final o is represented with 
the ambiguous vowel/consonant character  
is therefore orthographically identical to a number of other word-final seg-
ments in Persian: u, ,  and . However, since there are so few words 
ending with o in Persian, it is easy to memorize the orthography for these 
words: P. boro  do    to 

 ro   
In Bakhtiari, however, there are many more words ending with o, as well 

the demonstrative suffix -(h)o (7.9.2.4), so a unique representation is more 
important than in Persian.  

The representation of word-final o with a simple diacritic ( ) or with a 
full letter  plus a diacritic ( ) are possible candidates for Bakhtiari orthog-
raphy. The first of these two ( ) has been used, not always consistently, by 
several Bakhtiari authors 
Shirin Bayan 2007). The second convention ( ), mentioned by Madadi 
(2014), is inspired by the Persian and Bakhtiari convention for word-final e 
( ), but its phonological value as o is made clear from the use of the diacritic 
along with the full letter.  

However, in informal discussions as well as on the orthography test, 
Bakhtiari speakers have for the most part rejected these two proposals for 
various reasons: among other problems, the first convention leads to 

-looking words (e.g., B. jo 
tion is too closely associated with the vowel e, and h-final words after other 
short vowels.  

The word-final representation  is also technically adequate, but it 
brings to mind the identical convention used to represent the sound u in fully 
vowelled Persian text. 

 is also reasonable, but the ad-
dition of a separate symbol for the word-final occurrence of o in a fairly 
small set of words seems to be excessive. 

Consequently, with the exception of the unstressed demonstrative suf-
fix -(h)o (7.9.2.4), we have chosen to follow the ambiguous Persian conven-
tion and represent word-final o with  . A list of common grammatical words 
ending in o, along with their representation in Bakhtiari orthography, is as 
follows: 

do   
hamo  
ho   
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ino   
ko   
mo   
to   
xo   
yo   

Other lexical items ending in o, many of them also common, are as follows: 

alo   
bogo   
boxo   
doro   
ego   
exo   
go   
jo   
kolo   
mo   
ono   
oso   

The orthographic o at the end of the words in the list above is maintained 
when affixes or other extensions are added to the words (see 7.9). 

do-gor-zuni   
egom   
egoy   
exom   
exoy   
godom   
hono   

   
xom   
xos   
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o and  in Bakhtiari (6.9), 
is written  . In this regard, it follows the consonantal spelling of its Persian 
counterpart o/    

The representation of the demonstrative suffix -(h)o, which differs from 
that of stem-final o, is discussed separately in 7.9.2.4. 

6.3.3.4 Word-final short vowels before h 
As mentioned in 6.3.3.1 and 6.3.3.2 above, short vowels marked by an 

 {h} are distinguished from short vowels followed by 
a phonological h at the end of a word: in the latter case, a wedge diacritic 
over the same letter ( h is present (see al-
so 6.1.3). The two situations are contrasted in the following lists: 

Word-  {h}: 

ke   
   

se   
sike   
tange   
zahle   
na   
pa   
ya   

Short vowels before word-final phonological h: 

deh   
peh   

kah   
mah   
rah   

   
salah   

koh   
moh   
noh   
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6.4 Word-internal vowel sequences 
Word-internal vowel sequences are one of the more complex areas of 
Bakhtiari phonology (Anonby & Asadi 2014:53 55). Specifically, there 
seems to be some overlap between hiatus (that is, the lack of a consonant) 
and h between vowels, with h sometimes arising (often as a breathy glottal 

involved in this alternation: for example, h arises more commonly in words 
which have an orthographic h or glottal stop in their Persian counterparts. 

Many of the word-internal vowel sequences in Bakhtiari correspond to 
Persian words which have an  vowel sequence. Formerly, the hiatus be-
tween these two vowels was signalled in the orthography of such words with 
hamze (hosted word-internally by   i.e., ); however, in recent spelling 
usage, hiatus has been instead marked in Persian with a plain  : e.g., P.  

 >  P.   >  P.   >
 In such cases, where a corresponding word is found in 

Bakhtiari, the Bakhtiari orthography follows the new Persian spelling: 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian Persian  
(phonemic) (orth.) (phonemic) (old orth.) (new orth.) 

      
      
      

      
      

      
      

   
      
      

Bakhtiari words which contain an  sequence, but do not correspond to a 
Persian word containing this same sequence, will by analogy to the words 
above be spelled in the same way: 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari   
(phonemic) (orthography)  

   (cf. Persian ) 
   (cf. Persian ) 
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   (cf. Persian tars) 
   (cf. Persian ) 

In the case of word-internal  sequences, Bakhtiari orthography will follow 
that of Persian counterparts, with  between the two vowels. 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian  
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography)  

  (zan- )  
     

Many of the words with other vowel sequences in Bakhtiari correspond to 
Persian loanwords which are themselves originally borrowed from Arabic: 
e.g., P.       
Arabic and in literary Persian, there is a phonemic glottal stop separating the 
two vowels in these words, but in ordinary spoken Persian and in Bakhtiari 
there is only hiatus. Bakhtiari orthography will follow Persian orthography 
for these words as well: 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian  
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography)  

     
rai     

     
zaif     

The Bakhtiari word 
Although it is not segmentally identical to the form attested modern Persian 
(P.  ), it contains a word-internal vowel sequence which is 
otherwise limited to this type of borrowed word, and will be written using an 
analogous convention (with  as the default symbol for the hiatus between 
the vowels): B.    

As stated above, hiatus alternates with h in some words. For many  but 
not all  Persian words where h (  or ) or glottal stop (  or ) is found 
between two vowels, the sound in the corresponding Bakhtiari word is a 
hiatus which alternates with h when the word is emphasized. In these cases, 
Persian spelling is retained, but a wedge is placed over the intervocalic letter 

h in codas; see 6.1.3.) 
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Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian  
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography)  

nasi(h)at  nasihat  
(h)i     

(h)om     
ra(h)is     

(h)at     

Two other Bakhtiari words where h behaves in the same way  a hiatus 
which alternates with h when the word is emphasized  correspond to cog-
nates which contain h in other Iranian languages, although a different word 

h: 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari   
(phonemic) (orthography)  

ba(h)ig   (cf. Persian arus) 
(h)i   (cf. Persian ) 

For Bakhtiari words where h (corresponding to Persian h) is always pro-
h is writ-

ten exactly as in Persian, without a wedge. 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian  
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography)  

     
     

    P.) 
    

Conventions for vowel sequences will be taken up again in the discussion of 
affixation (7.8, 7.9), since similar situations arise very commonly at mor-
pheme boundaries. 

6.5 The vowel-glide sequences ey and o  
Bakhtiari contains more vowel-glide coda sequences than modern Persian: in 
Bakhtiari, there is an additional phonological distinction between and  
(e.g.,    between ay and ey (tay 
tey 6 60). Because of this, ey and  need to 
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be distinguished orthographically from other vowel-glide sequences as well 
as the very common long vowels i and u. 

Bakhtiari ey and  correspond irregularly to i and u in Persian (for ex-
ample, Bakhtiari    in 
Persian). Minimal or near-minimal pairs in Bakhtiari are indistiguishable in 
an underdifferentiated orthography: Madadi (2014) points out the word pair 
zeynom zinom zuni 

  ) illustrates this same issue for 
both pairs of segments. 

It should also be noted that the sequences ey and  in the Masjed 
Soleyman variety of Bakhtiari, which is used as a reference dialect in this 
study, correspond to the long vowels  and  in other dialects of Bakhtiari, 
and diphthongs ie and uo in yet other dialects of the language (Lorimer 
1922:23, 32; Zolfaghari 2017). In any case, the correspondence between 
these units appears to be systematic among dialects. 

Shirin Bayan 2007) do not have a specific way writing of ey and  and 
within a syllable; these sequences are written identically to i and u respec-

Kurdish orthography, use the symbol  to represent the coda sequence ey 
(/ ), and we follow this convention for Bakhtiari; and for  ( ), we have 
likewise chosen the analogous symbol   

bey     
    

ya dast-ey     
zeyn-om     

     
     

     
-ey     

 

Simplified spelling alternative: in informal communications, and for 
writers who do not have access to a Bakhtiari keyboard, the sequences ey 

 and   may be represented without a diacritic over their host charac-
ter:  and  . However, this should be avoided whenever possible, be-
cause the diacritics signal an important phonemic (not just allophonic) 
distinction. 
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6.6 The ambiguous articulations i/iy and u/u  before 
vowels 

In Bakhtiari, there is no phonological contrast between i and iy, or between u 
and . In our phonological writing of Bakhtiari (Anonby & Asadi 2014), 
we use the transcriptions iy and  to represent these articulations when a 
vowel follows them.  

In Persian script, where the same lack of contrast is found, i/iy [iy] before 
a vowel is represented with a single  (e.g.,   
Bakhtiari orthography will follow this convention. This is illustrated by the 
following Bakhtiari words with i/iy before a vowel: 

   
   

jiyar   
   

   
  -in-  

We have not been able to identify any unitary words in Persian with the 
segment u/  [uw] before another vowel, but such sequences are found in 
Bakhtiari. In contrast to the Persian-inspired use of a single  for pre-vowel 
i/iy in Bakhtiari, we have chosen a fuller representation  for u/uw. Al-
though this leads to an asymmetry with the representation of pre-vowel i/iy, 
there are three reasons for this: with no Persian words containing pre-vowel 
u/uw, we are not directly constrained by Persian orthography; the [w] in the 
[uw] sequence is phonetically salient; and this second unit [w] often corre-
sponds to a consonant b in Persian cognates (e.g., B.   , P.  

 zar-   , P. zard-   
examples of words in which this convention applies are as follows: 

     
du-   

-dah  
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In word-final position, where the u/  segment is pronounced [u], we con-
sistently represent it with a single  (even where it corresponds to Persian ub 

 ; see 6.8.5.1); note, however, that its representation changes back to  
when a vowel-initial suffix is added (7.9). 

6.7 Use of  for all sp/sb sequences 
As is likely the case for Persian, it appears that there is no phonological con-
trast between sp and sb sequences in Bakhtiari (but see the discussion in 
Anonby & Asadi 2014:36). In both languages, the second element in such 
sequences (p/b) is always phonetically voiceless, but it is not aspirated be-
fore a vowel, and this gives the impression that this element is the voiced 
member of the pair. 

Persian generally writes all such sequences as . Bakhtiari writers rep-
resent this sound inconsistently, often influenced by the orthography of Per-
sian words where the s and p are also found but are separated by a vowel. In 
his dictionary, Madadi (1996) gives both options for the word es-

   sepordan). 
Persian generally writes such sequences as , and this convention will 

be followed systematically in Bakhtiari, as shown in the following examples: 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian  
(phonemic) (orth.) (phonemic) (orth.)  

asp/asb  asp/asb   
     

     
 sepordan  

espeyd/esbeyd  sefid   
    

     

6.8 Loanwords and cognates 
Almost all Bakhtiari loanwords come from Persian. In addition, since the 
two languages are related, there are many shared words which both lan-
guages have inherited from their common southwestern Iranian ancestor. 
This section deals with conventions for loanwords and cognates. 

The foundational principles that guide the treatment of how these words 
should be spelled in Bakhtiari, repeated from 1.2 above, are as follows: 
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1. Phonologically accurate: faithfully representing the phonological content 
of Bakhtiari words makes their spelling and pronunciation predictable. As is 
the case for the spelling of all words, we attempt to follow this principle 
whenever possible in the representation of loanwords. The orthographic im-
plications of this principle are especially evident in the explanation of how 
Bakhtiari words should be represented when their phonological constitution 
differs from that of corresponding Persian words (6.8.5). 

2. Contextually appropriate: conventions are based on the context, history 
and uses of writing in Bakhtiari, and the ongoing choices its speakers make 
in the written representation of the language. This means not only that a Per-
sian-based script will be used for Bakhtiari, but that Persian spellings  with 
which speakers are already familiar  will also be followed whenever they 
do not conflict with the phonological structure of the words in Bakhtiari. The 
most salient outcome of this decision is the retention of Arabic letters in 
words borrowed from Persian (6.8.1), although one other idiosyncratic con-
vention from Persian is also maintained (6.8.2), and additional conventions 
have been developed with this consideration in mind (6.8.3, 6.8.4). In one 
case, namely the representation of q and  in Bakhtiari words with Persian 
cognates (6.8.6), a complex set of contextual factors necessitates the use of 
Persian spelling even when it eclipses the phonological value of the 
Bakhtiari word. 

3. Optimal for readers and writers: the implementation of the first two prin-
ciples already addresses and facilitates the tasks of reading and writing. For 
the spelling of loanwords and cognates, the reading- and writing-related 
conventions set out elsewhere throughout this study are sufficient. 

6.8.1 Retention of Arabic letters in Persian borrowings 
About half of the Persian lexicon comes from Arabic, and many of these 
written words contain letters which no longer reflect their Arabic phonologi-
cal value. This has led to orthographic overdifferentiation for numerous pho-
nemes in Persian writing: 

z is represented with   
s is represented with   
t is represented with   
h is represented with   

(The status of Persian , which is represented with the letters  and , will be 
discussed separately in 6.8.8 since its corresponding function in Bakhtiari is 
multifaceted.) 
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In the Arabo-Persian-
=

(2014) recommends that the same convention be followed for Bakhtiari. A 
few Bakhtiari authors have attempted to apply this convention to their lan-
guage (for example, K ni Haft Lang 2000), but none have done so consist-
ently. All the other Bakhtiari writers that we have looked at follow Persian 

etters.  
Such orthographic overdifferentiation in Persian writing is not linguisti-

cally ideal since, as Madadi (2014) makes clear, it departs from the principle 

which contains one or  
However, if Bakhtiari orthography maintains consistency with Persian 

spelling in this regard, it will have two important, positive consequences: it 
will facilitate recognition of Bakhtiari word identity by Bakhtiari readers of 
Persian; and it will facilitate learning of Persian spelling by readers of 
Bakhtiari. In addition, it will make it easier for speakers to identify many of 
the words that have their ultimate origin in Arabic  writers who are 

 may wish to avoid these words rather than simply mask-
ing their origin. 

Bakhtiari speakers we have interacted with are generally sympathetic to 

whelmingly reject this convention when it is put into practice. 

tained for Bakhtiari words borrowed from Persian whenever they are pro-
nounced in Bakhtiari and have the same phonological value as in standard 
literary ( ) Persian. Examples of words in which this convention is ap-
plied are as follows: 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

ers  ers   
     

    satisfied  
qest  qest   
zorat  zorrat   

6.8.2 Retention of Persian  for x 
The Early New Persian phoneme xw has merged with x in contemporary 
Persian. However, even though it is no longer pronounced distinctively, it is 
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still represented in modern Persian orthography as  {xw} (Hashabeiky 
2005:67, Madadi 2014). 

In keeping with the principle of retaining Persian conventions when pos-
sible for the sake of readers and writers (1.2.3),  {xw} is, as a rule, re-
tained for Bakhtiari words that correspond to Persian words written in this 
way. 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

bad-   bad-    
-   -    

     
     
     

     
xore  xore   

   
     

The use of this convention extends to the Bakhtiari compound words  
xor-   xor-ze-  
which correspond to the equivalent Persian expressions  -

 and  - - . 
In a variation on this convention, where Bakhtiari x corresponding to Per-

sian  {xw} is followed by another  (whether representing  or o; 
see 6.3.3.3) later in the syllable, only a single  is retained. 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

exo     
exom     
exoy     
exore  mixorad   

     
     

     
     

xo     
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xo  xod   
xo-ne  xod-    
xot  xodat   
xos     

     
     

xoym     

Exceptionally, the Bakhtiari words xarden 
well as the word  ; see in this 
section above), should not retain the symbol  after , since an orthography 
based on that of the corresponding Persian word ( ) would inappropri-
ately signal to readers the vowel o in the Persian pronunciation (xordan) of 
this word. 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

xard  xord   
xarden  xordan   

     

6.8.3 Bakhtiari h corresponding to Persian x 
There are many words in which Bakhtiari h corresponds to Persian x as a 
result of a historical phonological x > h shift that has taken place, albeit spo-
radically, in Bakhtiari. For such cases, we propose a hybrid phonological/ 
etymological convention which has already appeared in some Bakhtiari texts 

 
Persian letter  (x), be used here in place of the default  (do- -
{h}) to represent h.  

Since this convention uses a letter closely identified with Arabic, Madadi 
(2014) sees it as unsatisfactory. However, there are some factors in its fa-
vour. The character , with a phonological value of h, is already available in 
Bakhtiari orthography, since in our proposal here it is retained in words of 
Persian (and ultimately Arabic) origin (6.8.1). This spelling convention 
therefore maintains partial graphic similarity between the members of related 
Bakhtiari/Persian word pairs without compromising phonological represen-

htiari, in-
creased graphic similarity between Persian and Bakhtiari words helps 
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Bakhtiari speakers who already read Persian to identify Bakhtiari words 
from their visual form.  

In our informal interactions with Bakhtiari speakers, and on the orthogra-
phy test, we received an overwhelmingly positive response to this conven-
tion. Here are some examples of words where the convention applies: 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

     
     

     
zahm  zaxm   
tahl  talx   
pohden  poxtan   

(Note: the wedge  over the  in the last three examples is a reflection of the 
convention for writing h in coda; see 6.1.3). 

The Persian counterparts of some Bakhtiari words may not be known to 
all Bakhtiari speakers. In cases where a (B./P.) h/x correspondence exists but 
is not known or recognized, Bakhtiari speakers would have to memorize a 

to that of all Bakhtiar
use must also be memorized (6.8.1). 

The use of this etymological spelling convention extends to well-known 
words in non-Standard Persian varieties, such as those known from spoken 
Persian dialects or from poetry. For example, the Bakhtiari term  

) corresponds to the term  

the related term  
Bakhtiari  ) corresponds to dialectal 
and poetic Persian , itself derived from Middle Persian . 

6.8.4 Bakhtiari z corresponding to Persian d 
Similar to the use of  for Bakhtiari h corresponding to Persian x (written 

), speakers have proposed the use of  for Bakhtiari z corresponding to 
Persian d (written ). This convention applies only to a single word: xezmat 

 xedmat ), but speakers have consistently 
indicated their support for this convention in informal conversation and on 
the orthography test. 
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6.8.5 Representation of distinctive phonological forms 
There are many cases where the phonological form of Bakhtiari words is 
distinct from that of their Persian counterparts. In order to represent the pho-
nological content of Bakhtiari words, and thereby to make spelling and pro-
nunciation predictable, these differences need to be represented in the or-
thography. 

Initially, Bakhtiari words whose spelling differs from that of their Persian 
counterparts may not be immediately recognized by Bakhtiari speakers who 
are literate in Persian; these readers will have to depend on the phonological 
representations of the written words rather than their overall shape when 
reading such words for the first time. 

Ways in which Bakhtiari words differ phonologically from their Persian 
counterparts include: Bakhtiari words which are 1) shorter or 2) longer than 
corresponding Persian words; 3) irregular or asymmetrical correspondences 
between sounds in corresponding word pairs; and 4) historical metathesis 
(switching of the order) of sounds (in either Persian or Bakhtiari). In addi-
tion, 5) some or all of these situations may apply to a single word. Each of 
these scenarios is illustrated with the appropriate conventions in the discus-
sion immediately below, and a separate discussion is dedicated to the more 
complex cases of Bakhtiari words where u corresponds to Persian ub  
(6.8.5.1), and Bakhtiari words where mb corresponds to Persian mb  {nb} 
(6.8.5.2). 

1. Bakhtiari words which are shorter than their Persian counterparts should 
be written as they are pronounced in Bakhtiari. 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

     
go  goft   
lar     
mur     

     

2. Bakhtiari words which are longer than their Persian counterparts should 
be written as they are pronounced in Bakhtiari. 
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Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

axeyr     
  gerye   

kayk  kak   
nayn  nay   
somb  som   

3. Bakhtiari words in which certain segments do not match their Persian 
counterparts should be written as they are pronounced in Bakhtiari. 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

     
     

ri  ru   
  sib   

     

This does not only apply to full orthographic letters: whenever a short vowel 
differs from that of its Persian counterpart, it should also be represented in 
Bakhtiari with a diacritic (a full discussion of conventions for short vowels is 
found in 6.3.2). 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

     
     

ser  sor   
  sabok   
     

A single exception to this rule, which concerns the representation of q and  
in words with Persian counterparts, is discussed in 6.8.7. 

4. Bakhtiari words where the order in which segments are pronounced dif-
fers from the order of their Persian counterparts should be written as they are 
pronounced in Bakhtiari. 
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Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

     
     

korf  kofr   
sohl  solh   
salt  satl   

5. More than one of the four distinctions already mentioned here may apply 
in a single word, and each of these can be accounted for by writing the 
words as they are pronounced in Bakhtiari. 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

  karafs   
mazg     

  sobh   
ferg  fekr   

     

6.8.5.1 Bakhtiari u  corresponding to Persian ub  
Bakhtiari words ending with u are spelled with a single  , even when Per-
sian counterparts end with a vowel-consonant sequence ub  .  

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

     
-ku  -kub   

ju  jub   
     

jonu  jonub   

As for other u-final words, however, an epenthetic   is added before a 
vowel-initial suffix; see 7.9. 

6.8.5.2 Bakhtiari  corresponding to Persian  for mb  
Idiosyncratically, the phonological sequence mb is in most cases written 
with the orthographic sequence  {nb} in Persian. This convention origi-
nates in Arabic phonology, where the phoneme n alternates with m before b. 
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For this convention in particular, speakers have expressed support  in-
formally and on the orthography test  for a consistent, phonologically 
transparent representation of mb in Bakhtiari as  {mb}; and we have cho-
sen to respect the choice of these speakers. This results in the following cor-
respondences between Bakhtiari orthography and Persian orthography for 
this sequence: 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

     
ambor  ambor   

     
dombe  dombe   
pambe  pambe   

     
tombak  tombak   

     

6.8.6  
There is a significant amount of phonological under-representation and or-
thographic over-differentiation in Persian (Appendix 1), but once these are 
taken into account, symbol-to-sound correspondences are systematic. 

One instance of word-specific idiosyncratic spellings in Persian is the 
representation of the short vowel o word-internally, even when it is followed 
by a consonant. This occurs in several ordinary Persian words (e.g., bolof 

 (ENP r  >)   
has a corresponding cognate in Bakhtiari) as well as place names (e.g., 
d  , xolos , jannat olang ). 

As is the case for the sequence mb
6.8.5.2), such words where o is spelled idiosyncratical-

ly in Persian will be spelled phonologically in their Bakhtiari counterparts. 
We have identified one such case, and it is spelled as follows: 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

nok  nok   
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6.8.7 
counterparts 

Exceptionally, in the case of the transcription of q and  in Bakhtiari words 
with Persian counterparts, sociolinguistic considerations (1.2.2) override 
fundamental phonological considerations (1.2.1). In short: the representation 
of the phonemes q and  in Bakhtiari words with Persian counterparts al-
ways follows the spelling of the Persian counterparts. 

There are a number of complex and interrelated factors which have led us 
to put forward this exceptional convention. 

First of all, there is an irregular correspondence between the distribution 
of q and  in Bakhtiari, and in written Persian, the latter of which reflects 
Early New Persian (=ENP) pronunciation. Cases in which the phonemes do 
correspond are as follows: 

 Bakhtiari ENP Persian (orthography) 

 qalb qalb  
 qasom qasam  
    

    
    

    

Cases in which the phonemes do not correspond are as follows: 

 Bakhtiari ENP Persian (orthography) 

    
    

    
    
    

 qols   

Secondly, there is an irregular correspondence between Bakhtiari and spoken 
Persian in this context: while many Bakhtiari dialects contain q and  as 
distinct phonemes, these two phonemes have merged into a single phoneme 
 in some (especially eastern) Bakhtiari dialects (Anonby & Taheri-Ardali 

2018, section 2.1) as well as many (but not all) dialects of modern spoken 
Persian. And in the dialects where a merger has taken place, the allophonic 
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situation is complex, with an assortment of voiced and voiceless stop and 
fricative realizations for this single phoneme .  

Consequently, whenever a Persian word containing  (and possibly q) is 
adopted in Bakhtiari, the following factors all come into play in determining 
its phonological value in spoken Bakhtiari: 

 written vs. spoken source; 
 the historical date of borrowing;  
 which Persian dialect it is borrowed from; and 
 the particular allophonic realization of the sound in the source dialect. 

Of course, different dialects of Bakhtiari have borrowed Persian words from 
different sources at different times, and this has resulted in a great deal of 
dialect variation for the Bakhtiari phonemes that correspond to historical 
Persian q and . Speakers in other parts of the language area are not aware of 
prevailing pronunciations for this pair of sounds in the reference dialect area 
of Masjed Soleyman, and even there within the reference dialect area, speak-
ers report a significant amount of variation on this issue. Taken together, 
these factors suggest that it would be challenging for Bakhtiari speakers to 
maintain consistency in their spelling of words with q and ; and that conse-
quently, the written Persian form is the most reasonable and stable ortho-
graphic representation possible.  

Further, in our orthography testing, speakers consistently chose the Per-
sian-based orthographic representation of these sounds in words. Their stated 

iza
themselves. We note further that a consistent spelling based on Persian 
would prepare Bakhtiari writers for the now-arbitrary phoneme-to-
orthography conventions in Persian relating to the Persian letters  and  . 

Consequently, acknowledging the complexities and needs of the sociolin-
guistic situation, we put forward the convention  as stated above  that the 
representation of the phonemes q and  in Bakhtiari words with Persian 
counterparts always follows the spelling of the Persian counterparts. 

Examples of the resulting spellings of such words, repeated from the sec-
ond set of words above, are as follows: 

 Bakhtiari Bakhtiari ENP Persian 
(orthography) (phonemic) (phonemic) (orthography) 
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  qols   

6.8.8 Conventions relating to representations of glottal 
stop in Persian 

Conventions relating to representations of Bakhtiari forms which correspond 
to the glottal stop in Persian are complex, so they are treated separately 
here.  

In Persian orthography, the letters  (hamze; word-initial form:  ; main 
word-internal form: ; see Appendix 1) and  (ayin) are used primarily to 
represent the glottal stop, which is phonemic in literary Persian. However, 
the glottal stop is not phonemic in Bakhtiari (Anonby & Asadi 2014:26), and 
its occurrence in Persian corresponds to four distinct possibilities in 
Bakhtiari phonology: 

 it marks the beginning of a vowel-initial word or morpheme (5.1, 7); 

 it marks hiatus (lack of a consonant) between two short vowels (5.1, 6.4); 

 when it is found in a coda, it is pronounced in Bakhtiari with a distinctive 
phonetic and phonological value (6.1.3)  as a  h; and 

 elsewhere, it has neither orthographic function (cf. points 1 and 2 in this 
list) nor phonological value in the corresponding Bakhtiari words (6.8.5). 

In the first three cases, the Persian letters  and  are retained in Bakhtiari 
orthography, with diacritics also being added in the third case. In the final 
case, where they have neither orthographic function nor phonological value, 
the letters  and  are not written in Bakhtiari. Conventions relating to each 
of the four possible scenarios are illustrated here. 

6.8.8.1 Persian word-initial glottal stop 
Persian word-initial glottal stop, which is represented with (hamze; word-
initial form:  ) or  in Persian orthography, corresponds to the beginning of 
a vowel-initial word in spoken Persian, and in Bakhtiari as well.  

Because Bakhtiari uses an Arabic-based script, it is graphically necessary 
to mark the beginning of vowel-initial words with some kind of character. 
Without such a character, it is not clear how many syllables are in the word; 
in addition, without this character it is not graphically possible to host short 
vowel diacritics on the first syllable, and the vocalic vs. consonantal values 
of the characters  (i vs. y) and  (u vs. ) are not specified. Madadi (2014) 
suggests that the symbol  (i.e., ) be used to mark the beginning of vowel-
initial words (as in Kurdish). However, in keeping with the principle of us-
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ing Persian conventions whenever they do not interfere with a phonological 
representation (1.2.2), we do not see sufficient reason to modify the Persian 
convention. 

These symbols will therefore be retained in Bakhtiari orthography to 
mark the beginning of words, as illustrated by the following examples: 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian 
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography) 

arax     
arre  arre   

  asal   
  ayb   

ers  ers   
omeyd  omid   

     
ufte  miyoftad   

6.8.8.2 Persian glottal stop between vowels 
Between vowels in the middle of a word, the Persian letters  (word-internal 
form: ) and  represent an intervocalic glottal stop or a hiatus (lack of a 
consonant) between two vowels in Persian orthography. In Bakhtiari, which 
has no phonemic glottal stop, they correspond to a hiatus.  

Because Bakhtiari uses an Arabic-based script, it is graphically necessary 
to mark the transition between two vowels with some kind of character. 
Without such a character, it is not clear how many syllables are in the word; 
in addition, it is not graphically possible to host a short vowel diacritic for 
the second vowel in a two-vowel sequence; nor is it possible, in many cases, 
to specify the vocalic vs. consonantal values of the characters  (i vs. y) and 

 (u vs. ) after a vowel. In keeping with the principle of using Persian con-
ventions whenever it does not interfere with a phonological representation 
(1.2.2), there is no reason to choose another representation. 

As outlined in the discussion of word-internal vowel sequences above 
(6.4), these symbols will be retained in Bakhtiari orthography to mark hiatus: 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian  
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography)  

     
rai     
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zaif     

See 6.4 for additional considerations relating to the status and representation 
of hiatus. 

6.8.8.3 Persian glottal stop corresponding to Bakhtiari h in codas 
In codas, the Persian letters  (word-internal form: ) and  represent a glot-
tal stop in Persian orthography. In Bakhtiari, the glottal stop is not a pho-
neme, and in this position the glottal stop has historically merged with h. 
Like other instances of h  h  the lengthening of a 
preceding short vowel (Anonby & Asadi 2014:59 60).  

h (6.1.3), the Persian 
letters are retained in Bakhtiari orthography but are marked there with an 
inverted wedge: 

Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian  
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography)  

bahd     
     

mahnid   
tahreyf     
zahf     

(There are no clear examples of coda h in Bakhtiari words corresponding to 
Persian words with glottal stop written with  in the coda.) 

6.8.8.4 Persian glottal stop with no corresponding function in 
Bakhtiari 

In remaining cases, the Persian glottal stop, as represented by  and , has 
no corresponding function in Bakhtiari; it has neither orthographic function 
(cf. 6.8.8.1 and 6.8.8.2) nor is it pronounced with another phonological value 
(cf. 6.8.8.3). Consequently, although these letters are written in correspond-
ing Persian words, in accordance with the principle of accurately represent-
ing distinctive phonological forms (6.8.5, point 1), they will not be written in 
Bakhtiari. 
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Bakhtiari Bakhtiari Persian Persian  
(phonemic) (orthography) (phonemic) (orthography)  

jam     
     
   
     

rob     

6.8.9 Loanwords from languages other than Persian 
Other than a handful of Arabic and English words (e.g. A.  > B. bat 

tomato > B. ), we are not aware of any words that have 
been borrowed from languages other than Persian and integrated into 
Bakhtiari.  

It is possible, however, in technical texts and texts translated from other 
languages, that other words will be used. It is not necessary to have a single 
procedure for representing borrowed items in all texts, but whatever conven-
tion is used should be consistent within a given text. Here are some sugges-
tions: 

a. The first occurrence of a foreign term in a text or text section can be 
adapted to the most likely Bakhtiari pronunciation and shown with full dia-
critics (i.e., marking of short vowels and, optionally, sokun ( ), which shows 
when a consonant is not followed by a vowel; see 5.2). 

e of Clumontia elected a tem-
porary leader known as the tolkrein  

b. If a text permits, an additional transcription in the source language may be 
placed in parentheses or footnotes. This is especially important if some 
speakers of Bakhtiari might be familiar with the source language. 

Text with transcription in parentheses: 

(Suecan)  (Clumontia) 
(tolkrein) 
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Text with transcription in footnotes: 
12

3 
________________ 
1 Suecan 
2 Clumontia 
3 tolkrein 
 
c. If there are many foreign terms in a text, they can be marked with an aster-
isk whenever they first occur in a text or text section and collected in a glos-
sary along with transcriptions in the source language. 

6.9 Invariable spellings for variable pronunciations 
There are two important contexts in which variable pronunciations are repre-
sented with an invariable spelling. The first concerns the alternation of h 
with hiatus (lack of a consonant between two vowels) within words as well 
as at morpheme boundaries. This is discussed in 6.4 above and in relevant 
sections in 7.9 below. 

A second context in which invariable spellings are used for variable pro-
nunciations concerns the deletion, in natural speech, of initial  following a 
consonant-final word. As outlined in Anonby & Asadi (2014:76 77), this 
process applies specifically with the words  6.3.3.3) as well 
as  -; it does not, how-
ever, take place with other -initial words of similar form and function. 
Speakers have consistently indicated a preference for an invariable conso-
nantal orthographic spelling for  and , and we have followed their sug-
gestions for this convention (but for the marking of o with a diacritic in B. 

, see 6.3.2.1). As with the spelling of  ~ o  
convention ensures a stable image for both words. Examples of the invaria-
ble consonantal spellings are as follows: 

  
 

 

  
esm o rasm    

rahd    
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rahd -    went behind  
hom- -bi    

  

  
-    
-bi    

-bu    
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7 Representation of complex words: 
compounding and affixation 

It is natural to view the selection of orthographic symbols (Chapter 5) and 
spelling conventions (Chapter 6) as the core of orthography development. In 
the case of Bakhtiari, however, establishment of conventions for systematic 
division of complex words has necessitated an even greater investment of 
reflection, analysis, testing and discussion. Most of the issues encountered 
here are a direct consequence of the choice of Arabo-Persian script (3.1), and 
many of them have never yet been successfully standardized in Persian writ-
ing. 

In this chapter, we first distinguish and define phonological vs. ortho-
graphic words, as well as simple vs. complex words, in Bakhtiari (7.1). We 
then discuss issues relevant to the writing of complex words (7.2), with a 
particular focus on options for representing word divisions in Arabo-Persian 
script (7.3) along with other Persian conventions for word division (7.4). 
Here, we observe that the spelling of every single complex word in Persian is 
treated individually on the basis of an intersecting set of factors, and that this 
leads to an overwhelming amount of variability in Persian spelling. 

In the subsequent discussion, we then establish specific conventions for 
Bakhtiari script according to the principal means by which words are con-
structed in Bakhtiari: compounding (7.6), and affixation  prefixes (7.8) as 
well as suffixes (7.9). A small set of particles, which appear to be phonolog-
ically dependent affixes, but which will be written as separate orthographic 
words, is considered separately in 7.7. For each situation, we catalogue the 
combinatory possibilities and illustrate their representation in the orthogra-
phy.  

In our attempt to balance the complementary guiding principles of phono-
logical accuracy, contextual appropriateness, and optimality for readers and 
writers (1.2), we have considered orthographic possibilities for a wide range 
of complex word types. While we rely on Persian orthography as a basis for 
representing complex word division in Bakhtiari, we depart from these con-
ventions whenever a possibility is available that better corresponds to our 
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full set of guiding principles of orthography design. In addition, there are 
many language-specific structures in Bakhtiari for which Persian ortho-
graphic conventions offer no prior model of representation. In such cases, we 
have formulated new conventions based on a review of usage by Bakhtiari 
authors, reflection on other representations possibilities in Arabo-Persian 
script, and testing of difficult orthographic decisions with speakers (Appen-
dix 2). 

7.1 Words  simple and complex 
What constitutes a word in Bakhtiari? As in any language, there is no 
straightforward answer to this question, but a basic distinction between pho-
nological words and orthographic words helps to clarify key issues. 

For Bakhtiari, a phonological word is most appropriately defined as any 
element in a string of speech that is both pronounceable on its own and ca-
pable of carrying stress (or, more precisely, the accent of the phonological 
phrase; see Anonby & Taheri-Ardali 2018, section 2.3). In practical terms, 
such elements include verbs, adverbs, adjectives, nouns, numbers and most 
prepositions, as well as an assortment of items from less clearly-defined 
morphological classes (Anonby & Taheri-Ardali 2018, sections 3.1 3.3). 

Orthographically, a word is simply the string of characters found between 
two full spaces. For a sequence of phonologically separable, morphological-
ly simple words, this is unproblematic: the spaces will fall between the 
words. However, for morphologically complex words and for affixes, the 
placement of these spaces is subject to a range of conditions and should 
therefore be systematized and defined by a unified set of orthographic con-
ventions. The following sections describe the factors behind these conven-
tions and illustrate their application to the Bakhtiari language. 

7.2 Orthographic principles for complex words 
In section 1.2 above, we set out three principles as a guide for making ortho-
graphic choices: 1) phonologically accurate, 2) contextually appropriate, and 
3) optimal for readers and writers.  

In the representation of complex words in Bakhtiari, as for all aspects of 
the orthography, all three principles are important. The segments that consti-
tute complex words will be still represented phonologically by default, and 
contextual considerations such as the use of Arabo-Persian script and effec-
tive Persian orthographic conventions will apply here, as everywhere. 

Regarding the third principle in particular  optimal for readers and writ-
ers  it is important to underline some specific (and partially overlapping) 
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considerations for word and morpheme representation that help ensure that 
complex words are easy to recognize and easy to write:  

1. If it goes together, put it together. The unity (i.e., coherence) of each word 
should be evident. 

2. The parts make the whole. Every complex word should be analysable for 
readers (and therefore reconstructible by writers). To help with this, the 
components should be distinguished from one another whenever it is helpful 
and efficient to do so. 

3. Write the same thing the same way. The visual representation of each 
morpheme, and each word, should be stable: invariable whenever possible; 
and varying only when graphically or phonologically necessary, and in pre-
dictable ways. 

4. Put the parts together consistently. The attachment of each morpheme, 
and each category of morphemes, to other parts of a word, should be done in 
a systematic and predictable way.  

7.3 Basic options for representation 
These four considerations (7.2) have a bearing on whether morpheme 
boundaries are marked; how they are marked; and possible changes in the 
visual representation of morphemes when they come together within a word. 

In roman script, three main representational possibilities for connecting 

(i.e., separation with a space). A full orthographic connection (#1) makes the 
unitary nature of a complex word clear, but it is more difficult for a reader to 
identify the parts of the word. Conversely, separation with a space (#3) en-
sures that the parts of the word are recognizable, but the connection between 
them is not signalled to the reader. Hyphenation (#2) is an attempt to balance 
these opposing considerations by keeping the parts of the words visually 
distinct while at the same time making the connection between them explicit. 

Various languages using roman script differ greatly in their strategies for 
representing complex words, usually tending to favour the first option (espe-
cially for affixation) and the third option (most often for compounding). 
However, many of these languages also use hyphens when attempting to 
express an intermediate degree of connection. Yet because degrees of con-
nection between parts of complex words are gradient and varied, use of the 
hyphen tends to be the most unstable of the conventions; words officially 
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spelled with a hyphen in a given language are often also found written with 
either (or both!) of the other two conventions. 

The possibilities for connecting words in Arabo-Persian script have some 
similarities but, as Hashabeiky (2005:67) points out, are not identical. The 
use of 1) bound writing (full connection) and 3) unbound writing (separation 
with a space) are the most widely used in Persian, where they are referred to 
as -  -  
Even though these two options are distinct, there has been a great deal of 
inconsistency in their usage in Persian, with many words being spelled either 
way. This is shown by the following Persian examples, in which both op-
tions have been put forward as correct by various scholars at different times: 

 bound writing unbound writing 

dast-ha     
dast-      
mi-khoram     

In recent years, Persian academics have increasingly favoured unbound writ-
ing for complex words. However, usage  even as specified in Persian or-
thographic handbooks  remains inconsistent (Hashabeiky 2005:67 72). 

Hyphens are technically possible in Arabo-Persian script, but in practice 
are hardly ever used. Bi-faseleh-nevisi -space writing  (Hashabeiky 
2005; also commonly referred to as nim-faseleh-nevisi -space/half-

, another intermediate option which was proposed in the 

of the last letter at the end of the first morpheme, when two morphemes 
come together. Like hyphenation, bi-faseleh writing expresses the unity of a 
word and the identity of its components at the same time. This convention, 
as illustrated for the above items, operates as follows: 

 bi-faseleh writing 

dast-ha     
dast-      
mi-khoram     

-space
-width non-  

Bi-faseleh-nevisi of Persian has found a significant degree of support, es-
pecially among scholars and publishers, and is becoming more commonly 
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emphasized in education, even at the primary level. In practice, however, it 
is not commonly or consistently applied in Persian writing.  

7.4 Persian conventions for word division 
Along with the three main options presented for Arabo-Persian script in the 
previous section (bound, unbound, and bi-faseleh writing), there are several 
additional factors related to representing the division of complex words in 
Persian.  

1. Breaking letters
letters that can be connected to the right, but not to the left:  . In 
complex words, current Persian usage does not tend to put a space after (that 
is, to the left of) a breaking letter at a morpheme boundary (e.g., P. boz-  

 
morpheme ending with a breaking letter (e.g., P. dust-   
The reason behind this convention is a by-product of Arabo-Persian script 
itself: the shape of the stem is stable for words ending in breaking letters. In 
contrast, the stem shape changes when other letters are added to connecting 
letters: as an example, dust-  would appear as  if a bound spelling 
was used; the shape of the final letter of the stem  changes to  when a 
suffix is added, and this graphic instability is avoided by Persian writers. 

2. Word length. All other things being equal  for example, when both words 
end in a connecting letter  a long word is more likely to be divided with a 
space than a short word. Examples include P. surat-   
shaving en -    - r  

-xor   However, this is a relative, and 
unstable, criterion. 

3. Grammatical considerations. The internal linguistic structure of a word 
also appears to have an effect on whether or not a space will be used. No 
exhaustive study of Persian orthographic practices for use of spaces has ever 
(to our knowledge) been undertaken, but we have observed that: on the one 
hand, spaces are less likely to be used for inflection than for derivation (and 
especially for compounding, which is essentially a type of derivation); on the 
other hand, spaces are more likely to be used for clitics (affixes which can 
attach to a word other than their semantic host) than for typical affixes, 
which are always attached to their semantic host. However, many inflections 
in Persian (as in Bakhtiari) are signalled with clitics, so these two tendencies 
conflict with one another. Use of spaces is also affected by the perceived 
semantic or functional unity of the two parts of a compound word, or the 
grammatical classes to which the two words belong. In the case of perceived 
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unity, which is not possible to measure precisely, the use of spaces is incon-
sistent. Still, in the case of Persian (and equivalent Bakhtiari) words of some 
specific grammatical compositions, spaces are used somewhat consistently, 
for example, in noun + perfect participle constructions, e.g., B. -  

 . 

Taken together, this bundle of factors accounts for most of the historical and 
present conventions for representation of complex words in Persian, but 
some further conventions may simply be idiosyncratic. 

7.5 Overview of Bakhtiari conventions for complex 
words 

As expressed elsewhere in this study and in the preceding discussion, the 
representation of complex words in Bakhtiari is designed to be phonological-
ly accurate (1.2.1); contextually appropriate (1.2.2), a key aspect of which is 
the importance of respecting Persian conventions whenever they work well; 
and optimal for readers and writers (1.2.3). 

As explained in 7.3, bi-faseleh -
rate parts of a word) is beneficial to the reading process: it provides a means 
of keeping a stable image for the parts of a word, while at the same time 
showing the linguistic unity of the word. Because of this, and because it is 
becoming more common in Persian communications, we have made gener-
ous use of it, when possible, in the conventions for representing complex 
words in Bakhtiari. 

Complete attachment of parts, and full spaces separating parts, are used 
when phonological, contextual, or graphic factors associated with Arabo-
Persian script necessitate either of these options. 

7.6 Compound words 
In Persian, the spelling of compound words is extremely variable due to a set 
of interacting and at times contradictory constraints (7.4). While recognizing 
the complexity of these constraints, we attempt to demonstrate systematic 
ways in which different types of compounds can be represented in Bakhtiari. 
Still, because of this complexity, and in contrast with the other elements of 

Simplified spelling alternative: for writers who do not have access to a 
- -width non-modifier) can gen-

erally be replaced with a full space rather than joining the parts of the 
-

informal communications whenever possible. 
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the orthography (spelling of segments (6) and representation of affixes 
(7.7, 7.9)), the conventions set out here for the spelling of compound words 
should be treated as principles that will help in maintaining consistency ra-
ther than rules that must be followed at any cost. 

There are many different types of compound words in Bakhtiari. In this 
section of the study, we describe types of compounds according to their 
composition and provide suggestions for the systematic representation of 
each type: a wide range of nominal compounds  nouns and adjectives 
(7.6.1); verbal compounds (7.6.2); compounds containing numbers (7.6.3); 
and compounds containing prepositions (7.6.4, 7.6.5). 

7.6.1 Nominal compounds 
A wide range of nominal compounds is found in Bakhtiari. While most types 
of nominal compounds can be classed as nouns, adjectives of analogous 
structures are also attested. Most nominal compounds contain at least one 
noun, but their internal constitution and orthographic representation are var-
ied. We propose orthographic conventions for the following commonly oc-
curring nominal compound types: 

 noun-of noun  compounds with pronounced  (7.6.1.1) 
 noun-of noun  compounds with unpronounced  (7.6.1.2) 
 noun-noun compounds (7.6.1.3) 
 noun-verb compounds (7.6.1.4) 
 compound nouns with full or partial repetition of a stem (7.6.1.5) 
 opaque compound nouns (7.6.1.6) 
 lexicalized noun-and-noun  compounds (7.6.1.7) 
 other lexicalized phrasal compound nouns (7.6.1.8) 

Compound nouns containing numbers and preposition-noun  compounds 
are treated separately in the sections on numbers (7.6.3) and prepositions 
(7.6.4.4, 7.6.5.2). 

7.6.1.1 Noun-of noun compounds with pronounced  
- -  are 

phrasal compounds whose parts are usually separated by a pronounced  
(-e). This type of compound is written as two words separated by a full 
space. This is the case whether the first word ends with a connecting letter 
(as in the first set of example words here) or a breaking letter (as in the sec-
ond group of words; see 7.4). 

pas-e garden    
hast-    
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zeyr-    
-e sine    

mazg-e sar    
-e golop      

-e lombe    
band-    

-    
-e ru    

Note that, as specified in 7.9.2.8, pronounced e  is always written in 
Bakhtiari. 

-
whose parts separated by a pronounced  (-e), although, as the following 
section shows, this type of compound is found with the parts separated by an 
unpronounced . 

7.6.1.2  Noun-of noun compounds with unpronounced  
- -

parts separated by an unpronounced  (due to the first word ending with 
a vowel or, in some cases, a glide: h, y or ; see Anonby & Asadi 2014:82) 
are likewise written as two words separated by a full space. This is the case 
whether the first word ends with a connecting letter or a breaking letter 
(see 7.4). 

   
meyre dadu   -in-  

  -in-  
esbeydi tey   

   

   
   

   
dadu zeyne   -in-  
mah-nu   
mah-tamom   
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7.6.1.3 Noun-noun compounds 
In noun-noun (and noun-adjective) compounds, the two parts are juxtaposed, 
i.e., the second part follows the first with no phonological or syntactic sepa-
ration. In Persian orthography, noun-noun compounds are sometimes sepa-
rated and sometimes joined, and both conventions are often possible for a 
single word. 

In Bakhtiari, noun-noun (and noun-adjective) compounds can be consist-
ently written with a zero-space separating the two parts. 

mil-    
-dard    

del-dard    
dast-malah    
zahf-    

-zemini   
rah-bedal   

-    
kah-gel    
felfel-    
felfel-sohr   
tan-derest   

If the last letter of the first noun is a breaking letter, the second word is 
placed directly after the first; this is graphically equivalent to the zero-space 
convention used for the words above. 

-zan   -in-  
xor-    

-    
sar-boteri    
sar-dard    

-    
sar-    

-    
-zemini   

-dari    
-    

gond-gaz   
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-    
-kule   

-    
sar-    

If the first sound of the second noun in the juxtaposed noun-noun compound 
is a vowel (which is represented in initial position with  (aleph); cf. Appen-
dix 1), the letter  must always be retained and written with the diacritic  
{a} above it to make it clear that it does not represent the vowel  (see the 
chart of symbols in 5.1 for an inventory of functions of aleph (  )). 

dast-ar   
sayl-    
tuf-    
mand-    
zard-    
bard-ar    

7.6.1.4 Noun-verb compounds 
Like noun-noun compounds, noun-verb compounds (and other similar com-
pounds with a derived second element) are sometimes separated and some-
times joined in Persian, and both conventions are often possible for a single 
word.  

However, we attempt to write this type of word consistently in Bakhtiari. 
The components of noun-verb compounds are by default separated by a ze-
ro-space (as in the first part of the following list), and if the stem ends with a 
breaking letter, the components are placed right beside each other (as in the 
second part), since this is the graphic equivalent of a zero-space. 

hol-paz   
hin-morde   

-    
-    

das-poxt   
rax-    
koh-bor   

-xuni   
-bafi   
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-bin  -  
pay-    

-hande   
-xand   

-beyz   
-gard   

-    
-duni   

bahr-    
hasir-bafi   

In Persian, where general orthographic conventions of noun-verb compounds 
are not consistent, there are many individual items where the two parts are 
always fully connected. Respondents consistently indicated their wish to 
reflect this full connection in Bakhtiari. Therefore, in Bakhtiari words corre-
sponding to these items, we have accepted keeping the connection shown in 
the conventional Persian spelling. 

nom-zad   
rah-    
pay-    

-go   
-    

xorus-    
-gozaruni   

In the section on noun derivation (7.9.1), we present a set of similar struc-
tures, some of which may have origins in noun-verb compounding but are 
now used productively as noun suffixes; these include - , -  and -  

-   

7.6.1.5 Compound nominals with full or partial repetition of a stem 
Some compound nouns and adjectives are built from the full or partial repe-
tition of a stem. This type of compound uses onomatopoeia (sound symbol-
ism) to imitate a physical reality such as a sound, shape or movement, and 
the stem is usually not a word on its own.  

When the stem is simply repeated, both parts are capable of carrying 
stress (i.e., phrasal accent; see 7.1). In this way, it is structurally similar to 
two separate words, and we therefore separate it with a full space. 
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-    
men-men   

-    
qal-qal   

-    
jir-jir   
tike-tike   

-    

However, when the stem is repeated fully and a derivational suffix (such 
as -e or -ak; see 7.9.1.7) is also attached, the parts are fully joined, since 
only a single stressed syllable  that of the suffix  is possible for the word. 

- -e   
kem-kem-e   

- -e   
- -ak   

jir-jir-ak   
kur-kur-ak   
kuz-kuz-ak   

- -ak   
- -ak   

der-der-in   

Finally, when there is only partial repetition of the stem, whether of the ini-
e inter-

venes, the two parts are written as if they were separated by the e of a normal 
pronounced  (7.6.1.1): with the diacritic  under the last letter of the 
first part, and a full space between the two parts. 

-e-    
koft-e-ku   
xal-e-    

-e-    
pak-e-puz   
lak-e-    

-e-niz   
-e-    
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7.6.1.6 Opaque compound nouns 
If a word looks like a compound noun, but one or more of its parts is not 
readily recognizable, or has been changed significantly from its form when it 
occurs on its own, we consider the word as a whole to be an opaque com-
pound. Opaque compounds are typically written as a single orthographic 
word with no spaces. 

-   -in-  
nar-hayl    
pas-xuni    

-    
sus-    
kah-    

-    
xor-ze-    
ker-ze-leng   
am-ru   

Exceptionally, the two parts in the word -tap  
ed with a zero-space in order to make the image of   
ends with the connecting letter  , more identifiable. 

7.6.1.7 Lexicalized noun-and-noun compounds 
-and-

the orthographic word  ( )o o after a consonant and 
 after a vowel; see 6.9), are always written as three separate words. 

   
   

   
der o mohre-   
xer o pof    

   

   
   

7.6.1.8 Other lexicalized phrasal compound nouns 
Lexicalized phrasal compounds  which in the examples we have found all 
contain a head noun with 1) an  suffix, 2) a verbal object (or other com-
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plement) and 3) a perfect participle (formally made up of a past verb + -e)  
are written as separate words.  

dar-    
   
   

- -kerde    
je ele sonat na-     

- -rahde   -  

7.6.2 Verb compounds 
Verb compounds in Bakhtiari are represented by many lexicalized verb-
predicate constructions (7.6.2.1) as well as other types of phrasal verbs 
(7.6.2.2). 

7.6.2.1 Lexicalized verb-object constructions 
Lexicalized verb-object type constructions, a common type of phrasal verb 
in Bakhtiari, are always written with a full space between the two words. 

perd kerden   
xef kerden   
gam zayden   

   
   

-biden   

7.6.2.2 Other phrasal verbs 
Other phrasal verbal constructions are likewise written with a full space be-
tween words. 

-dar kerden   
harf sar harf zayden   
yek-e be do kerden   

   
tey diden na-    

-din   
disniden kad-e yak   
be-dar zayden ze toxm   
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7.6.3 Compounds containing numbers 
There are many compounds containing numbers, and they include a variety 
of parts of speech. The number is typically the first element in the com-
pound. 

In Bakhtiari orthography, we suggest that, in general, numbers ending in 
a connecting letter be separated from the second element in the compound 
with a zero-space, so that the word image of the number is more easily iden-
tifiable. In the case of numbers ending in a breaking letter, they will be writ-
ten directly before the second element, which is graphically equivalent to a 
zero-space. 

Examples of compounds with numbers ending with a connecting letter (in 
the data: ya- / yek-  /   nim-  seh- 
separated from the following element with a zero-space, are as follows:  

ya-dende   
ya-jahat   
ya-marte   
ya-sare   
ya-    
ya-    
nim-nemek   
nim-bereyz  -  
nim-tole   -  
se-      
se-       -  

However, in a small group of words ending with a breaking letter, we join 
these numerals to the following elements with a full connection because 
speakers maintain that the two parts are fused or inseparable (whether be-
cause of semantic and phonological closeness, or because a corresponding 
Persian item is always joined): 

nim-dari   
payn-      
payn-dari   
ya-geri   
ya-ti   
yek-di-ne   
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Examples of compounds with numbers ending with a breaking letter (in the 
data: do-  -  -  
rectly before the following element, are as follows: 

do-rahi   
do-gor-    
do- - -    
do-    

-    
-   -  
-    
-   -  
-    

-zeyne   

For days of the week, the same principles apply: zero-space after a connect-
ing letter, no intervening space after a breaking letter, and full connection 
between the two parts when a fusion  in the case of payn-  

l fusion  has taken place. 

(   ) 
ya-    
do-    
se-    

-    
payn-    
(jome  ) 

In the item do-be-   
compound with be-  7.6.4.4), the numeral do-  

 
Similarly for fractions, a full space always separates the end of the initial 

number from the second number. 

si-yak   
panj-yak   
dah-yak   
si-yak (=one third)   
sad-ey-yak   
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do-seyom   
do-panjom   
se-panjom   

Numbers accompanied by the numeral classifier -  are treated in 7.9.6.1, 
and ordinal numbers, which are formed with the suffix -om, are treated 
in 7.9.6.2. 

7.6.4 The morpheme be- 
The morpheme be-, which is often found as a component in compound 
words, is written either as an attached prefix or as a preceding particle, de-
pending on its function and the structure of the word it attaches to. 

7.6.4.1 As an imperative/subjunctive morpheme 
When be- marks imperative or subjunctive verb forms, it is usually directly 
attached to the following stem (see 7.8.1.1 for a full discussion). 

be-ger   
be-    
be-    
be-    

However, in the case of vowel-initial stems, it is written as  and separated 
from the following stem by a zero-space. 

be-    
be-ar   
be-anj   
be-    

7.6.4.2 As a preposition 
When be- is functioning simply as a preposition, it is written separately from 
the following word. 

be-del   
be-tale   
be-    
be-    
be-zemin    
be-    
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be- -yal   
be-    

If, however, the preposition has been grammaticalized as part of a complex 
adjective, adverb or preposition (7.6.4.3), or is followed by a pronominal 
clitic (7.9.3.2), it is generally attached. 

7.6.4.3 As part of an adjective, adverb or complex preposition 
When be- is part of a compound adjective, compound adverb or complex 
preposition (for which the functions often overlap), it is usually attached to 
the following word. To show clearly that be- is a component in such words, 
the diacritic  can always be written (  ). 

be-    
be-rah   
be-   -  
be-deze   
be-    
be-    
be-jeste   
be- (na)   
be-dar    
be-lam    
be-din    
be-    

Exceptionally, the adverb be-yak  
words in order to ensure that the two parts are recognizable. 

7.6.4.4 As part of a phrasal adjective or noun 
In phrasal adjectives with be as the middle element, it is written as a separate 
word. 

do-be-    
-be-kom  -  

ri-be-qelbe   
sar-be-zeyr    

-be-sar   
-be-tig    

hin-be-    
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-be-    
na-be-ser   
na-be-dang   
na-be-   -  

In three-part phrasal nouns with be as the middle component followed by a 
verbal element (ostensibly derived from an imperative construction), there is 
a zero-space between the first part and be. However, as is the case for be 
with other verbal elements (7.6.4.1), here it is also attached to the verbal 
element at the end. 

-be-zan    
tir-be-ger    
pete-be-jur   

7.6.5 Prepositions in general 
In addition to preposition be-, many compounds containing other preposi-
tions are found in Bakhtiari. Here, we propose conventions for compound 
prepositions and preposition-containing adverbs (7.6.5.1) as well as preposi-
tion-noun compounds (7.6.5.2). 

7.6.5.1 Compound prepositions and adverbs 
Compound prepositions and adverbs in which the first element is a preposi-
tion (whether be- or another preposition; for be-, see 7.6.4.3) are written as a 
single word. 

be-dar    
be-lam    
be-din    
be-    

-bayn    
men-    

-    
-ro    
-ri   
-din    
-    
-pas    
-    
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-zeyr    
-men    
-    
-yak   
-yak   
-gel   

ze-    

For the compound locationals -i- -u-  
the second element is vowel-initial, the initial aleph (  ) of the second ele-
ment is retained in order to help keep the visual image of the morphemes i 

 u  
ly after the preceding aleph of . This means that rather than being com-
pletely graphically connected, there is effectively a zero-space between the 
first two elements. 

-i-    
-u-    

7.6.5.2 Preposition-noun compounds 
For compound nouns which begin with a preposition, the two elements are 
joined; in the case of breaking letters, as shown in the final two examples 
below, the second part of the compound is placed immediately after the first 
part. 

pa-    
pas-xuni    
pas-tu     

-    
-    

dar-    
-    

7.7 Particles 
There are a number of particles in Bakhtiari: morphemes which could be 
considered affixes from a phonological standpoint (Anonby & Asadi 
2014:51 52), but which speakers view as independent and have chosen to 
write as separate orthographic words. These items are as follows: 
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  ( )o 
speech, and whose pronunciation is variable depending on the final seg-
ment in the preceding word (6.9); 

 the prepositions  be 7.6.4.2, 7.6.4.3) and  ze  (6.3.3.1), 
which are phonologically attached to the following word; 

  pa  
pah phonologically attached to the following word; 

 the relativizer  ke phonologically attached to an adjacent 
word; 

 the numbers  do  se phonologi-
cally attached to the following word; 

  ya 
(e.g.,  ya del-ey 7.9.2.5); and 

  i  u 
(e.g.,  i del-o  u del-o 7.9.2.4). 

7.8 Prefixes 
This section establishes conventions for the orthography of inflectional and 
derivational prefixes. It is organized into three sets: inflectional verb prefixes 
(7.8.1), derivational verb prefixes (7.8.2) and a set of derivational prefixes 
which typically change nouns into adjectives (7.8.3). 

7.8.1 Inflectional verb prefixes 
Five inflectional verb prefixes are found in Bakhtiari. Two of them are con-
nected directly to their host stem, except when the stem begins with a vowel: 

 imperative/subjunctive be-/bo-  (before a vowel-initial stem: ) 
(7.8.1.1) 

 negative na-  (before a vowel-initial stem: ) (7.8.1.2) 

The other three verb prefixes are always placed directly beside their host 
stem (i.e., without an intervening space), but never connected to it: 

 prohibitive (negative imperative) ma(h)-  (7.8.1.3) 
 progressive e-  (7.8.1.4) 
 negative progressive ney-/niy-   (7.8.1.5) 
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7.8.1.1 Imperative/subjunctive be-/bo- 
The imperative and subjunctive verb prefix be-/bo- is written in two ways. 
First, when it is found with most stems, it is written as  , fully connected to 
the following stem. 

be-ger   
be-    
be-    
be-    

However, when the stem to which this prefix is attached begins with a vow-
el, signalled in the orthography with aleph  , it is written as  and separated 
from the following stem by a zero-space. This helps preserve the visual im-
age of the verb, from which the initial letter  would disappear (rejected form 
of be-  *) or signal another phonological value ( ; rejected 
form: *) if the prefix were fully connected. (As is the case in some other 
words, the use of a wedge with  here indicates hiatus  lack of a consonant 
between two vowels; see 6.4.) 

be-    
be-ar   
be-anj   
be-    

In the case that the initial vowel of the stem is phonologically lost when be- 
is added, as occurs with a number of e-initial verbs (Anonby & Asadi 
2014:75), the imperative/subjunctive prefix is orthographically fused to the 
stem and the initial aleph (  ) of the stem is omitted. 

be-    
be-    
be-    
be-    

In some but not all monosyllabic verbs stems which contain the vowel o or 
begin with the consonant , the prefix is pronounced as bo- (Anonby & Asa-
di 2014:75). This pronunciation varies across the language area and among 
speakers in the same region. In order to accommodate this variation, on these 
verbs only, texts destined to the language community as a whole will not 
mark the short vowel of the prefix. 
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bo-go ~ be-go   
bo- ~ be-    
bo-kofn ~ be-kofn    
bo-kon ~ be-kon   
bo- ~ be-   !  
bo- ~ be-    
bo- ~ be-    
bo- ~ be-    

In cases where the pronunciation of these verb forms in a particular dialect is 
important for a text, such as in dialogue and poetry, speakers who wish to 
indicate a particular spoken form can write it with the relevant diacritic:  or 

 (e.g., bo-go  or be-go   
For the sake of comparison, some verbs with o and initial  in their stems, 

but for which this prefix is never pronounced with o, are as follows:  

be-doz   
be-pok   
be-    
be- -kan   

7.8.1.2 Negative na- 
The verbal prefix na- 
(i.e., non-progressive) present, and past verb stems. As is the case with 
be-/bo- (7.8.1.1), na- is written in two ways. First, when it is found with 
most stems, it is written with the letter  , and fully connected to the follow-
ing stem.  

na-ger   
na-    
na-    
na-bu   

na-ger-i   
na- -i   
na- -i   
na-bu-y   

na-gereyd-i   
na-rahd-i   
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na- -i   
na-bid-i   

However, when the stem to which this prefix is attached begins with a vow-
el, signalled in the orthography with aleph  , it is written as  and separated 
from the following stem by a zero-space. This helps preserve the visual im-
age of the verb, from which the initial letter  would disappear (rejected or-
thographic form of na-  ), or signal another phonological 
value ( ; rejected form: * ) if the prefix were fully connected. (As is the 
case in some other words, including the prefix be-/bo-, the use of a wedge 
with  here indicates hiatus  lack of a consonant between two vowels; 
see 6.4 and 7.8.1.1) 

na-    
na-ar   
na-    

na-ar-i   
na- -i   
na- -i    
na-    

na-ardi   
na-    
na-ezmodi   
na- -i   

The orthography reflects the phonologically fused forms of verbs such as 
did-en  -en  -en  
by attaching the prefix directly to the reduced stem. 

na-yd-i    
na- -i   
na- -i   
na- -i   

7.8.1.3 Prohibitive mah- / ma- 
The prohibitive verb prefix mah- / ma-    ends with the 
connecting letter  , is always separated from the following stem by a zero-
space. The use of a wedge with  in this phonologically varying prefix is in 

h in a 
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coda (6.1.3), and to mark hiatus (i.e., lack of a consonant) between vowels 
(6.4, 7.8.1.1, 7.8.1.2). 

mah-ger ~ ma-ger   
mah- ~ ma-    
mah- ~ ma-    
mah- ~ ma-    
mah- ~ ma-    
mah- ~ ma-    

7.8.1.4 Progressive e- 
The progressive verb prefix e-  ce dia-
lect (2.4.2, 3.3), accompanies most present verb forms and is also found with 
past progressive verb forms. (Note, however, that the function and frequency 
of this prefix is variable across the language area; see Anonby & Asadi 
2014:124 125 and Anonby & Taheri-Ardali 2018, section 3.3.1). Written 
with the breaking letter  , it is always placed directly before the verb stem. 

e-r-e   
e-go   
e-ger-e   
e- -e   
e- -e   
e- -e   

7.8.1.5 Negative progressive ney- / niy- 
The negative progressive prefix ney-  is a fusion of the negative prefix na- 
and the progressive prefix e-. Since it ends with a connecting letter, in order 
to maintain a stable morpheme shapes it is always separated from the follow-
ing stem by a zero-space.  

ney-ger-e   
ney-r-e   
ney- -e   
ney- -e   

Before vowel- or y-initial verb stems, it is realized as niy-  in normal 
speech (although still ney- in hyper-emphasized speech), and this alternation 
is reflected in the orthography. Even though there is a close phonological 
connection between the prefix and vowel-initial stems, in order to maintain a 
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stable image for the prefix as well as the stem, the two parts are always sepa-
rated using a zero-space. 

niy- -e    
niy-ar-e   
niy- -e   
niy- -e   
niy-uft-e   
ni- -e    

7.8.2 Derivational verb prefixes 
There are several common pre-forms  i.e., lexicalized derivational verb 
prefixes  which are found with verbs: dar- and der-  , - ~ -  and 

-  . While they are often attached to a verb stem that occurs independent-
ly, they are also sometimes fused to a unique stem. These pre-forms, all of 
which end in breaking letters  and  , are in general written immediately 
beside their host stem. This is illustrated with the pre-form -  : 

-bid   
-    
-lurnid   
-    

(The preform   is pronounced as  following consonant-final words in 
some syntactic contexts, but its spelling is invariable; see 6.9).   

For the pre-form - ~ -  , there is dialectal variation between two 
possible pronunciations. In order to allow readers to recognize the mor-
pheme and pronounce it in their own dialect, it is best not to write the vary-
ing short vowel with a diacritic on the pre-form. As for -  , this preform 
is written immediately beside its host stem.  

-  ~ -    
-  ~ -    
-  ~ -    
-  ~ -    
-  ~ -    
-  ~ -    

For the pre-forms dar- and der-  , there are two additional issues. The first 
concerns the marking of the vowel: because the vowel varies according to 
lexical item rather than dialect, it can be marked with a diacritic  at very 
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least for the less common pre-form -der  to allow readers to distinguish 
between the two pre-forms.  

A second orthographic issue concerning dar- and der-  is that they are 
sometimes written right beside their host stem, and sometimes separated 
from the stem with a full space. The attachment is not arbitrary; rather, it 
reflects two degrees of attachment evident in the grammar. For words where 
the negative prefix na- attaches before the stem rather than the pre-form, an 
orthographic space should be maintained. 

dar-(na-)borid   
dar-(na-)rahd   
der-(na-)xard   
der-(na-)    

But for stems where na- attaches before the pre-form, the indivisible behav-
iour of the pre-form and stem is reflected in the orthography by writing them 
with no intervening space. 

(na-)dar-    
(na-)dar-garnid   
(na-)der-    
(na-)der-    
(na-)dar-    
(na-)dar-    
(na-)dar-    
(na-)dar-    

When any of the pre-forms are otherwise phonologically fused to the stem, 
as occurs with some r-initial stems, the orthography reflects this contraction. 

da-rahd   
-reyd   
-roft   
-rand   

7.8.3 Derivational noun prefixes 
There are several prefixes in Bakhtiari whose function typically involves the 
derivation of adjectives from nouns. These derivational prefixes are as fol-
lows:  
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 bey-/biy- 7.8.3.1) 
 - 7.8.3.2) 
 - 7.8.3.3) 
 na- 7.8.3.4) 
 por- 7.8.3.5) 
 kam- 7.8.3.6) 
 hom- 7.8.3.7) 

7.8.3.1 bey-/biy-  
The derivational prefix bey-  in most 
cases, and biy-  before the vowels i and u (Anonby & Asadi 2014:71). 
This prefix ends with the connecting letter , and in lexicalized construc-
tions it is always separated from the following stem by a zero-space in the 
orthography.  

bey-del   
bey-dong   
bey-mahnid   
bey-    
bey-orze   
bey-    
bey-    
bey-    
bey-    
biy-    
biy-    

If the morpheme bey / biy 
word, but simply being used as a preposition in a phrase, then a full space 
separates it from the following word. 

    
   

   
   

In the word bey   
product of historical compounding but which is now opaque, the sequence 
bey is connected to its host stem, analogous to its Persian counterpart 

. 
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7.8.3.2 -  
The derivational prefix -  hich ends in a breaking letter, is al-
ways placed immediately beside the stem it modifies.  

-fahm   
-sefat  -  
-    
-del   
-tom   
-orze   
-    
-    

If the morpheme 
simply being used as a preposition in a phrase, then a full space separates it 
from the following word. 

b     
b     
b     
b     

7.8.3.3 -  
The patterning of the prefix     
(immediately above). Ending in a breaking letter, it is always placed imme-
diately beside the stem it modifies. 

-    
-fereng   
-jur   
-    
-meyd   
-    
-ahl   
-    

7.8.3.4 na-  
When the derivational prefix na-  
in most letters, it is attached to the stem.  
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na-    
na-    
na-    
na-tars   
na-be-deze    
na-    
na-    

However, when the stem to which this prefix is attached begins with a vow-
el, signalled in the orthography with aleph  , it is written as  and separated 
from the following stem by a zero-space. This is in keeping with the orthog-
raphy of the negative verb prefix na- (7.8.1.2). (As in some other words, the 
use of a wedge with  here indicates hiatus  lack of a consonant between 
two vowels; see 6.4.) 

na- -e   
na- -e   
na-ard-e   
na- -e   
na-anjenid-e   

7.8.3.5 por-  
The prefix por-  the breaking letter  ,  is generally 
placed immediately beside the following stem. However, if the following 
stem starts with the letter  , a full space is retained between prefix and stem.  

por-zur   
por-rang   
por-mi   
por-    
por-    
por-ro   
por-    
por-nemek   

por-    
por-    
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7.8.3.6 kam-  
The prefix kam-  
nouns.  

In Persian, words with this prefix are inconsistently written: sometimes 
they are attached to the host stem, and other times they are not, but there are 
no systematic reasons for this difference. This complicates the situation for 
Bakhtiari orthography. 

In Bakhtiari, this prefix can by default be separated from its host stem by 
a full space. 

kam-mi   
kam-zahle   
kam-joryat   
kam-h    
kam-nur   
kam-orze   
kam-arze    
kam-    
kam-del   

However, in cases where an analogous word is obligatorily spelled in Per-
sian with the prefix attached, Bakhtiari follows this convention. 

kam-su   
kam-ri   
kam-zur   
kam-rang   

7.8.3.7 hom-  
The prefix hom-  
other nouns. Because it is pronounced differently from the corresponding 
Persian prefix ham- , the short vowel o  should always be written (this 
follows the general principle of representing pronunciations which differ 
from their Persian counterparts; see 6.8.5).  

As is the case for kam- (see 7.8.3.6 immediately above), the attachment 
of ham- is inconsistent in Persian, and this makes it difficult to establish a 
practical convention for Bakhtiari.  

We propose that, by default, this affix should be separated from its host 
stem with a full space. 
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hom-bahr   
hom-    
hom-    
hom-esm   
hom-   -  
hom- ze   
hom-    
hom-mahni   

In three cases, however, the affix can be attached to its host stem in 
Bakhtiari orthography: 

1) when the analogous Persian item is obligatorily spelled as a single word; 

hom-    
hom-    
hom-dard   

2) when the meaning of the stem differs greatly from its original meaning 
once hom- is attached; 

hom-     
hom-    
hom-     

3) and when the stem is not found as a word on its own. 

hom-dorong    

7.9 Suffixes 
In this section, we provide an inventory of common suffixes in Bakhtiari and 
conventions for writing each of them.  

We first present derivational suffixes (7.9.1), most of which are attached 
to nouns. We then look at inflectional noun (7.9.2) and verb suffixes (7.9.4), 
with an intervening section on pronominal clitics (7.9.3), which are typically 
attached to nouns but formally similar to verbal inflections. These sections 
are followed by conventions for the comparative adjective suffix -tar (7.9.5) 
and two number suffixes (7.9.5). 

The presentation of suffixes concludes with illustrations of orthographic 
representations when combinations of suffixes are found (7.9.7).  
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7.9.1 Derivational suffixes 
There are a number of derivational suffixes in Bakhtiari. Most commonly, 
they are found with noun stems, but some are attached to other parts of 
speech, and they have a variety of functions.  

Common derivational suffixes for which we discuss orthographic con-
ventions individually are as follows: 

 -  7.9.1.1); 
 -gah 7.9.1.2); and 
 - , - , -gar, -ger and -  7.9.1.3); 
 - , -  and -  7.9.1.4); 
 -  7.9.1.5); 
 the derivational suffix -i (7.9.1.6), which derives nouns from adjectives 
and adjectives from nouns. 

As the discussion of these suffixes will clear, derivational suffixes are gener-
ally attached to their host stem in the orthography. However, there are three 
exceptions:  

1) in the case of stems ending in a breaking letter (see 7.4), which cannot 
attach to suffixes, the suffixes are place immediately after the stem;  

2) stems ending in  {h} and  {y} are separated from the following suffix 
with a zero-space; and  

3) an orthographic  {y} is added between vowel-final stems and i-initial 
suffixes. 

Other derivational suffixes, which are grouped together in the discussion, 
follow the same orthographic conventions.  

 - (activity); 
 -ak (diminutive/resemblance); 
 - (diminutive);  
 -e (resemblance); 
 -ende (actor); 
 -ine (association/quality); and 
 -mand (quality). 

Combinatorial possibilities are illustrated for each these remaining suffixes 
in 7.9.1.7 below. 
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7.9.1.1 -  
The derivational suffix -   (form followed by a vowel-initial suffix: 

 ; see 6.1.2 and in this section below) typically indicates containership. It 
is normally attached to its host stem, and if the stem ends with a breaking 
letter, the suffix is placed immediately after the stem. 

-    
yax-    
dam-    

-    
-    

With stems ending in  (whether it is an orthographic marker of stem-final e 
or, as shown by the final two examples below, it is a true phonological h), 
the suffix is separated from the stem by a zero-space. (There are no exam-
ples of this suffix attached to stems ending in .) 

-    
meste-    
ho -    

-    

kah-    
kolah-    

In accordance with the convention for -final words set out in 6.1.2, 
-final stems followed by a vowel-initial suffix are written with a full  

on the main line of letters:  .  

- -e   
- -    

-d -ey   

7.9.1.2 -  
The derivational suffix -gah (occasionally -geh)  
by a vowel-initial suffix:  ; see 6.1.3 and in this section below) is normally 
attached to its host stem, and if the stem ends with a breaking letter, the suf-
fix is placed immediately after the stem. 

-gah   
-gah   
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kal-gah   
-gah   

-gah   

-gah   
-gah   
-geh   

-gah    

After stems ending in  (and, potentially but not attested: ), the suffix is 
separated from the stem by a zero-space. 

-gah   
bone-gah   

In accordance with the conventions for h-final words set out in 6.1.3, the h 
in gah-final stems followed by a vowel-initial suffix are written without a 
wedge ( ):  .  

-gah-e   
-gah-ey   

7.9.1.3 - - -gar, ger and -  
There are a number of derivational suffixes in Bakhtiari whose main use is to 
indicate the activities or the profession of a person: - , - , - , -gar, 
ger and - . These suffixes are normally attached to their host stem; and if 
the stem ends with a breaking letter, the suffix is placed immediately after it. 

-    
xezmat-    
tasxeyr-    

-    

-    
pas-    
gandom-    

-    

-gar   
-gar   

-gar   
-gar   
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-ger   
-ger  -  

dast-ger   
-ger   

-    
kalak-    

-    
-    

With stems ending the connecting letter  (and, hypothetically but not attest-
ed, the connecting letter ), the suffix is by default separated from the stem 
by a zero-space. 

kize-gar     
xonde-gar   

-gar   
kande- -i   

An exception to this is the fused compound monde-   
which is fully attached and for which the orthographic  {h} ending of the 
stem is not kept; this is done in keeping with Persian spelling. 

7.9.1.4 - - -  
 

- , -  and - . They are normally attached to their host stem, and if the 
stem ends with a breaking letter, the suffixes are placed immediately after 
the stem. 

-    
harom-    

-    

kah- -    
xor-    

With stems ending in the connecting letters  and  , the suffix is by default 
separated from the stem by a zero-space. 

-    
-    
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-    
botey-    

However, because of the spelling of its Persian counterpart, the Bakhtiari 
word -   -
space. 

7.9.1.5 -  
The derivational suffix -   typically indicates the possession of a quali-
ty, an action, or an item. It is normally attached to its host stem, and if the 
stem ends with a breaking letter, the suffix is placed immediately after the 
stem. 

zahm-    
-    

-   -  

-    
-    
-    

With stems ending in the connecting letters  or  , the suffix is separated 
from the stem by a zero-space. 

-    
hande-    

-    
rame-    

-    

7.9.1.6 The derivational suffix -i 
The derivational suffix -i  has two main functions: the derivation of nouns 
from adjectives, and the derivation of adjectives from nouns.  

When this suffix follows a consonant-final stem ending in a connecting 
letter, it is attached directly to the stem; and if the consonant-final stem ends 
in a breaking letter, it is placed right beside the stem. 

- -i   
-i   

gap-i   

-i   
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However, when the derivational suffix -i follows a vowel-final stem, the 
letter  is inserted to indicate a transition between the stem vowel and i, 
resulting in the orthographic form  . When the vowel-final stem ends in a 
connecting letter, as is usually the case, the suffix form  is placed right 
beside the stem; but if the vowel-final stem ends in a breaking letter, as in 
the last two examples below, a zero-space separates the stem and the  suf-
fix form. 

-i   
-i   
-i   

bad-go-i   

zende-i   
sohde-i   

7.9.1.7 Other derivational suffixes 
Other derivational suffixes follow the same conventions. 

- (activity): 

kon-    
-    

ras-    

-ak (diminutive/resemblance): 

pil-ak   
par-ak   

-ak   

- (diminutive): 

beyl-    
-    
-    

-e (resemblance): 

-e   
-e   

-e   
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-ende (actor): 

-ende   
-ende   
-ende   

-ine (association/quality): 

dast-ine   
nar-ine   

-ine   

-mand (quality): 

haykal-mand   
dard-mand   

-mand   

7.9.2 Inflectional noun suffixes 
Common inflectional noun suffixes for which we discuss orthographic con-
ventions individually are as follows: 

 plural -(h)  (7.9.2.1); 
 animate plural -  (7.9.2.2); 
 collective -gal/-yal (7.9.2.3); 
 demonstratives i ... -(h)o u ... -(h)o 7.9.2.4); 
 indefinite ya ... -ey (7.9.2.5); 
 definite -(e)ke (7.9.2.7); 
 direct object marker -e/-ne/-ene (7.9.2.7); 
 associative marker ( ) -e (7.9.2.8); and 
 vocative -(h)ay (7.9.2.9). 

As is the case for derivational suffixes (7.9.1), inflectional suffixes are gen-
erally attached to their host stem in the orthography. 

7.9.2.1 Plural -  
The plural suffix -(h)  is pronounced in several ways, depending on its pho-
nological context (Anonby & Asadi 2014:78, 84). Because of this, and be-
cause of additional orthographic constraints  depending on whether the host 
stem ends with a consonant or a vowel, and which consonant or vowel it is  
it is also written in several different ways. 

If the suffix is found on a stem ending in a consonant (other than h; see 
below in this section), the pronounced form -   is attached to the stem. 
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sar-    
del-    
merzeng-    

-    

If the stem ends with the vowel  (  ) or o (written with  stem-finally; 
see 6.3.3.3)  both of which are written with breaking letters  the suffix is 
still written as it is pronounced, with its longer phonemic form   imme-
diately after the breaking letter at the end of the stem.  

-    
-    

doro-    
kolo-    

If the stem ends with the connecting letter  {h} (whether marking stem-final 
e, or h; see 6.3.3.1, 6.1.3), the form  is likewise employed, and a zero-
space separates the stem from the suffix.  

lete-    
-    

koh-    
salah-    

If the stem ends with the vowel i (written with  ), an additional  is insert-

tion as  in this position. As with  , a zero-space separates the stem from 
the suffix. 

ri-y-    
ti-y-    

-y-    
zende-i-y-    

Finally, for stems ending with u (written with  ), an additional  is similarly 

nunciation as  in this position and parallels the convention established for 
spelling  as  within words (6.6). 

tu- -    
bu- -    
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soru- -    
- -    

7.9.2.2 Animate plural -  
In the words we have collected, the animate plural -   (form followed by 
a vowel-initial suffix:  ; see 6.1.2 and in this section below) is only found 
with nouns that end in consonants. It is always attached directly to the host 
noun. 

-    
kar-    
kur-    

-    
-    

gusend-    

In accordance with the conventions for  sequences set out in 6.1.2, -
final stems followed by a vowel-initial suffix are written with a full  on the 
main line of letters:  .  

- -e   
- -o   

7.9.2.3 Collective -gal/-yal 
The collective marker has two main variants: -gal  after alveolar conso-
nants, and -yal  after vowels and other consonants.  

The -gal  variant is attached directly to its host noun if this stem ends 
in a connecting letter; and if the stem ends in a breaking letter, it is placed 
directly beside the stem. 

zan-gal   

dor-gal   
kor-gal   
boz-gal   
gar-gal   
har-gal   

With stems that end in a breaking letter, -yal  is also placed directly beside 
the stem. 
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-yal   
-yal   
-yal   
-yal   
-yal   
-yal   
-yal   

However, in order to deal with the orthographic ambiguity associated with 
 , the -yal  variant is separated with a zero-space from stems that end in a 

connecting letter. This includes stems that end with orthographic  {h} and  
{i/y}. 

-yal   
-yal   

bare-yal   
zende-yal   

-yal   
-yal   

-yal   

xosi-yal  -in-  
-yal   

botey-al   

Finally, there are a handful of items with irregular short forms, sometimes 

above). Since the two parts of the short forms are phonologically fused, this 
is reflected with a full orthographic connection. 

singular collective  
(short form) (short form)   

 -yal   
 -al ~ -yal    
 -yal   

say sa-yal   
baig bai-yal   
big bi-yal   
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7.9.2.4 Demonstratives i ...- -  
The demonstratives i ...-(h)o u ...-(h)o 
morphemes made up of a preform (occasionally omitted) which indicates 
proximity (i u -(h)o which under-
lines the demonstrative status of the host stem.  

When the suffix is attached to stems ending in most consonants, it is pro-
nounced -o and is written with the diacritic  {o} above the last letter of the 
stem. This convention allows for a stable stem shape, and also parallels the 
orthographic representation of two other unstressed suffixes comprised of a 
short vowel (7.9.2.7, 7.9.2.8). 

i del-o   
i sar-o   

-o   
i angost-o   

When the suffix is attached to a stem ending in a vowel, it is usually pro-
nounced -ho and is written as , separated from the host stem by a zero-
space (or, after breaking letters, placed right beside the stem, since this is 
graphically equivalent to a zero-space). (For the use of  to mark word-final 
o elsewhere in the orthography, see 6.3.3.3.) 

-ho   
i kolo-ho   

-ho   
i soru-ho   

Finally, when this suffix is attached to a stem ending i or certain stems end-
ing in a glide  or h, the form o is usually found, and is written as  ; but it 
cases where the more emphatic variant -ho can be used (Anonby & Asadi 
2014:79), this emphatic variant is written as  . 

i ri-y-o    
i say-o    
i tey-o ~ i tey-ho   

-o ~ -ho   
i koh-ho ~ i koh-o    
i salah-ho ~ i salah-o   
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7.9.2.5 Indefinite ya ...-ey 
The indefinite marker ya ...-ey 
made up of a preform ya and a suffix -ey. When the suffix is attached to a 
stem ending in most consonants, it is written as  and attached directly to 
the host stem (or, after breaking letters, placed right beside the stem): 

ya del-ey   
ya sar-ey   

-ey   
ya angost-ey   
ya koh-ey   

-ey   

When -ey is attached to a stem ending in the consonant y (  , including ey 
 ; see 6.5) or the vowels i (also  ), e (written word-finally with  ) or  

(  ), it is written as  . 

ya tey-ey   
ya say-ey    
ya ri-y-ey    
ya geli-y-ey   

-ey   
-ey   

When it is attached to a stem ending in the vowel u (  ) or the sequence  
(  ; see 6.5), it is written as  . 

ya tu- -ey   
-ey   

Finally, with stems ending in the vowel o, which is also marked in the or-
thography with  (6.3.3.3) but for which  is not inserted when vowel-initial 
suffixes are added, -ey h  that marks hiatus 

al vowel and the initial vowel of the suffix (see 6.4). 

ya doro-ey   
ya kolo-ey   

7.9.2.6 Definite -(e)ke 
The Bakhtiari definite suffix has two main phonological variants: -ke 
and -eke (the direct object marker -e also appears to signal definiteness at 
times; Zolfaghari, pers. comm. 2014, Anonby & Asadi 2014:90, and see 
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also 7.9.2.7 immediately below). While the first variant is most frequent, the 
second one is used after most stems ending in two consonants, and as an 
optional emphatic form when attached to stems ending in a single consonant 
other than h (Anonby & Asadi 2014:83). 

Both -ke and -eke are represented in the orthography with the spelling  
and separated from their host stem by a zero-space (or, after breaking letters, 
they are placed right beside the stem, since this is graphically equivalent to a 
zero-space). Whenever the form -eke is used, this can be made clear by add-
ing the diacritic  below the last letter of the stem.  

hars-eke   
hast-eke   
ahd-eke   

del-ke ~ del-eke   
sar-ke ~ sar-eke   

-ke ~ -eke    

say-ke ~ say-eke   
-ke ~ -eke   

rah-ke ~ rah-eke   

-ke   
ri-ke   
tu-ke   

-ke   
kolo-ke   

This convention distinguishes the definite suffix from the relative pronoun 
ke  
space. The difference between the orthographic patterning of the two mor-
phemes can be seen in the following example, where they occur together: 
deraxt-    

7.9.2.7 Direct object marker -e/-ne/-ene  
The direct object marker has three variants: -e, -ne and -ene. All three vari-
ants are unstressed. The first variant -e is used with stems ending in most 
consonants; the second variant -ne is most often used with stems ending in a 
glide (h, y or ) or in a vowel; and the third variant -ene is available as an 
optional emphatic form with some stems (Anonby & Asadi 2014: 77, 90).  
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The longer variants -ne and -ene are both represented with the spelling 
 . They are separated from their host stem by a zero-space (or, after break-

ing letters, they are placed right beside the stem, since this is graphically 
equivalent to a zero-space). In the case that the emphatic form -ene is in-
tended, the diacritic  can be added below the last letter of the stem to make 
this clear. 

rah-ne ~ rah-ene   
-ne ~ -ene   

say-ne ~ say-ene   

-ne   
ri-ne   
tu-ne   
kolo-ne   

-ne   

The direct object marking variant -e has been represented by Bakhtiari au-
thors in two ways (although often not consistently):  

1) with the orthographic letter  {h} (K ni Haft Lang 
2007); or  

2) with a simple diacritic  {e} under the last letter of the stem (Forutan 
 

The first option (  ) parallels the representation of e as a stressed vowel at 
the end of stems (6.3.3.1), and in the unstressed 3rd person singular copula 
subject clitic -e (7.9.3.1). The second option is in line with the representation 
of unstressed  -e (7.9.2.8) and the unstressed demonstrative suffix -o 
(7.9.2.4). Considering that the direct object variant -e is pronounced identi-
cally to , and that its case-marking function is also analogous, we have 
chosen to represent it the same way in Bakhtiari. Even though this means 
that it looks different from the representation of the direct object marking 
allomorphs -ne and -ene with  , it does allow for a stable  and therefore 
more easily identifiable  stem shape. The direct object marking variant -e is 
therefore written as follows: 

del-e   
-e   

qasom-e   
-e   
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7.9.2.8 The associative marker ( ) 
In Bakhtiari, the associative marker (commonly known as ) is pro-
nounced as -e when attached to stems ending in a consonant. However, in 
associative constructions where the host stem ends with a vowel, it is not 
pronounced (Anonby & Asadi 2014:92 93).  

With the consonant-final stems, where is it pronounced, we recommend 
that  should always be written with the diacritic e  . (This differs from 
Persian, where  is written only in cases where it helps to resolve ambi-
guity.) Such a practice has several benefits: it recognizes the important 
grammatical function of the associative marker; it avoids phonological and 
grammatical ambiguity with noun-noun compounds (7.6.1.3) in particular; 
and it is consistent with the obligatory marking of two other important noun 
phrase morphemes which are comprised of a short vowel and signalled with 
diacritics (7.9.2.4, 7.9.2.7).  

-    
mazg-e say   

-e anjir   
del-e gap   
kor-e rend   
men-    

But in associative constructions where  is not pronounced because the 
host stem is vowel-final, it is not written, either. 

   
geli say   
nofte koh   
tu gap   

   
   

7.9.2.9 Vocative -(h)ay 
The vocative suffix -(h)ay has two orthographic forms. With consonant-final 
stems, where it is pronounced -ay, it is written  and separated from the 
stem with a full space. The use of a full space between the elements ensures 
a stable stem shape and avoids confusion for the pronunciation of  , which 
signals a here but whose orthographic representation is usually  within 
words (5.1, Appendix 1). 
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-ay   
-ay   

-ay   

After vowels, -ay is separated from the stem with a zero-space and written as 
 , with  being used to indicate hiatus (lack of a consonant) alternating 

with h between vowels. This follows the convention set out in 6.4.  

- -h-ay   
- -h-ay   

kolo-ay ~ kolo-h-ay   

For the sake of consistency, the graphic form  is maintained after i- and u-
final stems, even though epenthetic semivowels can be pronounced in this 
context (Anonby & Asadi 2014:84 85).  

ali-y-ay ~ ali-h-ay   
- - -h-ay   

7.9.3 Pronominal clitics 
There are two groups of pronominal clitic suffixes in Bakhtiari: copula sub-
ject clitics (7.9.3.1), and so-called object clitics (7.9.3.2), which in reality 
signal pronominal referents with a number of grammatical roles in addition 
to objects. The following sections discuss orthographic conventions for the 
two groups of clitics. 

7.9.3.1 Subject clitics 
Subject clitics, which express a copula 
attached to nouns or adjectives. The full paradigm of subject clitics, all of 
which are vowel-initial and (normally) unstressed, is as follows: 

1sg -om  
2sg -i  
3sg -e  
1pl -im  
2pl -in  
3pl -en  

In form, subject clitics are similar to verbal person-marking suffixes (for a 
list of differences, see 7.9.4.1), but subject clitics differ in that they are un-
stressed. Also, as clitics they can attach to words other than their semantic 
host, and from a variety of word classes. 
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When subject clitics are attached to stems ending in a consonant, they are 
attached directly to the stem; or, in the case of stems ending in a breaking 
consonant, they are placed right beside the stem. 

- -om   
- -i   
- -e   
- -im   
- -in   
- -en   

-gar-om   
-gar-i   
-gar-e   
-gar-im   
-gar-in   
-gar-en   

The phonological situation is more complex with vowel-final stems, and this 
necessitates a complex set of orthographic conventions. Because of the or-
thographic ambiguity of the letters used to represent vowels (5.1, Appendix 
1), the vowel-initial subject clitics are always separated from vowel-final 
stems with a zero-space. 

For stems ending in -i, an epenthetic y is always inserted between the 
stem and the clitic. This y is written as part of the suffix clitic and separated 
from the stem with a zero-space.  

- -y-om   
- -y-i   
- -y-e   
- -y-im   
- -y-in   
- -y-en   

-y-om   
-y-i   
-y-e   
-y-im   
-y-in   
-y-en   
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For subject clitics attached to stems ending in other vowels, two phonologi-
cally distinct options are occur in the spoken language, and both of these 
options can be written. The first option  insertion of y  occurs with all 
other vowel-final stems, and the same orthographic conventions apply. With 
stems ending in , e and o, a second common (and less common) option for 
pronunciation is hiatus (lack of a consonant) alternating with h between the 
stem and the clitic. As in a number of other analogous contexts, this latter 
structure is represented in the orthography with  (6.4).  

Both options for the representation of subject clitics are permitted in the 
orthography, but writers should be systematic in their use of the two options, 
with special attention to dialectal and discourse factors. The more common 
option, where y is inserted, is illustrated here with a number of words: 

-y-om   
-y-i   
-y-e   
-y-im   
-y-in   
-y-en   

-y-om   
-y-i   
-y-e   
-y-im   
-y-in   
-y-en   

-y-om   
-y-i   
-y-e   

nakere-y-om   
nakere-y-i   
nakere-y-e   
nakere-y-im   
nakere-y-in   
nakere-y-en   

zende-y-om   
zende-y-i   
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zende-y-e   
zende-y-im   
zende-y-in   
zende-y-en   

rahd-e-y-om   
rahd-e-y-i   
rahd-e-y-e   
rahd-e-y-im   
rahd-e-y-in   
rahd-e-y-en   

kolo-y-om   
kolo-y-i   
kolo-y-e   
kolo-y-im   
kolo-y-in   
kolo-y-en   

As stated above, the less common option  hiatus alternating with h between 
the vowels  can be used with all equivalent vowel-final words, including all 
of the words in the lists immediately above. The orthographic conventions 
for this form are the same, except that  is replaced with  . Here, we illus-
trate this option with the words    zende  

-(h)-om   
-(h)-i   
-(h)-e   
-(h)-im   
-(h)-in   
-(h)-en   

zende-(h)-om    
zende-(h)-i   
zende-(h)-e   
zende-(h)-im   
zende-(h)-in   
zende-(h)-en   
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For subject clitics attached to stems ending u, two phonological options are 
also available, but the second option involves alternation of hiatus with  
rather than h. In this case, the  sequence is written  (as elsewhere; 
see 6.6). Illustrations of the conventions for these clitics with u-final stems 
are as follows: 

- -y- - -( )-om   
- -y- - -( )-i   
- -y- - -( )-e   
- -y- - -( )-im   
- -y-in - -( )-in   
- -y- - -( )-en   

-y- -( )-om    
-y- -( )-i   
-y- -( )-e   
-y- -( )-im   
-y- -( )-in   
-y- -( )-en   

For a small group of words made up of personal pronouns and interrogative 
pronouns, subject clitics are preceded by an epenthetic n  . (It is perhaps 
historically related to the direct object marker -(n)e  see 7.9.2.7  and both 
of these affixes may have their origin in an absolutive case marker; see dis-
cussion in Anonby & Taheri-Ardali 2018, section 3.1.1) This letter  is sepa-
rated from the preceding stem with a zero-space and, since it is a consonant, 
the following subject clitic is attached to it. 

mo-n-om   
to-n-i   
yo-n-e   
ho-n-e   

-n-im   
-n-in   

i-no-n-en   
o-no-n-en   
ho-no-n-en   
hami-yo-ne   
ham-yo-ne   
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koye-n-om    
koye-n-i   
koye-n-e   
koye-n-im   
key-n-om   
key-n-i   
key-n-e   
key-n-in   
kay-n-e   

7.9.3.2 Object-type clitics 
As in Persian, object-type clitics express pronominal referents with several 
functions: most commonly they mark verbal objects, possession, and objects 
(i.e., complements) of prepositions and determiners. The full paradigm of 
object-type clitics is as follows: 

1sg -(o)m  
2sg -(e)t  
3sg -(e)s  
1pl -(e)   
2pl -(e)   
3pl -(e)   

(When a vowel-initial suffix follows the plural object-type clitics, they are 
written  ,  and  respectively; see 6.1.2 for an explanation of this 
convention). 

When object-type clitics are attached to their host stem, there is some al-
ternation in how they are pronounced: the longer form (which includes the 
vowel shown in parentheses) is used with stems ending in a consonant, and 
the shorter form is generally reserved for stems ending in a vowel. However, 
for stems ending in a glide  or y, either form can be used, and in this con-
text the longer form is more emphatic (Anonby & Asadi 2014 79 81). 

Object-type clitics pattern differently depending on the type of word that 
they are attached to: in the case of verbs, all of the clitics are connected as 
closely as possible; in the case of nouns and other parts of speech, the singu-
lar object-type clitics are connected as closely as possible to the stem, but the 
plural clitics are separated from the stem by a zero-space. 
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Object-type clitics with verbs 
Object-type clitics with verb stems have a verbal object function. In the or-
thography, they are always connected as closely as possible to verb stems. 
(Since verbs can take already be found with many different endings, word 
recognition for verbs is already limited to the first part of the stem; a full 
connection at the end of the verb will not compromise word recognition.) 
With stems ending in a connecting letter, the object-type clitics are directly 
connected to the stem; and with stems ending in a breaking letter, they are 
written directly after the stem. This is illustrated with the following past verb 
forms: 

-om   
-et   
-es   
-    
-    
-    

did-om   
did-et   
did-es   
did-    
did-    
did-    

did-i-m   
did-om-et   
did-i-s   
did-i-    
did-i-    
did-i-    

When verbal objects are attached to a third person present stem, which is e-
final, the  marking the final e of the original stem is deleted and the vowel e 
(if still pronounced) is represented with its word-internal symbol  . This 
convention is illustrated here for the stems  e-bin-e  e-

-e  e-ku( )-e 7.9.4.1). 

e-bin-om   
e-bin-e-t   
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e-bin-e-s   
e-bin-e-    
e-bin-e-    
e-bin-e-    

e- -om   
e- -e-t   
e- -e-s   
e- -e-    
e- -e-    
e- -e-    

e-ku( )-om   
e-ku( )-e-t   
e-ku( )-e-s   
e-ku( )-e-    
e-ku( )-e-    
e-ku( )-e-    

Object-type clitics with other word classes 
Object-type clitics are also found with other word classes, most common of 
which are nouns, where they typically have a possessive function, and prep-
ositions, where they act as prepositional complements. 

Because the singular clitics are constituted of a single letter in the orthog-
raphy, speakers insist on connecting them directly to their host stem when 
possible; this convention is the same as that found with verbs. However, in 
order to maintain an invariable word image when possible (this being more 
important with nouns and other word classes than for verbs; see the discus-
sion in the subsection immediately above), plural object-type clitics are sepa-
rated with a zero-space from the stems they follow. In the case of stems end-
ing in a breaking letter, they are placed after the stem, since this is graphical-
ly equivalent to a zero-space. 

Examples of nouns with object-type clitics attached are as follows: 

del-om   
del-et   
del-es   
del-    
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del-    
del-    

kor-om   
kor-et   
kor-es   
kor-    
kor-    
kor-    

koh-m   
koh-t   
koh-s   
koh-    
koh-    
koh-    

ri-m   
ri-t   
ri-s   
ri-    
ri-    
ri-    

-m   
-t   
-s   
-    
-    
-    

tu-m   
tu-t   
tu-s   
tu-    
tu-    
tu-    
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Examples of prepositions with object-type clitics attached are as follows: 

kel-om   
kel-et   
kel-es   
kel-    
kel-    
kel-    

si-m   
si-t   
si-s   
si-    
si-    
si-    

-m   
-t   
-s   
-    
-    
-    

z-om   
ze-t   
ze-s   
ze-    
ze-    
ze-    

Examples of the reflexive determiner xo-  with object-type clitics at-
tached are as follows: 

xo-m   
xo-t   
xo-s   
xo-    
xo-    
xo-    
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When the singular object-type clitics (which cannot stand alone) are added to 
an e-final stem, the clitic is directly attached, and the  marking the final e of 
the original stem is replaced with its word-internal form  . However, this  
is retained when plural clitics are added to stems. 

-om    
-t    
-s    
-     
-    
-    

gosn-om-e     
gosne-t-e     
gosne-s-e   
gosne- -e   
gosne- -e   
gosne- -e   

hame-s   
hame-    
hame-    
hame-    

Exceptionally,  is not retained stem-finally when plural clitics are added to 
the preposition be- (see also 7.6.4); rather, the clitics are attached directly to 
the single stem consonant b  . 

b-om   
be-t   
be-s   
be-    
be-    
be-    

For those glide-final stems for which (as mentioned in the discussion in this 
section above) two pronunciations are possible, either form can be written. 
While the full letters of each form are identical, the short vowels and conse-
quently the spelling diacritics are different for each.  
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-m ~ -om    
-t ~ -et   
-s ~ -es   
-  ~ -    
-  ~ -    
-  ~ -    

say-m ~ say-om   
say-t ~ say-et   
say-s ~ say-es   
say-  ~ say-    
say-  ~ say-    
say-  ~ say-    

7.9.4 Verb suffixes 
Conventions for three categories of verb suffixes are outlined here: three sets 
of inflectional person-marking verb suffixes (7.9.4.1), the infinitive suf-
fix -en (7.9.4.2), and past forms ending in -d (7.9.4.5), which disappears in 
certain phonological and syntactic contexts. 

7.9.4.1 Person-marking suffixes 
There are three sets of six person-marking suffixes on verbs, distributed ac-
cording to verb tense/aspect/mode; and although the sets are similar, there 
are differences in the second- and third-person singular forms. The full para-
digm of verbal person-marking suffixes (Anonby & Taheri-Ardali 2018, 
section 3.2.4), with subject clitics (7.9.3.1) reproduced for reference here, is 
as follows: 

person 
present and 
subjunctive  past  imperative cf. subject clitics 

1sg -(o)m -(o)m -(o)m -om 
2sg -i ~ -y -i ~ -y -Ø -i 
3sg -(e) -Ø -(e) -e 
1pl -im ~ -ym -im ~ -ym -im ~ -ym -im 
2pl -in ~ -yn -in ~ -yn -in ~ -yn -in 
3pl -(e)n -(e)n -(e)n -en 

As evident from the table, important differences shown by verbal suffixes in 
comparison with subject clitics are as follows: 
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1) 2sg. imperative verb suffixes are marked with a Ø morpheme;  

2) 3sg. past verb suffixes are similarly marked with a Ø morpheme; and 

3) (with vowel-final stems; see below) contracted allomorphs are availa-
ble for all segmental person-marking verb suffixes. 

In addition, whereas subject clitics are normally unstressed, verbal suffixes 
carry stress by default (i.e., unless they are overridden by a stressed prefix  
see Anonby & Asadi 2014:65 66  or topic-related emphasis on the verb 
root). 

Person-marking verb suffixes are attached directly to consonant-final 
verb stems (or, in the case of stems ending with a breaking letter, they are 
placed immediately beside the stem, since this is the closest possible graphic 
equivalent to direct attachment). 

uft-om   
uft-i   
uft-e   
uft-im   
uft-in   
uft-en   

e-ger-om   
e-ger-i   
e-ger-e   
e-ger-im   
e-ger-in   
e-ger-en   

When person-marking suffixes are attached to a number of very common 
vowel-final stems, non-syllabic allomorphs of the suffixes are found; in the 
case of the third person singular, the suffix is realized as zero.  

e-go-m   
e-go-y   
e-go   
e-go-ym   
e-go-yn   
e-go-n   
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e- -m   
e- -y   
e-    
e- -ym   
e- -yn   
e- -n   

bu-m   
bu-y   
bu   
bu-ym   
bu-yn   
bu-n   

For other vowel-final verbs, only syllabic (and therefore vowel-initial) verb 
suffixes are permitted. In such cases,  is used to indicate hiatus between the 
verb stem and suffix; and for u( )-final stems, the convention  accounts 
for the transition between the two vowels. 

e- -om   
e- -i   
e- -e   
e- -im   
e- -in   
e- -en   

e-ku( )-om   
e-ku( )-i   
e-ku( )-e   
e-ku( )-im   
e-ku( )-in   
e-ku( )-en   

The orthographic  used here to indicate hiatus between vowel-final verb 
stems and vowel-initial verb suffixes is different from the epenthetic, seg-
mental h  that is used with insistent forms of vowel-final verb stems 
(7.9.4.2). 

When object-type clitics are attached to a third person present stem, 
which is e-final, the  marking the final e of the original stem is deleted and 
the vowel e (if still pronounced) is represented with its word-internal symbol 
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 . This convention is treated within the context of the discussion on object-
type clitics above (7.9.3.2); an example paradigm,  e-bin-e 
reproduced here: 

e-bin-om   
e-bin-e-t   
e-bin-e-s   
e-bin-e-    
e-bin-e-    
e-bin-e-    

7.9.4.2 Insistent verb suffixes with h 
In addition to basic conjugations, which are illustrated in the previous sec-

cluding insistent, continuous, imminent, future and related meanings) are 
also found.  

Emphatic verb forms based on vowel-final stems differ segmentally from 
their basic counterparts: syllabic verb suffixes are always used  even for 
verbs which normally take short, non-syllabic suffixes (cf. 7.9.4.1)  and a 
segment is inserted between the final vowel of the verb stem and the initial 
vowel of the suffix.  

After most vowels the consonant which is inserted is h, and it is repre-
sented in the orthography with  , as shown by the examples below. 

e-go-h-om  will  
e-go-h-i   
e-go-h-e  will  
e-go-h-im  will  
e-go-h-in  will  
e-go-h-en  will  

e- -h-om  will  
e- -h-i  will  
e- -h-e  will  
e- -h-im  will  
e- -h-in  will  
e- -h-en  will  

e- -h-om  will  
e- -h-i  will  
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e- -h-e  will  
e- -h-im  will  
e- -h-in  will  
e- -h-en  will  

After u-final stems,  is inserted (Anonby & Asadi 2014:87) before the syl-
labic verb suffix, and this is represented in the orthography with an addition-
al  (see also 6.6 for discussion of the representation of  sequences in 
general). 

bu- -om  will  
bu- -i   will  
bu- -e  will  
bu- -im  will  
bu- -in  will  
bu- -en  will  

Consonant-final verb forms can also be pronounced in an emphatic manner. 
In such cases, intonation and stress differ from the normal verb from (e.g., 
'e-ger-om e-ger-'om will take / I am 
there is no segmental difference. Consequently, this difference will not be 
written in this (segmentally-driven) orthography; both of the forms men-
tioned here can be written  . 

7.9.4.3 Perfect -e 
The perfect suffix, constituted by the schwa -e (-a in some dialects; 
see 6.3.3.1), is formally and phonologically equivalent to the usual 3rd person 
singular present verb suffix -e (7.9.4.1). As is the case for the word-final 
schwa elsewhere, the suffix is written with  (6.3.3.1); in order to respect 
both Bakhtiari dialectal variants, a diacritic should not be used to indicate the 
value of the short vowel in this suffix. 

This perfect suffix -e is attached directly to past verb stems, all of which 
end with t or d. In the case of stems ending with the connecting letter t  , 
the suffix is attached to the stem; and for stems ending with the breaking 
letter d  , the suffix is placed immediately beside the stem, since this is the 
closest graphic equivalent to direct attachment.  

roft-e   
-e   
-e   

rahd-e   
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gereyd-e   
-e   

Person-marking verb suffixes (7.9.4.1) as well as subject clitics (7.9.3.1) can 
be attached to these resulting perfect stems. 

With person-marking verb suffixes 
Perfect verb forms are conjugated with person-marking verb suffixes 
(7.9.4.1). The attachment of these person-marking verb suffixes to perfect 
stems in Bakhtiari is interesting because, in contrast to Persian (where the 
suffixes come after the entire perfect stem, e.g., P. raft-e-am  have gone, I 

-marking suffixes come between the verb and the per-
fect suffix (e.g., B. rahd-om-e have  

The orthographic representation of perfect verb forms with person-
marking verb suffixes is generally straightforward, with a simple attachment 
of perfect  -e after the person-marking suffix. In the case of the second per-
son singular form, y is inserted between the second person singular suffix i 
and perfect -e, but the resulting iy sequence is represented with a single  
(see 6.6). Also, the third person singular suffix -e (7.9.4.1) is realized as a 
zero morpheme when found with the identical perfect suffix -e, and this al-
ternation is signalled in the orthography. 

rahd-om-e   
rahd-i-y-e   
rahd-e   
rahd-im-e   
rahd-in-e   
rahd-en-e   

With subject clitics 
Perfect verb stems are also used as past participles  a kind of adjective  
and in this case subject clitics can be attached to them. The conventions for 
such constructions are accounted for within the context of subject clitics 
above (7.9.3.1), but a set of examples is repeated here. 

rahd-e-y-om   
rahd-e-y-i   
rahd-e-y-e   
rahd-e-y-im   
rahd-e-y-in   
rahd-e-y-en   
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7.9.4.4 Infinitive -en 
The infinitive suffix -en is likewise attached directly to verb stems ending in 
t  , and in the case of stems ending with the breaking letter d  , the suffix 
is placed immediately beside the stem, since this is the closest graphic 
equivalent to direct attachment).  

The short vowel e of this suffix in reference variety 
(Masjed Soleyman) differs from the vowel a in Persian -an, so normally, in 
keeping with the principle of representing differences from Persian, it would 
be represented (6.8.5); however, in order to respect the Bakhtiari dialectal 
variant -an (3.4), a diacritic should not be used to indicate the value of the 
short vowel in this suffix. 

roft-en   
-en   
-en   

rahd-en   
gereyd-en   

-en   

7.9.4.5 Alternating past -d ~ Ø 
In third person past forms ending in a vowel followed by d or ending in a 
glide (h,  or y) followed by d, this final d is dropped off in certain phono-
logical contexts, most commonly at the end of a sentence. Both of these 
forms can be represented in the orthography, and writers should choose 
whichever form best fits the context. 

bid ~ bi   
 ~    

god ~ go   
rahd ~ rah   
gereyd ~ gerey   

 ~    

7.9.5 Comparative adjective suffix -tar 
The comparative suffix -tar is separated from its host stem by a zero-space; 
in the case that the final consonant of the stem is a breaking letter, the suffix 
is placed immediately after it, since this is graphically equivalent to a zero-
space.  
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nahs-tar   
-tar   

-tar   
-tar   

-tar   
espeyd-tar   
sawze-tar   

-tar   
-tar   

-tar   
-tar   

Exceptionally, the fused comparative (gap+-tar =) gaf-tar  
written as a single word. 

7.9.6 Number suffixes 
We outline conventions for the spelling of two number suffixes in Bakhtiari: 
the numeral classifier - , (7.9.6.1) and the ordinal suffix -om (7.9.6.2).  

7.9.6.1 Numeral classifier -  
The numeral classifier -  is used to count items. When it is attached to a 
number, it is generally separated from the number with a zero-space; and in 
the case that the final consonant of the number is a breaking letter, -  is 
placed immediately after the breaking letter, since this is graphically equiva-
lent to a zero-space. 

do-    
se-    

-    
-    

noh-    
dah-    
yazdah-    
si-    

In the case that combined form is contracted or otherwise irregular, the suf-
fix is written without an intervening space after a final connecting letter in 
the stem, and immediately after a final breaking letter in the stem. 
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- -    
haf-    

-    
bis-    

-    
   

7.9.6.2 Ordinal number suffix -om 
The ordinal number suffix -om  , which is comprised of a single full let-
ter, derives a number into an adjective. Consequently, when it follows a con-
sonant-final stem, it is attached to the stem. 

-om   
panj-om   
dah-om   
bist-om   

-om   
-om ~ -om  /   

-om   
-om   

sadd-om   

In the case of the fused ordinal numbers doyom  seyom  
-final stems, the final orthographic letter of the 

base number (  in do   in se  6.3.3.1, 6.3.3.3) is 
replaced by the phonemic y  that the language inserts. 

do-y-om   
se-y-om   

In the case of si-y-om -final 
stem to which -om attaches, the resulting word is written with the two parts 
separated by a zero-space:  . 

7.9.7 Combinations of suffixes 
Many of the suffixes presented in this study can be combined, and the prin-
ciples for combining them are the same as those outlined in each of the sec-
tions above. Here is an assortment of words showing how suffixes look 
when they are found in combination. 
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-gar-i   
zan-gal-e   
kal -yal-e   

- -ne   
del- -ne   
ya del-ey-ne   
del-om-e   
i del-o-ne   
del-    
del- -ne   
i del- -ho   
i del- -ho-ne   

-    
- -e   
- -m   
- -m-e   

i - -ho   
- -ho ne   

pange-i-y-    
pange-i-yal   

-yal-e pange-i-ne   
-yal-e pange-i-ho   
-yal-e pange-i-ho-ne   
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8 Bakhtiari orthography: a Bakhtiari folktale 

Texts are indispensable to developing, testing and illustrating an orthogra-
phy. First, they exemplify the application of orthographic conventions to a 
wide variety of linguistic structures within the context of a natural discourse. 
Second, texts give readers an overall impression of how the orthography 

Individual conventions which look reasonable in isolation 
may look inconsistent, superfluous or distracting when applied to a complete 
text. The representation of short vowels in Bakhtiari (6.3) is an example of a 
convention in this study which was developed by considering possible or-

preferences for each of the alternatives (see Appendix 2, item 11). 
In this chapter, we illustrate the orthographic conventions proposed in the 

present book by applying them to a Bakhtiari folktale, 

& Asadi (2014:91 120), is supplemented here with an orthographic repre-
sentation of the text in two formats. First, it is presented as a parallel text 
(8.1), with columns for phonological transcription, orthography, and free 
translation. The fully-glossed morpheme-by-morpheme interlinear text ana-
lysis, available in the 2014 study, is not repeated here. The phonological 
transcription here also differs from the earlier study in that transparent mor-
pheme divisions within complex lexemes, which are relevant to the orthog-
raphy, are made explicit. Secondly, the folktale is reprised as a unified or-
thographic text (8.2) that demonstrates how this orthography will appear to 
readers in a typical text format. 
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8.1 Bakhtiari folktale in parallel format 
 

Conference of the animals 
- -  
 شونشینی حیونو

 

English  
(free translation) 

Bakhtiari  
(phonological  
transcription) 

Bakhtiari 
(orthography) 

Once there were two 
brothers. One of these 
brothers was a simple 
person, but the other 
one was crafty. 

ya ruz do- -
en. yak-  

- -ey 
bi, -i rendal 
bi. 

 

In the course of time, 
their father became 
very ill and died. The 
crafty brother wanted 
to get rid of the young-
er brother. So he said: 

wealth 

The younger brother 
accepted. 

-s  
- -bi 

mord. -e e-
-e-ne 

dast-be-sar kon-e. pah 
go, biy-  -e 

-m n-e bayn-e 
xo-m qesmat bo-
kon- -e 

 

 
. :

The crafty brother 
 

God forgive him  out 
of the wealth of this 
world, has only left this 
house for us. Now, do 
you want from the 
ground to the roof or 
from the roof to the 

 

- -
-

-
ham- -ho-ne si 

-e be- -

tu-ne e-xo-
n-e?  
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And when the simple 
brother thought about 
it, he concluded that 
the part from the roof 
to the sky was larger. 

ground to the roof for 
you and the rest for 

 

ho ham ferg- -s-e ke 
kerd, 

n gaf-tar-e. 

-s si 
mo. 

Then the crafty brother 
gave him a set of bed-

the roof, to your own 
 

-e ham ya 
dast raxt- -s 

-e tu, 
h ne xo-t. 

After a while passed, 
the younger brother 
became tired of living 
on the roof and told his 

from the ground to the 
sky for yourself. Give 
me some bread and 
provisions, because I 
want to leav
crafty brother gave him 
a handful of dry bread 
and sent him away. 

ya modat-ey ke go-
-e ze 

zende-i kerd-en sar tu 
- -s 

n hame-s si 
xo-t. ya n -
ey be mo be-de, e-xo-

- u 
rend-e ham ya most 

-es o 
-s kerd. 

.

The younger brother 
went and went until he 
got to a ruined mill at 
dusk. He went to the 
top of the short store-
house of the mill, ate 
his dinner and then 
was so tired that he fell 
asleep there. 

-e rahd o 
-e af-

ta -
-ey. rah 

- -e 
 -es-e 

ham- -es. 
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After a while, the noise 

door woke him up. 
First, he thought the 
robbers had come in-
side the mill to divide 
the stolen things 
among themselves.  

jir-e dar-
-es 

kerd. -
kerd doz- -
en-e men-

- -ne bayn-e 
xo- -kon-
en. 

ِنه

But when he looked 
carefully, he saw a fox 
that came inside and 
swept the mill with its 
tail and sat down in a 
corner. After that a 
lion and a leopard and 
a bear and a wolf and 
a tiger came. The tiger 
and the leopard went 
and hunted and 
brought a big cow. 
When all of them be-
came completely satis-
fied, the lion said: 

tell the first story to-
 

-  -i-
-din- -

-ey. bahd-e ho 

gorg o bamr -
en. bamr o pelang 
rahd- -ey-

-en o 
- -ey ke 

-bid-
 

 hak at-e 
-e e-go? 

In unison, they all said: 

 

-yak god-en, 
- -t be-

 

hind this mill there is a 
mouse which has a lot 
of golden coins. Every 
when morning it comes 
out of its hole, it puts 
the coins on the mill 

-e i 
- -ey 

hed ke 
-e. 

-s e-zan-e be-
dar, seke- -ne sar-e 

- -e be af-
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under the sun and rolls 
on them and rejoices. If 
a human knew, he 
would come and first 

hole with mud and then 
would go and kill the 
mouse with a shoe and 
would collect all the 
coins for himself and 

 

-zan-e sar-
-kon-e. 

-

dar- -e 
gel e-gerey, o oso e-

-e e-
seke-h -ne jam e-kerd 
si xo-s o e-rahd. 

After the lion, it was 

has got a daughter who 
has become mad and 
no one is able to cure 

flock there is a dog 
whose brain is the 

human was aware, he 
would go and buy this 
dog from the shepherd 
and would rub its brain 

daughter so that she 
would become well and 
after that he would 

 

bahd 
gorg rasi 

- -ey 
- -bid-

-key na-tar-e i 
- -e. 

men-
say-ey hed ke mazg-e 
sar- -e 

- -ye. 
-

-rahd i say-ne ze 
-stay o mazg-es-

e e- - -e 
-

-bu o bahd-e ho 
- -ne e-

stay. 

came to end, the bear 
cleared its throat and 

place there is a house 
under which seven big 
jugs full of gold and 
silver have been put. If 

bahd- -e 

sine xo-
go, men-
h ne-ey hed ke zeyr-
es haf-

 -
en- -
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a human knew, he 
would go and would 
buy that house and 
would bring those jugs 
out and would become 
the owner of all that 

 

-rahd o u 
-ne e-xeri o u 

kize-h -ne e-der-
-e hame 

-bi. 

came to end, the lion 

went to sleep. 

-e xers ke 
-

hame- -im. 
diye bas-e o 

- -n 
-en. 

When the sun rose, the 
animals came out of 
the mill and left. 

-
-en 

be-dar o rahd-en. 

The simple boy, who 
had heard everything, 
went on the roof and 
saw that the mouse had 
scattered the coins and 
was asleep on them. 
The coins were shining 
under the light of the 
sun. 

je  
-ne 
-e tu 

-
-ne pahn kerd-e o 

ri- -e. seke-
- -i af-

-bere nid-en.  

When the young man 
saw all those coins, 

happy he became. He 
quickly went and 

hole and chased the 
mouse with a shoe. The 
mouse was so scared 
that it jumped down 
from the roof and hid 

-ne 
-bi ke 

mah- -pors. 
bejeste rahd dar-e 

-e gerey o 
 -e 

sar-e tu gom zay be-
lam o men-e sok o 

- -bi. 
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itself in some nooks 
and crannies. 

So the man took the 
coins with peace of 
mind and went until he 

He insisted so much 
that the shepherd final-
ly sold the dog to him.  

-e 
- - -

 - 
peyt xard ke axeyr 

-ne be-s fo-
rohd. 

brain and put it in a 
bottle and kept going 
until he got to the city. 
By the city gate, he saw 
thousands of human 
heads put on spears. 

 

mazg-e say-ne der-
-e 

-
-e 

 
- -e  
- -e zayd-en-

e kad-e nayze. pors 
 -ey 

kerd-en-e? 

the heads of those peo-
ple who tried to cure 
th

 

god-en, ino sar-e kas-
-iy-en ke e- -en 

- -ne 
-en o na-

tarest-en. 

When the young man 
entered the city, first of 
all he went and bought 
a new set of clothes 
and then went to the 

 

-ey ke je
rah men-

raxt-e nu xeri o oso 
rah be qasr-

-om-e 
- -ne dar-

-om. 

He was taken to the 
king. The king said to 

this, I will give you my 

bord-en-es tay 
-s go, 

ayar tarest-e bu-y i 
-e bo-kon-i, 
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daughter and half of 
my wealth; but if you 
cannot, I will behead 

 

-om o nesm-e 
-i-m-e be-t e-d-

om, -
tarest-i sar-et- -

-kon-om. 

The young man agreed 

 

je
-e biy- -

in. 

When they brought the 
girl, he opened the 
bottle and rubbed the 

head. 

- -en 
dar- -
mazg-e say-
be sar-es. 

After a few days, the 
girl became completely 
well. 

-bi. 

The king, as he had 
promised, gave him his 
daughter in marriage 
and held a celebration 
for seven nights and 
days. He ordered a 
palace be built for 
them and gave half of 
his wealth to the young 
man. 

-

-e be a d-es 
der-
ruz si-
oso hoym kerd qasr-
ey si- -en 
o nesm- -i xo-s-e 

ele. 

After a while, the sim-
ple brother said to his 

prepared for his way 
and sent him on his 
way. 

bahd-e modat-
-s 

go, e-xo-m  
r-om safar. zeyne 
ham si rah-

-  
rah. 

 

The man went until he 
got to the place that the 

-
ey ke xers god-e bi. 
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bear had said. 

He bought the house 
from its owner and 
destroyed it and took 
with himself the seven 
jugs which were full of 
gold and silver to the 
palace. 

h ne- -es 
-es kerd o 

haf-
e- -s 

bord be qasr. 

After several years, 
one day when he was 
walking in the garden 
with his wife, he saw 
that a beggar came 
inside the garden and 
asked for money. 

- -s men-
 e-torokest ke di 

-ey -
  

The simple man recog-
nized the beggar and 

 

-ne 
-

ne e- -i? 

The beggar said: 
 

 

fully and see if you can 
 

-niyar o be-
-et e-  

When the beggar 
looked carefully he 
recognized him. He 

er! Is that you? You did 
not have this much 
wealth. Where did you 
gain this much wealth 

 

-  
setin-om! to-ni? to ke 
ham- -

- -e 
ze ko- -i? 
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The younger brother 
explained everything to 
him and asked him to 
stay right there and 
have a comfortable 
life. 

- -
ne si-s tahreyf kerd o 
be-s go ham- -
mahn-
zende-i bo-kon-e. 

  
  

The crafty brother 
became greedy and 

The only thing that you 
need to do is to give me 
the location of that 

 

-e tamah 
bord-es, 

- -
ey ke e-kon-i yo-ne ke 

- -ne 
be mo be-d-e. 

.

The simple brother 

do not go to the mill. 
 

-
-xo-y 

be-t e-d-
mah- - -
mahn. 

However, the crafty 
brother would not let 
himself be held back by 
these words, and he 
left. 

-es be i 
harf- -ho -
na-bi o rahd. 

He went and went until 
he got to the same ru-
ined mill. He went and 
hid in a corner. He saw 
that the fox came and 
swept the mill with his 
tail. After him, the lion 
and leopard and bear 
and wolf and tiger 
arrived one after an-
other. 

ham-
-ey xef 

-din- -ne 
-e ho 

gorg o bamr yak-i 
yak-i ze rah rasid-en. 

.

After they ate dinner, -
-yal, dafe niy -
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ers! The previous time 
when we had gathered 
together, it seems a 
human was here and 
heard our conversa-
tion; he went and 
snatched all the 

jugs and then married 
 

- -
bid-im bi, manesti 

-
harf- - -  o 
rah hame seke-

- -ne 

- -ne 
ham estay. 

let us, we will search to 
make sure that a per-
son has not hidden 

 

hame- -en, 
ayar b-eyl-i e-gard-
im, be- -im na-kon-

-ey 
-bid-e bu. 

 

The lion gave them 
permission. 

-  

After the animals 
searched for a while, 
they found the crafty 
man, they tore him to 
pieces, and ate him. 

-
- -e 

jost- -es 
kerd-en, xard-en-es. 

 
 

8.2 Bakhtiari text in unified orthographic format 

The Bakhtiari text  

(8.1), is reproduced here in orthography only. This allows the reader to expe-
rience the conventions proposed in the present book as they would appear in 
a single, unified text. 
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 شونشینی حیونو
 

 

 
. :

.

ِنه
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.

.
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9 Bakhtiari orthography: 1500-item lexicon 

The final chapter of this book illustrates the orthographic conventions pro-
posed in this book by applying them to a cross-section of the Bakhtiari lexi-
con. 

Here, we are working from the 1500-item Bakhtiari word list first pre-

semantically-organized template designed by Snider and Roberts (2004) but 
adapted to Iranian languages by the authors of the Bakhtiari volume. 

The word list is organized according to twelve general categories: 

1. Human physical being
2. Human non-physical being
3. Persons
4. Personal interaction
5. Human civilisation
6. Animals
7. Plants
8. Environment
9. Events and actions
10. Quality
11. Quantity
12. Grammatical items

The present word list builds on the original Bakhtiari list in Anonby & Asadi 
(2014) in several ways. First, in these Bakhtiari phonological transcriptions, 
as throughout the current volume, we show morpheme boundaries that are 
relevant for the orthography of complex words. Second, we have added a 
column for Bakhtiari orthography according to the conventions set out in this 
book. For vowels, we follow the optional fuller short vowel representation 
(6.3.2.2). Finally, since the focus here is on orthography, the Persian phono-
logical transcriptions in the previous volume have been replaced with their 
Persian orthographic equivalents. This allows for a direct comparison of the 
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two orthographies, which is essential in accounting for Bakhtiari orthograph-
ic conventions based on, or influenced by, Persian orthography (6.8). 

As with the Bakhtiari data throughout this book, for illustrative purposes, 
the words in this list are based on the dialect of Asadi (2.4.2, 3.3). Equivalent 
words from other dialects are, of course, equally acceptable for use in texts 
written by speakers of these dialects. 
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1500-item English  Bakhtiari  Persian word list 
 

 
Ref.  
# 

English Bakhtiari  
(phonological  
transcription) 

Bakhtiari 
(orthography)

Persian  
(orthography) 

1. Human physical  
being 

  

1.1 Body parts    

1 body l    

2 skin (of person) pust,  
mart 

 
 

 

1.1.1 Head    

3 head sar   

4 forehead tig   

5 face ri   

6 eye tey   

7 eyebrow borg   

8 eyelid perend-e ti   

9 eyelash merzeng   

10 pupil (of eye) binak,  
bi inak 

 
 

 

11 nose noft   

12 bridge (of nose) b   
 

13 ear gu    

14 cheek golop   

15 mouth doh    

16 lip la    

17 tongue z    
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18 tooth dend    

19 molar tooth k    

20 palate mel    

21 jaw eyle    

22 chin ka    

23 neck garden   

24 nape of neck pas-e garden  
 

25 throat geli   

26 voice box, larynx, 
 

te    

27 hair (of head) mi   

28 beard    

29 hair (of body) mel   

30 tuft, lock (of hair) torne   

1.1.2 Trunk    

31 shoulder    

32 shoulder blade hast-e    

33 chest sine   

34 breast pest  
mame  

 

35 side (of body) pahli   

36 waist kad   

37 navel n    

38 umbilical cord band-e n    

39 abdomen (exter-
nal) 

e  
kom  

 

40 stomach (inter-
nal) 

gade   
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41 womb ba -    

42 back gorde   

43 small of back kad   

44 buttock pase,  
lombe 

 
 

 

1.1.3 Limbs    

45 arm   
 

46 armpit zeyr-    

47 upper arm b (h)i   

48 elbow merk   

49 wrist mo    

50 hand dast   
 

51 fist most   

52 palm (of hand) tange   

53 finger angost   

54 thumb kelek   

55 knuckle gerey angost  

56 fingernail nex    

57 leg leng  
 

58 thigh r    

59 knee zuni   

60 shin    

61 ankle guzak   

62 foot p   
 

63 heel ka    
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64 sole tange p   

65 toe angost-e p    

1.1.4 Internal parts and 
products 

   

66 bone hast,  
ostox  

 
 

 

67 bone marrow mazg-e 
ostox  

  

68 skeleton ko r   

69 skull kale,  
kal  

 
 

 

70 breastbone jen -e sine   

71 spine, backbone der o mohre-
h  

 

 
 

 

 

72 rib dende   

73 brain mazg-e sar   

74 heart del,  
qalb 

 
 

 

75 liver jiyar   

76 kidney gord    

77 lung pof   

78 intestines rude   

79 bladder meste-d   

80 gall bladder zahle   

81 tendon ka    

1.1.5 Bodily products    

82 breath nafas   

83 saliva a -e doh    
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84 blood hin   

85 bile, gall zard-a    

86 tears (n.) hars   

1.2 Body processes, 
functions 

   

87 blink (v.) tey be-yak 
zayd-en  

88 wink (eye) (v.) tey jomnid-en   

89 breathe nafas ka -en   

90 yawn  (v.) kabl -
en,  
halq paynid-en  

 

91 cough (v.) kofnid-en   

92 hiccough (n.) sike   

93 sneeze (v.) a -en   

94 shiver, tremble dak zayd-en   

95 perspire, sweat arax kerd-en   

96 (be) dizzy geyz -bid-en    

97 faint -en   

98 sleep (v.) xa sest-en   

99 dream (n.) xa    

100 wake up (intr.) biy -bid-en   

1.2.1 Senses    

101 see did-en   

102 notice (v.) moltafe -bid-
en 

  

103 look at, watch niya -en, sayl 
kerd-en   

 

104 hear -en   
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105 listen gu -en  
 

106 smell (v.) bu neh -en   

107 touch, feel (ac-
tive) 

dast neh -en 
kad-   

 

108 taste tom gereyd-en   

1.2.2 Ingestion    

109 eat xard-en   

110 bite (v.) gam zayd-en  
 

111 chew h -en   

112 swallow xard-en, or-
d-en   

 

113 choke t snid-en   

114 lick lest-en  
 

115 suck mekenid-en   

116 drink xard-en   

1.3 Body movement    

117 sit ne -en   

118 rise up, stand up 
(intr.) 

o-reyst -en   

119 lie down der -bid-en   

120 turn round (intr.) der xard-en   

121 walk be-rah rahd-en   

122 footstep gom   

123 stumble or-koluhest-en  
 

124 limp -en   
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125 crawl or- -en   

126 run da nid-en   

127 swim dast-malah 
zayd-en 

  

128 jump (v.) gom zayd-en   

129 kick p - zayd-
en 

 

130 stamp (with foot) la ah zayd-en 
be gel,  
p -en be 
zemin 

 

131 wave (hand as a 
greeting) (v.) 

das(t) tak
-en 

  

132 indicate, point (as 
with the finger) 

angost ka -en 
(teraf-e ...)   

133 clap (hands) tange zayd-en 
 

134 slap (v.) -en 
men-    

1.4 Body states and 
conditions 

   

1.4.1 Body positions    

135 stand - -en   

136 lean against 
(intr.) 

tek -en   

137 bend down, stoop kot -bid-en   

138 bow (as in greet-
ing) (n.) 

sar kot kerd-en   

139 seated ne    

140 squat (n.) do-gor-zo ni   
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141 kneel zuni zayd-en   

142 lying down (adj.)    

1.4.2 Body conditions    

143 hot (of person) garm   

144 hungry gosne   

145 sated seyr   

146 thirsty te    

147 drunk mast   

148 tired    

149 sleepy xa -    

150 rest (n.) zamandi   

151 awake, alert -xo,  
 

 
 

 

1.5 Health and dis-
ease 

   

152 healthy, well tan-derest   

153 sick, ill -  
na-be-deze 

 
 

 

154 heal (tr.), cure 
(v.) 

x -en, 
-en, 
-en 

 

 
 

155 medicine da    

156 get well, recover x -bid-en  
 

157 illness, disease -   
 

158 fever ta    

159 pain (n.) dard   
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160 vomit (v.) b -en, 
hoq zayd-en, 

-en  
 

161 stomachache, 
upset stomach 

e -dard, 
del-dard 

 
 

 

162 headache sar-dard   

163 diarrhea e -    

164 itch (v.)  h -en  
 

1.6.3 Life and death    

165 life zende-i   

166 alive zende   

167 pregnant ba    

168 labour (n.), birth 
pains 

 
dard-  

 
 

 

169 bear (child), give 
birth 

-en 
 

 
 

170 born ze- -bide   

171 young ko  
 

 
 

 

172 grow up gap -bid-en   

173 old (not young) pir   

174 die mord-en   

175 death marg   

176 dead mayed,  
morde 
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2. Human non-
physical being 

   

2.1 Know, believe, 
teach 

   

177 think ferg kerd-en   

178 believe -en  
 

179 hope (v.) om -en  
 

180 know (someone) a -en   

181 know (some-
thing) 

do nest-en   

182 knowledge do n    

183 wise    

184 intelligent do n  
zel   

 

185 stupid supal   

186 confused geyz   

187 learn -en   

188 teach - -
en 

 
 

189 show ne -en   

190 remember -
en 

 
 

191 forget -
en 

 
 

2.2 Emotions    

192 happy, joyful    

193 rejoice -en   

194 laugh (v.) handest-en   
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195 smile (v.) la -hande 
zayd-en,  
la -xand zayd-
en  

 

 

196 sad -  
ker  

 

197 cry, weep gerey est-en   

198 sorrow (n.)    

199 shame (n.)    

200 fear (n.) tars,  
xa f  

 

201 frighten a - -en   

202 startle, surprise hake xardan   

203 angry ta  
-tahl  

 

204 calm down -la nid-en   

205 proud  
takabbori  

 

206 respect (v.), hon-
our (v.) 

ezat neh -en,  
ehter neh -
en  

207 love (v.) e x -en   

208 hate (v.) tey did-en na-
-en  

209 despise, disdain be hes  na-
ord-en  

2.3 Human will    

210 want, desire (v.) -en,  
-

en 
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211 decide del -en   

212 choose, pick entex -
en,  
tir-be-ger kerd-
en 

 
 

 

213 hesitate do-be- -
en  

214 abstain pahreyz kerd-
en 

 
 

215 allow, permit he -en  

216 forbid na -en  
 

217 prevent m -bid-en 
/ m -bid-
en 

  

218 plan (n.) na    

219 try ta -en  
 

220 succeed -bid-en   

221 fail -en   

222 pretend xo-ne be ... 
zayd-en  

2.4 Human character    

223 kind mehre    

224 generous dast-e del-   
 

225 honest r -go   

226 corrupt gand   

227 wicked  
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228 fierce    

229 jealous hasid   

230 shy kam-ri   

231 courageous, brave na-tars   

232 coward kam-zahle,  
kam-joryat,  
tarsu  

 

233 curious zel  

234 zealous irati   

235 lazy ma-k    

236 patient sa ir   

237 impatient kam-ha sele   

238 restless, unsettled n -    

239 stubborn ya-dende  
 

240 reputation esm o rasm   

2.5 Difficulty    

241 hardship, distress zal    

242 difficult saxt   

243 suffer mar -
en 

 
 

244 obstruct m -bid-
en / m -
bid-en,  
rah-ne bast-en 

 
 

 

 

245 stumbling block, 
obstruction 

m    

246 danger xatar   

247 problem, trouble dard-e sar   
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3. Persons    

248 human being, 
person 

 
-  

 
  

 

249 self xo   

250 man (male) piy    

251 woman zeyne   

3.1 Stages of life    

252 baby tolf  

253 twin jomelu   

254 child ba    

255 boy kor   

256 girl d
dohdar  

 

257 adult gap   

258 young man     

259 virgin d
kerde  

 

3.2 Blood relation    

260 relative (by 
blood) 

kas o k   
 

261 ancestor jadd   

262 grandparent nane o b   
 

263 father ba u   

264 mother d    

265 brother ga u   

266 sister dadu   
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267 
(uncle) 

   

268 
(uncle) 

h    

269 
(aunt) 

botey   

270 
(aunt) 

ke    

271 cousin t -  
xor-ze-m  

-  
-   

 

272 firstborn nuri   

273 son kor   

274 daughter  
dohdar  

 

275 grandchild na e   

276 nephew kor-e dadu, 
kor-e ga u   

277 niece -e dadu, 
-e ga u   

278 name esm,  
nom  

 

279 namesake hom-esm  

3.3 Marriage relation    

280 husband meyre   

281 wife zeyne   

282 co-wife ha u   
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283 father-in-law xosi   

284 mother-in-law xosi  
285 brother-in-law ber -  

-zan, 
meyre dadu, 
hom-   

286 sister-in-law xo  
dadu zeyne, 
z  
hom-arus  

 

287 son-in-law do    

288 daughter-in-law ba(h)ig   

289 orphan yatim   

290 fiancé (betrothed 
boyfriend) 

nom-zad   

291 fiancée (betrothed 
girlfriend) 

nom-zad   

3.4 Relations, extended and social   

292 tribe eyl   

293 clan t    

294 family h -    

295 friend rafiq   

296 neighbour hom-s    

297 acquaintance    

298 host -h    

299 guest, visitor mehm    

300 stranger (un-
known person) 

e   

301 enemy de    
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302 traitor xay -    

303 thief  doz   

3.5 Professions    

304 farmer zar -    

305 fisherman (h)i-ger   

306 hunter -  
  

 

307 blacksmith -gar   

308 potter kize-gar   

309 butcher (n.)    

310 trader m -gar   

311 soldier sarb    

312 midwife m    

313 traditional healer ta i    

314 sorcerer (male) j -gar   

315 witch (female) j -gar   

316 fortune-teller, 
diviner 

tale-bin,  
-ger  

 

4. Personal interaction   

4.1 Association of persons   

317 meet (v.), en-
counter (v.) 

yek-diye-ne 
did-en 

 

 

318 accompany hom-p -bid-
en 

 
 

319 together -yak  
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320 assemble, meet 
together 

ya-geri kerd-
en,  
jam -bid-en 

  

321 invite moke -
en,  

-en 
 

 

322 alone tayn    

323 abandon el kerd-en,  
be-j -en  

 

324 flee, run away 
from 

gorusest-en  
 

325 drive away (tr.) rai yeki-ne 
zayd-en   

 

326 avoid pahreyz kerd-
en 

 

* 

327 same jur-e yak   

328 different jur o -jur   

329 resemble -en, 
jur ... bid-en 

 
 

330 imitate zarb gereyd-en   

331 befit, suit b  bid-en  

 

4.2 Speech, language    

332 language z    

333 word kalom   

334 meaning (n.) mahnid   

335 say god-en   

336 voice se    
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337 speak, talk harf zayd-en  

 

338 whisper (v.) pe -pe -en   

339 shout (v.), cry out -en   

340 stutter tete pete kerd
en 

  

341 eloquent xo -tahreyf   

342 silent bey-dong   

4.2.1 Greeting     

343 greet (v.) sal m kerd-en  
 

344 call (someone) bang kerd-en  
 

345 say goodbye, take 
leave of 

xo
estayd-en 

 

4.2.2 Information and questions   

346 announce xa ar kerd-en  
 

347 announcement xa ar  
 

348 news xa ar   

349 explain 
god-en  

 

350 advise nasi(h)at kerd-
en 

 
 

351 gossip (v.) -e- -
en 

  

352 lie (n.) (false-
hood) 

doro   
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353 ask, request dar-x -
en  

 

354 plead, implore eltem s kerd-
en,  

-
en 

 
 

355 request (n.) dar-x    

356 answer, reply (v.) ja  d -en  
 

357 thank be ... god-en 
mamn n  

 

4.2.3 Promise    

358 promise (n.)    

359 oath qasom   

360 swear qasom xard-en  
 

4.2.4 Strife and praise    

361 insult (v.) de -
en 

  

362 insult (n.) de    

363 slander (v.) boht -
en 

  

364 threaten sahm and-en   

365 grumble, com-
plain 

-en   

366 accuse eteh zayd-en   

367 deny h -en   

368 admit (to a 
wrong) 

be garde ger-
eyd-en 
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369 agree -en  
 

370 agreement    

371 persuade - -en  
 

372 praise (n.) tahreyf   

373 congratulate mo -
en 

  

374 boast, brag -en  
 

4.2.5 Discourse genres    

375 tell, recount (sto-
ry) 

tahreyf kerd-en  
 

376 story (tale) matal,  
hak   

 

377 proverb masal   

378 speech, discourse soxan-r   
 

379 account (report) 
(n.) 

goz    

4.3 Interpersonal contact   

380 embrace, hug (v.) -en  
 

381 caress (v.) dast or-a ord-
en 

  

382 kiss (v.) busid-en   

383 nurse, suckle (ba-
by) (tr.) 

-en   

384 tickle (v.) kerd-en   
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4.4 Help and care    

385 help (v.)  -en  

386 protect, defend heyz gereyd-en  

 

387 look after zahf kerd-en  
 

388 bring up (a child) gap kerd-en   

4.5 Dominion and control   

389 rule over, domi-
nate 

hokumat kerd-
en 

  

390 order (someone to
do something) 

ferm -
en 

 
 

391 command (n.) ferm  
hoym 

 

392 duty, obligation azife   

393 send (someone to 
do something) 

fe -en  
 

394 serve xezmat kerd-en   

395 lead, guide (v.) rah ne
-en 

  

396 follow pay-ra i kerd-
en 

  

397 obey ferm -
en 

  

4.6 Conflict and resolution   

398 please, satisfy r -en  
 

399 disturb moz -bid-
en 
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400 deceive gul zayd-en  
 

401 quarrel (v.) jar ka -en   

402 fight (v.) peyrest-en be 
yak 

 
 

403 stab zayd-en   

404 kill, murder ko -en  
 

405 take revenge ta -en   

406 resolve, settle 
(dispute) 

jar borid-en  
 

407 intercede, medi-
ate 

bahr kerd-en   

408 appease, pacify sohl d -en   

4.7 Crime and justice    

409 steal dozi kerd-en     

410 judge (v.) hoym borid-en  
 

411 law    

412 justice   
 

413 guilty tasxeyr-   
 

414 innocent bey-tasxeyr   

415 punish moj -
en,  

-en 
 

 

416 penalty, punish-
ment 

jarime   

417 whip (n.)    
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5. Human civilisation   

5.1 Settlement    

418 dwell, inhabit monde-g -
bid-en 

 

419 inhabitant, resi-
dent 

ahl   

420 move away, mi-
grate 

b -en   

421 country, ethnic 
area 

ol   
 

422 frontier (of ethnic 
area) 

tel    

423 town, city    

424 village m    

425 camp, encamp-
ment 

   

426 market (n.) b    

5.2 Clothing and adornment of body   

5.2.1 Clothing    

427 article of cloth-
ing, clothes 

raxt   

428 wear clothes raxt kerd-en 
be- ar  

 

429 dress (v.), get 
dressed 

-
en 

  

430 undress raxt kand-en  
 

431 naked lohd   

432 hat kolah   

433 shirt jo e   
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434 trousers  
  

 

435 
gown) 

   

436 
gown) 

jo e   

437 
covering 

das-m (-e sar), 
 

 

438 shoe, sandal ka  
-   

 

5.2.2 Adornment and accessories   

439 bead mohre   

440 string, thread 
(beads) (v.) 

kerd-en be 

band  
 

 

441 bracelet destine   

442 necklace n    

443 ankle ring, bangle mil-p    

444 ring (finger) halken   

445 earring gu    

446 pierce (ears) sil -en   

447 plait, braid (hair) lurnid-en   

448 tattoo(s) x -    

449 cane, walking 
stick 

kal    

5.2.3 Care for body    

450 bathe, wash one-
self 

malah kerd-en  
 

451 apply (ointment), 
besmear 

or-s -en   
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452 cut (hair) - -en   

453 shave (v.) t -en   

454 razor teyx   

455 comb (n.)    

456 tooth stick, tooth-
brush 

mes    

5.3 Food and drink    

457 food xor    

458 meat gu    

459 fat peh   

460 oil ruqen   

461 soup, broth    

462 bread n    

463 flour    

464 salt nemek   

465 breakfast n  
zahf-   

 

466 evening meal    

467 feast mehmuni   

468 leftovers pas-xuni   

469 spoil (food) (intr.) xar  -bid-en   

470 mould (n.) kefe   

5.3.1 Drink    

471 milk (n.)    

472 buttermilk du   

473 alcohol (general) alkol   

474 beer a -jo   

475 wine    
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5.4 Food preparation    

5.4.1 Kitchen preparation   

476 prepare (food to 
cook) 

am -en  
 

477 cut (tr.) borid-en   

478 cut open -en   

479 slice (v.) -en   

480 peel (v.) tu kand-en   

481 mix (v.) rehd-en men-e 
yak 

  

482 stir -en   

483 strain (food) (v.) -en   

484 pound koft-en   

485 grind ard-en   

486 knead -en   

487 pluck (chicken) par o pit kerd-
en 

 

5.4.2 Cooking    

488 cook (v.) pohd-en  

489 roast bereyznid-en   

490 fry sohr kerd-en   

491 bake (in oven or 
ashes) 

hol-paz kerd-en   

492 smoked dinide   

493 boil (water), bub-
ble up 

qol zayd-en   
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5.5 Domestic utensils and containment   

5.5.1 Kitchen utensils    

494 cooking pot 
(earthenware) 

deyg,  
b    

495 metal pot kom  
   

 

496 pot (for water) b    

497 ladle kam    

498 grinding stone bard-ar   

499 upper grinding 
stone 

bard-e sari   

500 lower grinding 
stone 

bard-e zeyri   

501 pestle, pounding 
stick 

daste ha ang  

502 mortar, pounding 
pot 

ha ang   

5.5.2 Eating utensils    

503 plate da ri   

504 bowl p    

505 cup kop   

506 spoon    

5.5.3 Containers and containment   

507 bag kisen,  
kif 

 

508 box sandoq   

509 basket salah   

510 bucket, pail dale  

511 goatskin    
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512 bottle boteri   

513 handle daste   

514 pour rehd-en   

515 spill reysest-en  

516 take out (from 
container) 

der-a ord-en  

517 fill por kerd-en   

518 full por   

519 empty pati    

520 open  (adj.)    

521 open (tr.) go -en,  
kerd-en   

 

522 close, shut (tr.) bast-en   

523 stop up, plug (v.) bast-en,  
band avord-en  

 

524 cover (v.) ri neh -en,  
pu nid-en  

 

525 store (up) amb kerd-en   

526 bundle (n.) daste   

527 heap (n.) kope   

528 heap up kope kerd-en   

529 wrap up pey d-en   

530 unwrap -en   

531 pack (v.) 
kerd-en 

  

532 strap (n.) tasme   

533 string (n.) band   

534 rope  
oreys  
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535 knot gerey   

536 fasten, bind 
(load) 

bast-en   

537 tie (knot) gerey zayd-en   

538 untie -en   

539 tighten (tr.) qoyom kerd-en   

540 tight qoyom   

541 loosen -en   

542 loose, slack    

5.6 Habitation    

5.6.1 Parts of a house    

543 house ho ne   

544 inner part of 
house 

men-e ho ne   

545 wall di    

546 door dar   

547 doorway rah-ra   

548 window nim-dari   

549 roof sax  / saxf / 
safx  

 

550 beam, rafter    

551 floor kaf   

552 room tu   

553 kitchen -xo ne   

554 shelf, niche, al-
cove 

rafaki  

555 courtyard ha    

556 fence (n.)    

557 fence in (v.) -en   
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558 storeroom    

559 well (n.)    

560 bathing place hamom   

561 latrine, toilet    

562 garbage dump sar-gu-do n   

563 garden    

564 shelter (n.) sar-    

5.6.2 Construction    

565 build kerd-en   

566 mark out, peg out 
(ground) 

-en  

567 mud block, mud 
brick 

   

568 mud with chaff kah-gel   

569 plaster (n.)    

570 lime, whitewash    

571 paint (n.) rang   

572 ladder narde o n   

5.6.3 Furniture    

573 chair sandali   

574 stool -    

575 wickerwork hasir-bafi   

576 bed taxt   

577 mat -dari   

578 lamp, torch -    

579 fan (n.) -be-zan   

580 bell zang   

581 ring (bell) (v.) zang zayd-en   
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5.7 Professions and 
work 

   

582 act, do -en   

583 work (n.)    

584 mend, repair -en   

5.7.1 Smithing    

585 forge (n.) kure  

586 hammer    

5.7.2 Pottery    

587 mould (pottery)    

588  kure   

5.7.3 Wood work    

589 wood    

590 cut down (tree) borid-en   

591 log kande lu   

592 hollow out (log) kande-
kerd-en  

593 axe    

594 chop into pieces qal-qal kerd-
en,  
tike-tike kerd-
en,  
anjenid-en  

 

595 saw (n.) arre   

596 saw (wood) (v.) arre kerd-en   

597 plank (n.) al   

598 splinter, sliver 
(n.) 

  

599 chisel (n.) qalam   
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600 nail (n.) meyx   

5.7.4 Tailoring and weaving   

601 sew dohd-en   

602 needle sizen   

603 thread (n.)  
  

 

604 pocket jey    

605 torn derde   

606 weave baft-en   

607 loom -bafi  
 

608 carpet, rug    

609 woven mat gelim   

610 cloth    

5.7.5 Domestic work    

611 rag lete   

612 broom    

613 sweep roft-en   

614 polish bar  and-en  

615 wash (clothes, 
utensils) 

-en   

616 draw water a  dar- 
garnid-en  

617 dig zemin kand-en   

618 rubbish    
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5.8 Agriculture    

5.8.1 Cultivation    

619 cultivate, farm 
(v.) 

kerd-en,  
-en 

  

 

620 field  
zemin  

 

621 boundary (of 
field) 

   

622 fertile soil -e xo    

623 barren (of land)   

624 sow, plant tohm rehd-en   

625 transplant tulak kerd-en   

626 hoe (v.) -en   

627 hoe (n.)  
beyl  

 

628 sickle    

629 machete, cutlass  
 

5.8.2 Harvest   

630 harvest season ma ed-e dera    

631 harvest (grain) 
(v.) 

dera  kerd-en   

632 harvest, dig up 
(potatoes) 

-en   

633 pick, pluck (fruit) -en   

634 harvest, collect 
(honey from hive) 

gonj-lo n 
retenid-en 

 
 

635 threshing-floor xarmen   
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636 thresh, beat 
(grain) 

koft-en   

637 winnow (n.) -beyz   

638 winnow, throw in 
air (grain) (v.) 

-en   

639 shell (peanuts) 
(v.) 

do n kerd-en   

640 shuck, husk 
(corn) (v.) 

pust gereyd-en   

5.8.3 Animal husbandry   

641 domesticate, tame 
(v.) 

ahli kerd-en   

642 herd (cattle, 
sheep) (n.) 

gale   

643 herd, tend (cattle, 
sheep) (v.) 

jam kerd-en   

644 cattle pen -yal   

645 tether (sheep, 
goats) (v.) 

arak kerd-en  
 

646 feed (animals) -en  
647 milk (cows, 

goats) (v.) 
dohd-en   

648 castrate axte kerd-en   

5.9 Hunting and fishing   

5.9.1 Hunting    

649 hunt (v.) -en   

650 stalk (v.) xef kerd-en   

651 chase (v.) - -din   

652 track (animal) 
(n.) 

-    
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653 footprint (human) -    

654 bow (hunting) kamo n   

655 arrow tir   

656 poison (on arrow) zahr   

657 head of arrow nok-e tir   

658 quiver (n.) tir-do n   

659 lance (spear) (n.) nayze   

660 knife n   

661 club, cudgel gorz   

662 hunting net tur   

663 trap (n.) tale   

664 set (trap) -en   

665 trap (animal) (v.) be tale and-en   

666 evade xo -ne be u rah 
zayd-en,  
tafre rahd-en  

 

667 escape gorusest-en   

668 wound (animal) -en  
 

669 slaughter, kill 
(animal for 
butchering) 

sar borid-en   

670 skin (animal) (v.) pust kand-en   

5.9.2 Fishing    

671 fish (v.) (h)i gereyd-
en 

 
 

672 fish trap (h)i   

673 fishing net tur- (h)i   

674 fishing line resmo (h)i   
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675 fishhook - (h)i   

5.10 Possessions and commerce   

676 have, possess -en  

677 need (v.) lang bid-en  
 

678 get, obtain estayd-en,  
gir a ord-en  

 

679 give -en   

680 return (tr.), give 
back 

bord- -   
 

681 belongings    

682 owner    

683 rich person -e da le-
mand 

  

684 poor person -e faqeyr,  
na-  

 
 

 

685 rich da le-mand   

686 poor faqeyr,  
na-   

 

5.10.1 Money exchange, finances   

687 money pil   

688 bill, receipt, tab rasid,  
surat-    

689 barter, exchange 
(of goods) (n.) 

 
be-de besto n  

 

690 buy xerid-en,  
estayd-en  

 

691 sell forohd-en   

692 scarce -    

693 expensive gero n   
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694 inexpensive arzo n   

695 price    

696 haggle, negotiate 
a price 

ne zayd-en   

697 payment, install-
ment 

qest   

698 pay (for goods, 
services, etc.) 

-en   

699 gift -    

700 rent (v.) -en    

701 beg (for money) -en   

702 borrow qarz estayd-en   

703 lend -en   

704 debt qarz  
 

705 offer (v.) -en  
 

706 accept, receive ul kerd-en  
 

707 refuse ul na-kerd-
en 

  

708 tax (n.)    

709 tribute     

710 inheritance ers   

711 inherit -en   

5.11 Travel and transportation   

712 journey, trip (n.) safar   

713 travel, go on a 
trip (v.) 

safar rahd-en  
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714 traveler    

715 wander -bid-en   

716 lost -bide   

717 path, road rah,  
jahde  

 

718 fork (in path) do-rahi   

719 crossroads, inter-
section 

-raho n   

720 cross (river) zayd-en zu
a  

 
 

721 canoe balam   

722 paddle (n.)    

723 capsize dar- -en  
724 bring a ord-en   

725 take (away), carry 
away 

bord-en   

726 send (something 
to someone) 

-en   

727 carry (in arms) men-
bord-en 

  

728 carry (child) on 
back 

kul kerd-en  
 

729 carry on head men-e sar 
bord-en 

 
 

730 load, burden (n.)    

731 load (v.) -en   

732 unload -a ord-
en 

  

5.12 War    

733 war jang  
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734 peace sohl   

735 army ordi   

736 spy (n.) -ra    

737 spy (v.), spy on -ra i kerd-
en 

  

738 sword   

739 gun tofang   

740 shield (n.) separ   

741 conquer, defeat zur gereyd-en   

742 defeated -kom,  
or-gel xarde  

 

743 prisoner, captive zendo ni   

744 plunder (a town) lohd kerd-en   

5.13 Arts and leisure    

5.13.1 Music and dance    

745 music    

746 song soru,  
bayt  

 

747 sing xond-en   

748 hum (v.) zeyr-e la  
xond-en 

  

749 whistle (v.) -en   

750 dance (n.) rasx   

751 dance (v.) -en,  
rasxest-en  

 

5.13.2 Musical instruments   

752 big(gest) drum dohol   

753 small(est) drum tombak   

754 bagpipe nay hambo n   
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755 flute nayn   

756 piano, dulcimer  n   

757 horn (musical 
instrument) 

   

758 rattle (musical 
instrument) 

- -e   

759 play instrument -en   

760 blow (horn) hof kerd-en   

5.13.3 Arts    

761 draw (picture) -en  
 

762 decorate - -en   

763 carve -en   

5.13.4 Leisure    

764 play (child) (intr.) -en   

765 game    

766 tobacco pipe    

767 pipe-stem qaylo n   

768 water-pipe 
(hookah) 

qaylo n  

769 tobacco    

5.14 Religion and the supernatural   

5.14.1 Supernatural beings   

770 God (supreme 
being) 

xod    

771 demon, evil spirit  
dey ,  
jend  
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772 ghost (visible 
apparition) 

ah   

773 soul, spirit (of 
living person) 

jo n,  
ruh   

774 spirit (of dead 
person) (invisi-
ble) 

ruh   

5.14.2 Religion and witchcraft   

775 pray -en  
 

776 blessing barekat,  
xayr  

 

777 divine, prophesy 
(v.) 

 god-en   

778 prophecy (n.)  god-en   

779 vision (supernatu-
ral) 

   

780 omen n,  
monjez   

781 witchcraft -gari   

782 bewitch, cast 
spell 

-en  
 

783 curse (v.) norfi kerd-en   

784 curse (n.) norfi   

785 poison (n.) sahm,  
zahr  

 

786 poison (a person) 
(v.) 

-en   

787 amulet, charm, 
fetish 

usi   
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788 protect by charm -en   

789 mask (n.)    

790 sacrifice (v.)    

791 dwelling place of 
the dead (spiritu-
al: Hell, Hades, 
etc.) 

-
yal,  
jandom  

 

5.15 Ceremonies    

792 tradition, custom rasm   

793 feast (n.) ayd   

794 naming ceremony 
(baby) 

-en   
 

795 circumcision 
(male) 

sonat   

796 coming-of-age -bid-en  
 

5.15.1 Marriage    

797 marry arusi kerd-en  
 

798 marriage (state of 
wedlock) 

arusi   

799 engaged, be-
trothed 

nom-zad   

800 brideprice (for 
 

-    

801 wedding (cere-
mony) 

arusi   

802 bride arus,  
ba(h)ig  

 

803 groom do    
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804 polygamy -zeyne   

805 adultery    

806 divorce (v.) estayd-en   

5.15.2 Funeral    

807 funeral (at occa-
sion of death) 

ta   
 

808 mourning -xuni  
 

809 wail, ululate (at 
funeral) (v.) 

bang-e ba u 
kerd-en 

 

810 console, comfort 
(v.) 

sar-
-en   

811 corpse mayed   

812 bury kerd-en  
 

813 grave    

814 cemetery -esto n   

6. Animals    

815 animal hay o n   

6.1 Domestic animals    

6.1.1 Bovines    

816 ox (general term), 
bovine 

or-    

817 bull or-    

818 cow (female)    

819 heifer gu ar   

820 steer -e tir   

821 calf nu ar   

822 herd (of cattle) gale   
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6.1.2 Ovines    

823 goat boz   

824 he-goat, billy 
goat 

bahde   

825 she-goat, nanny 
goat 

boz-    

826 kid big   

827 sheep gusend   

828 ram nar-    

829 ewe    

830 lamb ka e,  
bare  

 

831 flock (of sheep, 
goats) 

gale   

6.1.3 Poultry    

832 chicken    

833 rooster (cock) xorus / xurus 
 

 

834 hen    

835 chick til   

836 turkey buqalamun   

837 duck bat    

6.1.4 Beasts of burden    

838 camel    

839 horse asb   

840 mare (female 
horse) 

n   

841 colt nuz-din   

842 donkey har   
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843 mule    

6.1.5 Other    

844 pig    

845 dog say   

846 pup tile say   

847 cat gorbe   

848 kitten tile gorbe   

6.2 Mammals    

849 elephant fil   

850 bear xers   

851 fox ru    

852 monkey antar   

853 wolf gorg   

854 hyena    

855 jackal ture   

856 antelope, gazelle    

857 deer ga azn   

858 ibex    

6.2.1 Rodents    

859 mouse    

860 rat gerze   

861 marten samur   

862 hedgehog    

863 mole - -kur   

864 hare har-    

865 squirrel -do n   

866 porcupine    

867 bat -kure   
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6.2.2 Cats    

868 wild cat gorbe kohi   

869 leopard pelang 
  

 

870 tiger bamr 

871 lion    

6.2.3 Mammal parts    

872 hide (of animal) pust-e hay o n    

873 fur mel   

874 horn    

875 hump (of cow) kok   

876 udder gun   

877 tail din   

878 hoof somb   

879 mane    

880 den, lair, hole lo ne   

6.2.4 Mammal actions    

881 bark (as dog) (v.) -en  
 

882 ruminate, chew 
cud 

-en   

6.3 Birds    

883 bird    

884 sparrow    

885 swallow    

886 starling -tap   

887 pigeon, dove kamutar   

888 chukar quail ka g   

889 heron (h)i-    
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890 kingfisher (h)i-    

891 woodpecker -dom,  
-ku  

 

892 crow    

893 raven    

894 hoopoe morq-e solay-
mo n 

  

895 owl  
-gard,  

ko-ko- ang  

 

896 eagle, hawk    

897 falcon    

898 vulture    

6.3.1 Bird parts and things   

899 feather par   

900 wing    

901 beak, bill nok   

902 crest (of bird)    

903 comb (of rooster)    

904 crop (of bird) -    

905 gizzard sandak   

906 claw    

907 egg    

908 eggshell    

909 yolk (of egg) zarde   

910 nest lo ne   

6.3.2 Bird actions    

911 fly (v.) -en   

912 land (v.), alight -en   
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913 flap the wings -en   

914 cackle (as of 
chicken) 

- -en   

915 crow (as a roost-
er) (v.) 

(xorus-xo n)  
xo nd-en  

 

916 peck (tr.) nok zayd-en   

917 lay (eggs) -en   

918 incubate, set (on 
eggs) 

xa sid-en sar-e 
toxm-   

 

919 hatch be-dar zayd-en 
ze toxm 

 

6.4 Fish    

920 fish (h)i   

921 eel - (h)i   

6.4.1 Fish parts    

922 fish bone hast- (h)i   

923 fish-scale pilak   

924 gill pof   

925 fin - (h)i   

6.4.2 Shellfish and mollusks   

926 crab kerze-leng   

927 shrimp kox   

928 clam, mussel - (h)i   

6.5 Reptiles and amphibians   

929 snake    

930 lizard sus-    

931 chameleon    

932 gecko lelek   

933 crocodile sus-    
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934 frog baq   

935 tortoise (land) -    

936 turtle (water) - -e a -i   

6.5.1 Reptile parts    

937 fang (of snake)    

938 venom (of snake) zahr,  
sahm  

 

939 shell (of turtle)    

6.5.2 Reptile actions    

940 slither (snake) ser xard-en   

941 bite (snake) (v.) -en   

942 crawl (lizard) or- -en   

943 hiss (v.) - -en  

6.6 Insects    

944 insect jak-e-jo n-e ar 
/ jak o jo n-
e ar  

 

945 flea kayk   

946 louse    

947 bedbug    

948 maggot (in rotten 
meat) 

kerm-    

949 cockroach botol   

950 ant (small) mur   

951 ant (large) mur   

952 flying ant mur- -    

953 termite re eyz   

954 spider n   

955 tarantula gond-gaz   
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956 scorpion -din   

957 dung beetle botol  

 

958 grasshopper kolo   

959 cricket jir-jir-ak   

960 locust kolo   

961 praying mantis kolo   

962 leech zahle   

963 centipede -    

964 millipede -ra    

965 earthworm kerm-e zemin   

6.6.1 Flying insects    

966 fly (n.)    

967 mosquito    

968 bee gonj   

969 butterfly    

970 moth beyd   

6.6.2 Insect things    

971 antenna    

972 sting (v.) -en   

973 stinger    

974  lo n   

975 anthill, ant nest murje-lo n   

976 beehive lo ne gonj   

977 beeswax, bee-
bread 

   

978 honey    
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7. Plants    

7.1 Types of plants    

7.1.1 Trees    

979 tree    

980 oak balit   

981 poplar kabude,  
  

982 willow beyd   

983 juniper sa l   

984 pine   
985 wild fig tree -e anjir-e 

kohi 
  

986 thorn tree, acacia -par-zin   

987 date palm deraxt-    

988 bush bote   

7.1.2 Grasses    

989 grass alaf   

990 bamboo qayzero n   

991 reed nayn   

992 weeds alaf-e harz  
 

7.2 Plant parts    

993 leaf par   

994 branch (of tree)    

995 trunk (of tree) tir-e deraxt   

996 bark (of tree) pust-e deraxt   

997 sap zedey / zede 
 

 

998 stump konde   
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999 root    

1000 bulb, tuber -e gol   

1001 stem, stalk (of 
maize, etc.) 

   

1002 blade (of grass)    

1003 flower gol   

1004 bud sok   

1005 shoot (new plant) parak   

1006 vine mo   

1007 tendril    

1008 thorn    

7.3 Plant products    

7.3.1 Plant product parts   

1009 juice    

1010 stone, pit haste,  
mazg  

 

1011 cluster (grapes)    

1012 kernel (of maize) do ne zorat,  
do   

 

1013 seed tohm,  
do ne  

 

1014 skin (of fruit) tu / to   

1015 shell (of peanut) pust   

1016 corn husk (n.) suse   

1017 chaff kah   

7.3.2 Fruits    

1018 fruit samar,  
mi e  

 

1019 banana ma z   
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1020 apple sey    

1021 lemon nemul   

1022 orange    

1023 pear hermu   

1024 peach holu   

1025 pomegranate    

1026 quince beh   

1027 berry (mulberry) tid   

1028 fig anjir   

1029 date    

7.3.3 Vegetables    

1030 tomato    

1031 onion    

1032 garlic sir   

1033 pepper (green) felfel-sa z  
 

1034 red pepper, hot 
pepper 

felfel-sohr   

1035 okra    

1036 eggplant -jo n   

1037 mushroom    

7.3.4 Tubers    

1038 carrot ha ij   

1039 potato sey -zemini    

7.3.5 Cereals    

1040 maize, corn zorat   

1041 wheat gandom   

1042 barley jo   

1043 rice berenj   
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7.3.6 Other plant products   

1044 peanut -zemini   

1045 sesame seed konjet   

1046 walnut gerdu   

1047 acorn balit   

1048 squash seed toxm-e kedi   

1049 coffee qah e   

1050 tea    

1051 cotton pambe   

7.4 Plant processes    

1052 grow (of plants) 
(intr.) 

-bid-en   

1053 sprout (v.) tif kerd-en   

1054 ripe raside   

1055 ripen, become 
ripe 

rasid-en   

1056 unripe na-raside   

1057 ruined, spoiled, 
rotten 

   

1058 shrivelled, wrin-
kled (fruit) 

   

1059 wither (plant) -en   

1060 blight (n.)    

8. Environment    

8.1 Nature    

8.1.1 Areas, regions    

1061 world    

1062 place    
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1063 desert o n,  
  

 

1064 grassland sa ze-lo n,  
 

ma r  

 

1065 forest ler   

1066 open place, clear-
ing 

 
 

 

1067 bush country, 
rural area 

o n,  
  

 

8.1.2 Physical features    

1068 ground, land zemin   

1069 mountain koh   

1070 summit, highest 
point 

nofte   

1071 cliff borge,  
ko n,  
tele  

 

1072 valley dare   

1073 ditch    

1074 pit    

1075 hole    

1076 crevice  
terak  

 

1077 cave    

8.1.3 Natural things (minerals, etc.)   

1078 rock (large) gar,  
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1079 stone (small) bard,  
  

 

1080 gravel reyz   

1081 sand    

1082 dust    

1083 dirt, soil    

1084 clay -e nak   

1085 mud gel   

1086 iron    

1087 gold    

1088 silver    

1089 copper mers   

1090 rust (n.) zang   

8.1.4 Water related    

1091 water a    

1092 ocean, sea    

1093 lake    

1094 pool ha z,  
ga r  

 

1095 waterhole a -ger   

1096 marsh mand-a    

1097 spring    

1098 waterfall beduf   

1099 brook, stream ju   

1100 river a -e ru   

1101 current (river, 
stream) 

   

1102 riverbed (dry)    

1103 river bank -e ru   
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1104 ford (n.)    

1105 bridge pol   

1106 island jezire   

1107 beach -e a    

1108 wave ma j   

1109 bubble hob-    

1110 foam kaf   

1111 slime (organic) nehel   

8.1.5 Fire related    

1112 fire    

1113 flame gor,  
alo  

 

1114 spark -    

1115 smoke di   

1116 fireplace -do n,  
  

 

1117 firewood hi e   

1118 charcoal zo    

1119 ashes hol,  
  

 

8.1.6 Sky    

1120 sky n   

1121 air (breathed) ha    

1122 cloud a r   

1123 rainbow sa z-e sir   

1124 sun afta    

1125 moon mah   

1126 full moon mah tamom   

1127 new moon mah nu   
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1128 eclipse (moon) mah-gere,  
mah gereyde-i  

 

1129 star    

8.1.7 Other    

1130 noise, sound (n.)    

1131 rustle (leaves) 
(v.) 

- -en  

1132 squeak (wheel) 
(v.) 

-en   

8.2 Weather     

1133 wind (n.)    

1134 dust storm gart-e lile   

1135 storm tufo n   

1136 thunder -    

1137 lightning    

1138 rain n   

1139 drizzle te is-te is   

1140 hail tederg   

1141 dew  
-nam  

 

1142 flood (n.) sayl-a ,  
tuf-a   

 

1143 dry up, evaporate or- -en   

1144 drought, famine bi i,  
tang-   

 

8.2.1 Seasons    

1145 season ma ed   

1146 spring    

1147 summer ta esto n   
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1148 autumn, fall    

1149 winter zemesto n   

8.2.2 Ambient conditions   

1150 light    

1151 sunshine    

1152 moonlight    

1153 shadow    

1154 darkness    

8.3 Time    

1155 time ma ed   

1156 now    

1157 before    

1158 after bahd   

1159 early zi   

1160 late deyr   

1161 once ya-marte   

1162 again zenu,  
du-   

 

1163 sometimes - - axtey   

1164 often do- -e 
axt-  

  

1165 usually    

1166 always hay,  
- axt  

 

1167 never harjek,  
(... na)  

 

1168 spend time, pass 
time 

axt-gozaruni 
kerd-en  
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1169 wait mandir bid-en  
 

8.3.1 Time periods    

1170 day ruz   

1171 month    

1172 year    

1173 today amru   

1174 yesterday    

1175 day before yes-
terday 

parey   

1176 tomorrow so ah   

1177 day after tomor-
row 

pa-so ah   

1178 olden times ayom-    

8.3.2 Times of the day    

1179 dawn (before sun-
rise) 

-e soh    

1180 sunrise afta -zano n  
 

1181 morning soh    

1182 noon    

1183 afternoon pasin   

1184 sunset afta -dara   
 

1185 dusk, twilight 
(after sunset) 

  
 

1186 daytime ruz   

1187 night    
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8.4 Space and objects    

1188 thing    

1189 piece qal,  
tike  

 

1190 top -ro   

1191 bottom be-lam   

1192 front (of some-
thing) 

   

1193 back (of some-
thing) 

pas   

1194 side (of some-
thing) 

kel,  
pahli  

 

1195 middle men-    

1196 edge (n.) ro   

1197 point (n.) nok   

1198 bump (n.), protu-
berance 

peki   

1199 spot (n.) noxte  
 

9. Events and actions   

9.1 Movement (mostly intransitive)   

1200 move (intr.) jom xard-en  
 

1201 movement    

1202 come o ayd-en / 
e ayd-en  / 

ayd-en 

  

1203 go rahd-en   

1204 approach (v.) -bid-
en 
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1205 arrive rasid-en   

1206 remain, stay mand-en   

1207 leave (place) rahd-en   

1208 return, go back or- -en,  
ayd- -   

 

1209 enter, go in ayd- -i-    

1210 come (or go) out, 
exit (v.) 

zayd-en be-dar  
 

1211 ascend, go up rahd- -ro   

1212 descend, go down rahd-en be-lam   

1213 fall (intr.) ast-en   

1214 swing (v.), go 
back and forth rahd-en 

 

 

1215 slide ser xard-en   

1216 roll gelu xard-en   

1217 spread (disease, 
fire) (intr.) 

hame- -
bid-en,  

-bid-en 
 

 

1218 burst pokest-en   

1219 disappear  -bid-en   

1220 speed (n.) tondi   

1221 fast tond   

1222 slow ya  
ho   

 

1223 hurry (intr.) bejeste rahd-
en,  
jald rahd-en,  
tahjil kerd-en 
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9.2 Actions, events affecting matter   

9.2.1 General    

1224 take or- -en,  
bord-en,  
gereyd-en  

 

1225 snatch, seize or- -en  
 

1226 catch (object in 
air) 

-en,  
gereyd-en  

 

1227 pick up or- -en,  
or- -en  

 

1228 hold - -en   

1229 raise, lift or- -en,  
bord-en -ro   

1230 lower (tr.) a ord-en be-
lam 

  

1231 drop (tr.) and-en   

1232 throw perd kerd-en,  
-en  

 

1233 shoot (v.) tir and-en  
 

1234 knock down, 
knock over 

zayd-en be gel   

1235 turn over (tr.) dar- -en   

1236 pull -en   

1237 drag -
en  

1238 push holok -en   

1239 steer (v.) rond-en   
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1240 overtake, pass 
(tr.) 

-en  
 

1241 surround hate-ger kerd-
en,  
bey-rah kerd-
en 

 

 

1242 twist -en  
 

1243 fold (v.) -lurnid-en   

1244 coil (rope) (v.) -en   

1245 hang up zayd-en be-    

1246 spread out 
(maize) (tr.)  

-en   

1247 stretch (tr.)  a ord-en   

9.2.2 Percussion    

1248 hit, strike koft-en,  
xard-en,  
zayd-en  

 

1249 beat (someone) koft-e-ku kerd-
en 

  

1250 bump (v.), knock 
against 

xard-en  
kad-e  ,  
koft-   

 

1251 rub or- -en   

1252 scrape (v.) -en  
 

1253 scratch (v.) rekenid-en  
 

1254 pierce -en   

1255 tear (tr.) derd-en   
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1256 strip off (bark) tu / to kand-en   

1257 shake (tr.) jomnid-en   

1258 squeeze tamnid-en,  
-en   

1259 crush telnid-en  
 

9.2.3 Creation and destruction   

1260 create, make -en   

1261 alter, change (tr.) -en  
 

1262 break (tr.) -en  
 

1263 destroy, spoil  kerd-en  

 

1264 ruined, spoiled   
 

9.2.4 Association of things   

1265 join, put together disnid-en kad-e 
yak  

1266 accumulate sar-e yak jam 
kerd-en,  
kope kerd-en,  
koh kerd-en  

 

1267 gather jam kerd-en   

1268 divide, separate 
(tr.) 

bahr kerd-en,  
-en   

1269 scatter (tr.) 
kerd-en   
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1270 throw away, get 
rid of 

perd kerd-en   

9.2.5 Placement    

1271 put, place, set - -
en  

 

1272 leave (something 
somewhere) 

or- -en   

1273 keep, save - -en,  
zahf kerd-en  

 

1274 hide (tr.) -en  
 

1275 lose (tr.) kerd-en  
 

1276 look for -en be-din-
e ... 

 

 

1277 find jost-en   

9.2.6 Action of wind    

1278 blow (of wind) 
(v.) 

-en   

1279 blow down and-en   

1280 blow away -en   

1281 fan (v.) -en   

9.2.7 Action with liquids   

1282 flow rah ast-en,  
ra -bid-
en,  
kand-en 
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1283 drip tok kerd-en   

1284 leak (v.) tela e kerd-en,  
lik kerd-en  

 

1285 sprinkle -en   

1286 smear (tr.) -en,  
-en  

 

1287 dip zayd-en men-
e ... 

 

1288 soak xisnid-en   

1289 wring out -en   

1290 dry out (clothes) -en  
 

1291 float ast- -ri a    

1292 sink (v.) tah gerid-en  
 

1293 drown (intr.) a  bord-en   

9.2.8 Action of light    

1294 shine -en,  
-en  

 

1295 fade -bid-en,  
-bid-en  

 

1296 bright    

1297 dim (v.) kam-su -bid-
en 

 
 

9.2.9 Action of heat, fire   

1298 light (fire) (v.) ( ) gernid-en   

1299 quench, extin-
guish 

kur kerd-en  
 

1300 burn (intr.), blaze sohd-en  
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1301 melt (intr.) ta hest-en   

9.3 Aspect    

1302 begin o ayd-en / 
e ayd-en / 

ayd-en be ...,  
-en 

  

1303 beginning a al   

1304 continue, resume pay gereyd-en   

1305 end (n.)    

1306 cease, stop ist kerd-en,  
-en  

 

1307 finish, complete 
(v.) 

tamom kerd-en  
 

10. Quality    

10.1 Dimension, shape    

1308 big gap   

1309 enlarge gap kerd-en   

1310 small    

1311 diminish (tr.) kam kerd-en   

1312 high -ro   

1313 low be-lam   

1314 long    

1315 lengthen -en   

1316 short    

1317 shorten -en   

1318 fat, thick koloft,  
  

 

1319 thin lar   
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1320 wide pahn,  
  

 

1321 widen pahn kerd-en,  
ze yak bord-en,  

-en   

1322 narrow  
tang  

 

1323 deep qil  
 

1324 deepen qil kerd-en   

1325 shallow tonok   

1326 flat taxt   

1327 flatten taxt kerd-en  
 

1328 hollow (adj.) pik  
 

1329 swell (intr.) panda  kerd-en   

1330 round  
gerdaki,  

  

 

1331 straight    

1332 straighten -en   

1333 crooked xal   

1334 bend, crook, 
curve (n.) 

xali   

1335 heavy sangin   

1336 weight sangini   

1337 light (not heavy) se ek   

10.2 Feel    

1338 sharp teyz   
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1339 sharpen (knife) teyz kerd-en   

1340 sharpen, bring to 
point (arrow) 

nok teyz kerd-
en 

  

1341 blunt, dull kol   

1342 rough derb,  
der-der-in  

 

1343 smooth narm,  
ho    

1344 make smooth narm kerd-en,  
ho -en   

1345 hard seft   

1346 harden seft kerd-en   

1347 soft narm   

1348 soften narm kerd-en   

1349 dry    

1350 wet tar  
 

1351 slippery ser   

1352 sticky    

1353 hot (objects)  
  

 

1354 cold (objects) sard   

10.3 Colour    

1355 colour rang   

1356 white esbeyd   

1357 black    

1358 red sohr   

1359 blue ka u   

1360 green sa z   
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1361 brown bur   

1362 yellow zard   

1363 dark (colour)    

1364 light (colour)    

10.4 Taste and smell    

1365 taste (n.) tom   

1366 sweet    

1367 sour    

1368 bitter tahl   

1369 odour, smell (n.) bu   

1370 stink, smell (bad) 
(n.) 

   

10.5 Ability    

1371 can, be able (to) tarest-en   

1372 strong (physical-
ly) 

por-zur   

1373 strength zur   

1374 weak kam-zur   

1375 great, powerful por-zur,  
qa in   

1376 splendour, glory    

10.6 Value    

1377 good xo    

1378 bad    

1379 right, correct    

1380 truth ze-  
haqeyqat  

 

1381 perfect beynosx   
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1382 wrong   
 

1383 beautiful  
  

 

1384 ugly  
bad-gel  

 

1385 clean tamis,  
  

 

1386 dirty    

1387 important mohom   

1388 amusing, funny hande-    

10.7 Maturity    

1389 new nu   

1390 old (not new) kohne,  
qadimi  

 

11. Quantity    

11.1 Cardinal numbers    

1391 one (1) yak   

1392 two (2) do  
1393 three (3) se   

1394 four (4)    

1395 five (5) panj   

1396 six (6)  
  

 

1397 seven (7) haft   

1398 eight (8)    

1399 nine (9) noh   

1400 ten (10) dah   

1401 eleven (11) -dah   
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1402 twelve (12) du -dah   

1403 thirteen (13) seyz-dah  
1404 fourteen (14) -dah  
1405 fifteen (15) po nz-dah  
1406 sixteen (16) nz-dah   

1407 seventeen (17) hab-dah   

1408 eighteen (18) -dah   

1409 nineteen (19) nuz-dah   

1410 twenty (20) bist   

1411 twenty-one (21) bist o yak   

1412 twenty-two (22) bist o do   

1413 thirty (30)    

1414 forty (40) el   

1415 fifty (50)    

1416 sixty (60)    

1417 seventy (70)    

1418 eighty (80)    

1419 ninety (90) na ad   

1420 hundred (100) sad   

1421 two hundred 
(200) 

do ist   

1422 five hundred 
(500) 

po n-sad   

1423 thousand (1000)    

11.2 Ordinal numbers    

1424 first a al   

1425 second doyom   

1426 third seyom   

1427 last axeyr   
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11.3 Order    

1428 add jam zayd-en  
 

1429 subtract, take 
away 

kars kerd-en  
 

1430 increase (intr.) e -bid-en  
 

1431 decrease (intr.) kam -bid-en  
 

1432 count (v.) -en  
 

1433 arrange -en   

1434 equal (adj.) -e yak  
 

11.4 Relative quantity    

1435 abundant e   

1436 enough  
bas  

 

1437 lack (v.) -en   

1438 used up -bide  

 

11.5 Quantifiers and negation   

1439 all ze-dam,  
  

 

1440 many xayley   

1441 few ya-ti   

1442 half nesm,  
nim  

 

1443 whole kol   
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1444 everybody har-key   

1445 everything hame-    

1446 everywhere hame-    

1447 nobody -key   

1448 nothing    

12. Grammatical items   

12.1 Pronouns    

1449 I mo   

1450 you (masc., sing.) to   

1451 he, she (human) ho   

1452 we (incl.)    

1453 you (pl.)    

1454 they (human) ono,  
hono  

 

12.2 Relationals    

1455 here    

1456 there    

1457 far dir   

1458 near neheng   

1459 north    

1460 south jonu   

1461 east    

1462 west    

1463 up    

1464 down doho n   

1465 forward (direc-
tion) 

-  
-   

 

1466 backward (direc-
tion) 

-pas   
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1467 right (direction)    

1468 left (direction)    

1469 over, above ri   

1470 under, below zeyr   

1471 in front of, before    

1472 behind pas   

1473 beside kel   

1474 inside men   

1475 outside beyrin   

1476 between men-    

1477 towards teraf   

1478 away from dir ze  

1479 with  
-   

 

12.3 Demonstratives, articles   

1480 this (person) yo   

1481 that (person) ho   

1482 some (people) ya-    

1483 other (people) diyari   

12.4 Question words    

1484 who? key    

1485 what? ? ?   

1486 which (one)? ko,  
ko-yaki  

 

1487 where? ko-ye   

1488 when? kay   

1489 why? si-    

1490 how? -taw   

1491 how many? -    
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12.5 Conjunctions, adverbials, etc.   

1492 and o / o   

1493 if ayar   

1494 because si yo ke   

1495 perhaps    

1496 really, truly ze-    

1497 well (adv.) xo    

1498 only    

1499 yes harey   

1500 no  na   
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Appendix 1: Orthographic representations of 
phonemes 

The symbols of the Bakhtiari orthography have been introduced in Chapter 
5, and possible phonological values of each symbol, along with conditions 
for determining these values, are specified there. Here, we provide a reverse 
index, organized according to the phonological units schematized in Chap-
ter 4: possible orthographic representations of each phonemic consonant and 
vowel in the system, along with conditions for determining choice of sym-
bols, are shown. Readers should familiarize themselves with both the phono-
logical system of Bakhtiari and the orthographic symbols in the language, as 
discussed in those sections, before reading this Appendix. 

Consonants 
For some consonants, there is a one-to-one correspondence between phone-
mic value and orthographic representation. For others, however, correspond-
ences are uneven.  

Most cases of imperfect correspondence in the Bakhtiari orthography are due 
to overdifferentiation: use of more than one grapheme for the representation 
of a single phoneme.  Four types of overdifferentiation are as follows: 

a) Variable letter shape according to word position. In keeping with the
basic functioning of Arabo-Persian scripts, each letter uses a specific
form in isolation and in each word position: initial, medial and final
(Hashabeiky 2005).

b) Retention of Arabic letters. In words of Arabic origin, which have en-
tered Bakhtiari via Persian, Arabic letters are retained (as in Persian) even
when their phonological value is the same as an existing, default letter for
the same phoneme (6.8.1).

c) Retention of idiosyncratic Persian spelling conventions. One idiosyn-
cratic Persian spelling convention is retained in Bakhtiari: x (by default
written as ) is written as  when this (synchronically) idiosyncratic
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spelling is found in Persian loanwords, or cognates of Persian words with 
this spelling (6.8.2). 

d) Allophonic distinctions. In several cases, allophonic values which dif-
fer significantly from the usual realization of a phoneme, and which are 
characteristic of Bakhtiari, are marked in the orthography (6.1). 

Finally  in a case of potential mismatch rather than overdifferentiation  the 
letters  and  are retained for Persian loanwords and cognates, even when 
they do not match the default pronunciation for the same letters (q and 
respectively) in Bakhtiari (6.8.7). 

These conventions are summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5: Orthographic representations of Bakhtiari consonants 

phon-
eme  

final medial initial isolation usage 

p     consistent 

t 

    default 

    Persian loanwords 
with  (6.8.1) 

     consistent 

k     consistent 

q 

    default 

    
Persian loanwords 
and cognates with  
(6.8.7) 

b     consistent 
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d 

    default 

    of d (after vowels 
and glides) (6.1.1) 

j     consistent 

g     consistent 

 

    default 

    
Persian loanwords 
and cognates with  
(6.8.7) 

f     consistent 

s 

    default 

    Persian loanwords 
with  (6.8.1) 

    Persian loanwords 
with  (6.8.1) 

     consistent 

x 

    default 

n/a    
Persian loanwords 
and cognates with 

 (6.8.2) 
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z 

    default 

    Persian loanwords 
with  (6.8.1, ) 

    Persian loanwords 
with  (6.8.1) 

    Persian loanwords 
with  (6.8.1) 

     consistent 

m     default 

n 

    default 

  n/a n/a realization of n as 
nasalization (6.1.2) 

r     consistent 

l     consistent 

     consistent 

y     consistent 

h 

    default 

  n/a  pronunciation of h 
(6.1.3) 

    Persian loanwords 
with  (6.8.1  
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  n/a  pronunciation of h 
(6.1.3) 

  n/a  of h (6.1.3) in Per-
sian loanwords with 

 (6.8.1) 

 
In the (uncommon) cases of geminated consonants in the data, a tashdid ( ) 
is written above the symbol for the relevant consonant (6.2). 

Vowels 
Most complexities in orthographic representations for Bakhtiari vowels, as 
for consonants, are attributable to the inherent functioning and limitations of 
the Arabo-Persian script that the Bakhtiari orthography is based on. As is the 
case for consonants, orthographic symbols for vowels have different shapes 
depending on their position in words, but there are a number of additional 
issues specific to the orthography of vowels. Here, we outline these addi-
tional issues and summarize orthographic conventions for vowels in Table 6 
below. 

Word-initial vowels and vowels in isolation 

In keeping with dominant conventions for Arabo-Persian scripts, Bakhtiari 
phonological words which are vowel-initial and vowels in isolation will al-
ways have either  or  at the beginning of the corresponding orthographic 
representations. The letter  is the default vowel onset marker, and  is used 
only in Persian borrowings that contain this letter word-initially. This con-
vention serves to a) signal that a word is indeed vowel-initial, even when a 
word-
below); b) provide a letter to carry a the diacritic for word-initial short vowel 
which is explicitly marked; and c) distinguish word-initial long vowels i u 
from the consonantal counterparts (y ) that are written with the same letters  
respectively (see Table 2 in Chapter 5). 

Historically long vowels 

Taking into account the added letter (  or ) in word-initial position and in 
isolation, the historically long vowels i u (Anonby & Asadi 2014:60 61) are 
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otherwise each consistently marked with (the four forms of) a single letter  
 and  respectively (see Table 6 below).  

The historically long vowel  is written as  in word-internal and word-final 
positions, and its word-initial and isolation form  is technically the letter  
carried by the obligatory word-initial  . 

The segments ey and  

The segments ey and , which we have analysed as vowel-consonants se-
quences in the , function as diphthongs or uni-
tary vowels in some other dialects of Bakhtiari (6.5). For this reason, they 
have dedicated orthographic representations and we include them here with 
other vowel phonemes. 

These segments follow the orthographic patterning of the historically long 
vowels i and u, but exhibit an obligatory wedge diacritic ( ) in all positions 
(see Table 6 below). 

Historically short vowels 

In keeping with dominant conventions for Arabic-based scripts, including 
Persian, the remaining three vowels  the historically short vowels e a o 
(Anonby & Asadi 2014:60 61)  are by default unmarked (6.3.2) (see Table 
6 below). 

Word-final short vowels 

As stated in the previous paragraph, the historically short vowels are by de-
fault unmarked in the orthography. In word-final position, however, they are 
marked in Bakhtiari (as in most Arabic-based scripts, including Persian) with 
full orthographic letters (6.3.3). As with the conventions for word-initial 
short vowels, this convention signals the presence of a short vowel at the end 
of a word. 

Explicit marking of short vowels 

Short vowels are by default unmarked, but the conventions in this book indi-
cate that they should be marked with a diacritic under certain conditions: to 
distinguish the distinctive pronunciation of a Bakhtiari word from its Persian 
counterpart; to distinguish between members of a minimal pair; and to clari-
fy the pronunciation of any word that is not likely to be known to readers 
(6.3.2.1). 

All of these vowel-related conventions are summarized in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Orthographic representations of Bakhtiari vowels 

phon-
eme  

final medial initial isolation usage 

i     consistent 

ey     consistent 

e 
 unmarked   default 

    makes vowel explicit 
(6.3) 

a 
 unmarked   default 

    makes vowel explicit 
(6.3) 

     consistent 

o 
 unmarked   default 

    makes vowel explicit 
(6.3) 

     consistent 

u     consistent 
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Appendix 2: Bakhtiari orthography test* 

In our work on a standard writing system for Bakhtiari, we have found that 
there are a number of Bakhtiari words which are difficult to spell. In the few 
books which are already written in Bakhtiari, these words are sometimes 
spelled inconsistently.  

In this test, we are trying to identify the spelling conventions that work 
best for Bakhtiari. To do this, we are seeking the opinions of Bakhtiari 
speakers.  

In each section, we will present two or more options for a difficult 
spelling issue. We will ask you to select the option that you think would 
work best for writing Bakhtiari. If you have other ideas for spelling these 
words, please write them below after you have answered the question. Also, 
if there are other things that you find difficult to spell in Bakhtiari, we would 
be happy to know about this so that we can think through these issues as 
well. 

As you are giving your answers, if you find a certain section too difficult 
or too long, please go on to the following section. Although we are eager to 
know your opinion on all of the issues, and for all of the words, we would 
much rather have a partially completed test than nothing at all. 

We thank you for your time and your interest in the Bakhtiari language. 

* The development and delivery of this orthography test are discussed in 3.4 above. This
document exists in both Persian and English, but for reasons of space only the English version
is included in this volume.
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Bakhtiari orthography test: Contents 

 
Some background before answering the survey 

 
1.  
2.  
3. Spelling of h in a coda 
4. Spelling of  before another consonant 
5.  
6. Spelling of vowel sequences 
7. Spelling of o at the end of a word 
8. Spelling of h corresponding to Persian x 
9. Spelling of u corresponding to Persian ub 
10. Spelling of individual words 
11. Marking short vowels in a text 
12. Marking short vowels: individual words 
13. Prefixes be- and na- before vowels 
14. The prohibitive prefix mah- 
15. Vocative -ay 
16. Indefinite ya ...-ey after vowels 
17. Direct object marker -(e)ne after consonants 
18. Demonstratives i ...-(h)o and u ...-(h)o after consonants 
19. Subject clitic and verb suffixes after vowels 
20. Object and possessive clitic suffixes after vowels and orthographic h 
21. The plural marker -yal 
22. Spelling of individual words with affixes 
23. Joining of compound words 
24. Writing of word- -final word 

 
Final comments and questions 
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Some background before answering the survey 

Here are some questions that you can answer before starting the survey.  
We will not share your name, or any other answers that can be used to 

identify you, with other people. 
You are not required to answer the questions on this page, but if you do, 

it will help us to make sure that a wide variety of Bakhtiari people have an-
swered the questions: old and young people; men and women; people from 
different cities and different provinces; and people with various levels of 
education. 

 
1. Where were you born? __________________________ 

2. Is this a Bakhtiari-speaking area?  __________________________ 

3. Where do you live now? __________________________ 

4. Is this a Bakhtiari-speaking area? __________________________ 

5. Are you male or female? __________________________ 

6. How old are you? __________________________ 

7. How well do you speak Bakhtiari (please underline one of the choices):  
 not at all a little bit some well perfectly 

8. Do you speak Bakhtiari at home? __________________________ 

9. How often do you read and write in Bakhtiari?  
 not at all a little bit some often 
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1.  

like and  ahd  In our study of Bakhtiari pronuncia-
 ahd 

d is pronounced in Bakhtiari in certain places 
in a word, like between vowels, or between a vowel and the end of a word. 

Is it better to spell such words A) to show their true underlying identity and 
avoid making up new symbols for the Bakhtiari writing system, or B) to 
show the distinct pronunciation in Bakhtiari? Please underline your preferred 
spelling for each Bakhtiari word below.  

 
 B5 B4  B3  B2 B1 A 

      
       

        

        

 
        
        

        
 

(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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2.  

In our study of Bakhtiari pronunciation, we found that  unlike in contempo-
rary Persian  there is a meaningful difference between the pronunciation of 

 (ghayn) and q ( ) in Bakhtiari. And although Bakhtiari  often corre-
sponds to Persian , and Bakhtiari q often corresponds to Persian , this is 
not always the case (e.g., Bakhtiari     

Do you think it is better to spell such words A) as they are pronounced in 
Bakhtiari, or B) as they are written in Persian? Please underline your pre-
ferred spelling for each Bakhtiari word below.  

 
 A)B)

 

 

  

  
   
 
  
  

 
(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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3. Spelling of h in a coda 

In our study of Bakhtiari pronunciation, we found that h in a coda (the last 
part of a syllable) is pronounced as the lengthening of the preceding vowel. 

Do you think it is better to spell the following words A) to show their true 
underlying identity (h) and avoid making up new symbols for the Bakhtiari 
writing system, or B) to show the distinct pronunciation in Bakhtiari? Please 
underline your preferred spelling for each Bakhtiari word below.  

 B3 B2 B1 A2 A1 

      
 

      
      

      
 
      
      

      
     

      
 

(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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4. Spelling of  before another consonant 

In our study of Bakhtiari pronunciation, we found that  is pronounced in 
Bakhtiari exactly like h when it occurs in the middle of a word before anoth-
er consonant. For example, the sound in the middle of the word is the same 
for these words (pahli, ahd, ahli, rahm, rahden) and these other words 
( ahd, tahreyf, mahnid). 

Do you think it is better to spell the following words A) as they are written 
h in the 

middle)? Please underline your preferred spelling for each Bakhtiari word 
below.  

 
B3 B2 B1 B3 A1 

     
 

 
   

   
   
 
 

 
(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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5. Spelling of o n sequences 

In our study of Bakhtiari pronunciation, we found that the phonetic nasalized 
vowel in Bakhtiari words like  -dah 
tually just the way that an  sequence at the end of a syllable is pro-
nounced. 

Do you think it is better to spell such words A) to show their underlying 
identity and avoid making up new symbols for the Bakhtiari writing system, 
or B) to show the distinct pronunciation in Bakhtiari? Please choose one of 
the options (A, B1, B2, B3, or B4) for the convention that you prefer. 

Option A:  

       
     ( 

(If you choose this option, the representation of n in the words with this 
sound remains constant when a suffix is added to the word.) 

      
     (  ( 

 
Option B1:  

      
     ( 

(Note that, if you choose this option, the representation of the words with 
this sound must change when a suffix is added to the word, because n is 
pronounced as a full consonant in this position.) 

      
      ( 
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Option B2:  

      
      

(Note that, if you choose this option, the representation of the words with 
this sound must change when a suffix is added to the word, because n is 
pronounced as a full consonant in this position.) 

      
 (  (  (  (  (  ( 

 
Option B3:  

      
      ( 

(Note that, if you choose this option, the representation of the words with 
this sound must change when a suffix is added to the word, because n is 
pronounced as a full consonant in this position.) 

      
 (  (  (  (  (  ( 

 
Option B4:  

      
      ( 

(Note that, if you choose this option, the representation of the words with 
this sound must change when a suffix is added to the word, because n is 
pronounced as a full consonant in this position.) 

      
 (  (  (  (  (  ( 

 
 

(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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6. Spelling of vowel sequences 

In our study of Bakhtiari pronunciation, we found that  unlike in standard 
written ( ) Persian  vowel sequences are found within words in 
Bakhtiari. Where standard written Persian separates vowel sequences with a 
glottal stop ( ), Bakhtiari allows two vowels to be spoken one after the other. 

How do you think it is best to write these vowel sequences in Bakhtiari: with 
a consistent convention, such as the symbols ,  or ? Or with a mixture of 
these conventions, to keep the spelling used in Persian script, even when it 
does not reflect the real Bakhtiari pronunciation? Please underline your pre-
ferred spelling for each Bakhtiari word below.  

 3 * 2 1 

   
 
 
    

    
   

    
    
 (    

    
 

 
*Note that if you choose the symbol  {h} to mark the vowel sequences in 
these words, this has a complication, because the pronunciation is different 
than when there is a real h between vowels, which is found in words such as 

       

(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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7. Spelling of o at the end of a word 

In Persian, the short vowel o comes at the end of only a few words such as 
do  to    boro  
there are many more words that end with o.  

How do you think these Bakhtiari words should be spelled: A) with a full ve 
letter ( ), or B) with a zamme diacritic ( )?  

Please underline your preferred spelling for each Bakhtiari word below. 
(You may wish to choose some words from one column, and some words 
from the other, if there is a good reason for doing so.) 

 A)B)
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(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 

(Optional:) Does your choice depend on which words this sound it is found 
in? 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 

8. Spelling of h corresponding to Persian x 

Many Bakhtiari words have an h which corresponds to x in Persian. 

Do you think these words should A) be spelled with , or B) with  ? Please 
underline your preferred spelling for each Bakhtiari word below. 

 A)B)
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(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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9. Spelling of u corresponding to Persian ub 

Bakhtiari words ending with the sound u are as a rule spelled with  to repre-
sent this sound. 

  
  
  
  
  
  

 
However, there are some words ending with the same sound  u  that corre-
spond to Persian words ending with ub. 

Do you think these words should A) be spelled as they are pronounced, or B) 
spelled with an extra  which corresponds to the Persian b? Please underline 
your preferred spelling for each Bakhtiari word below. 

 A)B)

  

  
  
  
  
  

  
 

(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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10. Spelling of individual words 

There are a number of individual words that are difficult to spell in 
Bakhtiari. Please underline your preferred spelling for each Bakhtiari word 
below. 
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11. Marking short vowels in a text 

Do you think it is important to mark short vowels (fatha , kasre  and 
zamme ) in Bakhtiari texts? If so, to what degree? 

There are five options given below, and the same paragraph is written with 
each of the five options as an example of what it would look like in a real 
text.  

Please underline your preferred option. 

Option 1: No writing of short vowels. 

Option 2: Write short vowels only when the pronunciation is different from 
Persian, when words need to be distinguished from other similar words, or 
when the words are unfamiliar to readers. 
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Option 3: Same as Option 2, but also write all short vowels when they are 
before  or  as well.  

Option 4: Same as Option 3, but also write kasre  and zamme  every-
where. 

 

Option 5: Mark all short vowels everywhere. 
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Do you have any other suggested options for when short vowels should be 
written in Bakhtiari? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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12. Marking short vowels: individual words 

Here, we look at whether short vowels should be written by looking at the 
spelling of individual words with specific sequences of sounds. 

  
Should short vowels always be marked when they are followed by y and ? 
Please underline your preferred spelling for each Bakhtiari word below. 

 A)B)

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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12.2 Marking e and o 
Should e and o always be marked? Please underline your preferred spelling 
for each Bakhtiari word below. 

 A)B)

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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12.3 Marking all short vowels 
Should all short vowels (a, e and o) always be marked? Please underline 
your preferred spelling for each Bakhtiari word below. 

 A)B)

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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13. Prefixes be- and na- before vowels 

How should the imperative prefix be-  and the negative prefix na-  be 
written when they are found with stems that start with a vowel (and there-
fore, with the letter  )? Please underline one word in each pair which shows 
your preferred spelling for this prefix. 

 A)B) 

  
   
 
  
  
  
  
   
  
  
  
  
  

 
(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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14. The prohibitive prefix mah- 

How should the prohibitive (i.e., negative imperative) prefix mah- be writ-
ten?  

Do you think it is better to spell the following words A) to show their true 
underlying identity (h) and avoid making up new symbols for the Bakhtiari 
writing system, or B) to show the distinct pronunciation in Bakhtiari? And 
should it be connected to the following word, or not?  

Please underline one item in each row which shows your preferred spelling 
for this suffix. 

 B3 B2 B1b B1a A2 A1 

       
             

     
       

       
       

 
(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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15. Vocative -ay 

How should the vocative suffix -ay be written? Please underline your pre-
ferred spelling for each item below. 

         

        
    
         
       
 
         
         

 
Also, please underline one of the following options with the spelling you 
prefer: 

 
 

(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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16. Indefinite ya ...-ey after vowels 

How should the indefinite marker ya ...-ey be written after vowels? Please 
underline your preferred spelling for each item below. 

      

      
 

  

 
 
 

 
 

(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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17. Direct object marker -(e)ne after consonants 

When the Bakhtiari definite direct object marker is attached to a word end-
ing in a vowel or a glide (h,  or y), it is pronounced -ne and is written  (for 
example, -    

When it is attached to a word ending in a consonant, it is pronounced -e ; 
how should it be written? Please underline one sentence in each pair which 
shows your preferred spelling for the direct object marker. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

  
 

(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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18. Demonstratives i ...-(h)o and u ...-(h)o after 
consonants 

When the Bakhtiari demonstrative suffix is attached to a word ending in a 
vowel or a glide (h,  or y), it is usually pronounced -ho and is written  
(for example, -ho   

When it is attached to a word ending in a consonant or the vowel i, it is gen-
erally pronounced -o ; how should it be written? Please underline one item in 
each row which shows your preferred spelling for the demonstrative suffix. 

 A)B) C)

   
  
    

  
   
    
    

   
  

   
   
   
   

 
(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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19. Subject clitic and verb suffixes after vowels 

How should person-marking subject clitic suffixes be written after vowels? 
Please underline one item in each row which shows your preferred spelling 
for these suffixes. 

      joined: 
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(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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20. Object and possessive clitic suffixes after vowels 
and orthographic h 

How should person-marking object and possessive clitic suffixes be written 
after vowels and orthographic h? Please underline one item in each row 
which shows your preferred spelling for these suffixes. 
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(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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21. The plural marker -yal 

How should the plural marker -yal  be written when it is found with con-
tracted plurals, and with words ending in  ? Please underline one item in 
each row which shows your preferred spelling for this suffix. 

  

   
   
  
  
   
   
   
    

 
(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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22. Spelling of individual words with affixes 

There are a number of individual words, with affixes, that are difficult to 
spell in Bakhtiari. Please underline your preferred spelling for each Bakhtiari 
word below. 

 

 
  
  

 

  

  
   
   

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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23. Joining of compound words 

There are many compound words in Bakhtiari for which it is not clear 
whether the parts should be A) joined completely, B) separated with a 0-
space, or C) separated with a full space.  

Please underline your preferred spelling for each Bakhtiari word below. 

 A)B) C)

   
   
  
   
   
   
   
  
    
  
  
    
    
    

 
(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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24. Writing of word-initial  after a consonant-final 
word 

In the word   or  ( -din 
-

word-initial  ( ) is usually pronounced. 

However, when these words follow another word ending in a consonant, the 
 is not pronounced. Should the spelling of these words A) reflect their pro-

nunciation in this position, or B) should the shape of these words stay the 
same? Please underline the option that you prefer. 

A)B) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

(Optional:) Why do you prefer the spelling of the words that you selected? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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Final comments and questions 

Are there any other Bakhtiari words that you find difficult to spell? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you have any other questions or suggestions about writing in Bakhtiari? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

Finally: Thank-you for taking the time to answer our questions. We look 
forward to receiving your completed file at the following email address:  

bakhtiari.language2014@gmail.com. 

If you know someone else who would be willing to answer this question-
naire, please tell them about it and, if possible, send it to them by email. 
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